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This study focused on the capital costs of the community college baccalaureate 

(CCB) institutions established in the Florida College System (FCS) from 2001 to 2010.  

This period spanned the entire history to date of the Florida CCB.  The data analyzed 

included selected institutional, financial, and baccalaureate characteristics of the Florida 

CCBs and for comparison included corresponding institutional and financial 

characteristics for the non-CCB institutions in the FCS.  The data analysis investigated 

the relationships between these characteristics and the baccalaureate capital costs 

reported by Florida’s CCB colleges.  From these relationships, the historic average of the 

baccalaureate start-up capital cost was derived.  In addition, the total baccalaureate 

capital cost for the system and for each Florida CCB college was also determined.  As 

part of the process of conducting this study, a number of additional relationships between 

CCB and non-CCB institutions were explored, reported, and described.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In recent years, a new trail has been blazed in higher education as community 

colleges advance their conventional curriculum and expand their traditional workforce 

missions by developing, delivering, and conferring baccalaureate degrees.  In Florida 

alone, there are baccalaureate degrees now being offered at 18 of the 28 colleges within 

the system.  This has evolved from a single community college offering a baccalaureate 

degree in 2001; to four institutions in 2004; increasing to 10 baccalaureate degree 

granting colleges, in 2008; and now in 2010, the number has reached 18 baccalaureate 

colleges in the state.  The increased interest and growth of the community college 

baccalaureate (CCB) in Florida was in response to the state’s workforce and economic 

demands.  In 2002, Florida experienced a statewide increase in the demand for higher 

skilled workers with technologically advanced degrees to support the growing and 

evolving economy in the state.  At the same time however, the state was reported as being 

46th out of the 50 states in the production of bachelor’s degrees (Florida Department of 

Education [FDOE], 2002).  The state’s higher education community needed to respond to 

this increasing gap between the workforce’s demand and the supply of corresponding 

degrees.  Taking the initiative, the state’s community college system acted to do its part 

to alleviate this disparity by moving forward with the CCB in Florida.
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The economic landscape in Florida has always been evolving.  What historically 

began as a predominantly agricultural based economy, expanded into a significant 

tourism and a service-based economy in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s.  As the new century was 

ushered in, the state’s economy again expanded and evolved as technology became more 

integrated and diffused across all of Florida’s economic sectors (FDOE, 2005).  

Consequently, in order to keep the state competitive and growing, this new focus and 

dependence on technology required the training of a highly skilled and better educated 

workforce in the state.  With this, the need to produce opportunities for attaining more 

baccalaureate degrees became more apparent and more urgent. 

The community college baccalaureate movement was not just an isolated event 

happening in Florida.  This groundbreaking expansion of baccalaureate mission and the 

development of baccalaureate programs were already underway in areas of the United 

States and Canada, even before Florida adopted it.  The reported impetus in these areas, 

as in Florida, was primarily to benefit local students who were found to be place-bound 

by family and work.  As a result of this characteristic and the transitory nature of this 

population of students, they were traditionally underserved in terms of access to upper-

division coursework. 

The CCB was also done to benefit the community through training the local 

workforce to keep pace with the rapidly expanding jobs’ frontiers, which increasingly 

require a baccalaureate level degree as their minimum entry level degree.  Corollary to 

this, the FDOE (2005) communicated a statewide urgency in baccalaureate education and 

in its adoption of the CCB as “several studies point to the fact that Florida is experiencing 

a critical statewide need for trained teachers, nurses, and information technology 
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employees, and that this need will only continue to grow throughout the next decade” (p. 

1). 

Notwithstanding the clear and significant benefits that were put forth by college 

and state decision makers supporting the CCB in Florida, and elsewhere, it is unclear if 

the full fiscal implications related to the CCB and its expansion of services was 

completely considered before adoption.   There is little doubt that a better educated, 

highly skilled workforce is needed to achieve strong, sustainable economic growth 

through the 21st century.  Just as there is little doubt that increased higher educational 

opportunities for everyone within the community and the state are desirable goals, there 

is a question of whether or not the cost is manageable, predictable, and sustainable?  

Further, if the cost implications were considered, it is unclear to what extent the 

investigations of the financial impacts associated with the transition to the CCB were 

determined, even as we see more community colleges making the decision to move 

toward this fundamental evolution of their traditional curriculum. 

Background of the Study 

In 1997, the Florida Council of Community College Presidents overwhelmingly 

supported the idea of the state’s community colleges offering select baccalaureate 

degrees.  With this touchstone event, the momentum of the community college 

baccalaureate in the State of Florida began.  In 2001, with Senate Bill 1162 (S. 1162, 

2001), the Florida Legislature legitimized the community college baccalaureate in 

Florida.  As this bill became law, the first of the state’s new baccalaureate colleges was 

born as St. Petersburg Junior College become St. Petersburg College.  This changed the 

face of higher education in Florida, forever.  In the seven years that followed St. 
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Petersburg College’s CCB inception, nine more community colleges made the transition 

to offer the baccalaureate.  

In 2008, in response to the growing number of CCB adopters across the state, 

Florida Senate Bill 1716 (S. 1716, 2008) proposed the foundation for the Legislature to 

create the basic framework for a new state college system replacing the existing Florida 

Community College System.  The new higher education system, named in Florida Statute 

as the Florida College System (FCS), was intended to better reflect the changing diversity 

of delivery methods within its membership.  For the first time in Florida, two public 

higher education delivery methods were under one governing system with both having 

the unifying mission of open access to students.  This singular, shared mission is not 

surprising though, as it has historically been the shared mission for all American 

community colleges (Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Vaughan, 2006) since their creation.  In the 

FCS, it is a mission that has been memorialized and made law, through Florida Statute. 

More recently, in 2010, another eight community colleges have moved beyond the 

traditional vocational education and academic transfer missions to offer baccalaureate 

curriculum.  This increased the membership to 18 FCS colleges offering baccalaureate 

level education completely within their institution and 10 traditional community colleges 

offering the time-honored two-year degree programs as their highest attainable degree.  

To illustrate the impact of the CCB in Florida, as of 2010 these colleges have developed 

and ratified curriculum to offer their students a combined 1301 baccalaureate degrees.  

This has been done while remaining focused on the student, the workforce, and the 

community as these institutions have always done. 
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 As touched upon earlier, across the United States and Canada the development of 

baccalaureate curriculum in community colleges was done to benefit three specific 

targets.  Those of: 

 the local, typically place-bound student; 

 the community and local workforce; and 

 the regional and state economy. 

In addition to these targets, Florida ratified the adoption of the CCB to help meet the 

“critical statewide need for trained teachers, nurses, and information technology 

employees” (FDOE, 2005, p. 1). 

The benefits of the CCB transition clearly include increased opportunity, 

accessibility, and affordability to the student.  The latter made possible by the lower cost 

of delivery associated with the baccalaureate offered at community colleges, as supported 

by a 1997 study conducted by the Florida State Board of Community Colleges (FSBCC).  

The findings of the FSBCC report showed that students who chose a CCB paid as much 

as one-third less for tuition and fees compared to their university counterparts.  To assure 

that this would remain the case; Legislators provided some assurance that this 

comparative lower cost would be maintained.  This assurance was provided by the 

Legislature as law, through an established tuition cap of CCB tuition at 85% of the State 

University System’s (SUS) tuition (FDOE, 2005). 

The lower cost of attaining the baccalaureate appealed to students as did the 

inherent open access and increased accessibility of the community college baccalaureate,  

especially for the critical population of the aforementioned place-bound students.  Further 

defining this critical population of place-bound student, Walker (2001) explains that for a 
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great number of  “adult learners who own homes, are raising families, and have full-time 

jobs, earning a baccalaureate degree at a local community college may be their only 

option” (p. 24).  Essentially, the combination of a lower cost to deliver baccalaureate 

education at community colleges and the increased access and accessibility traditionally 

provided by these colleges, to their students, created significantly more opportunities for 

the community and workforce to become better educated. 

The linkage between higher education’s responsibility to adjust to ever rapidly 

evolving and expanding job markets and the nation’s critical need for a better educated 

workforce has been a concern of Federal policymakers as well.  U.S. Senator Michael 

Enzi’s statement in the Hearing of the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and 

Pensions (2004) illustrated the need for higher education to respond as he declared that 

“according to the Department of Labor, over 80 percent of the fastest-growing jobs in the 

country require some college education.  As the need for advanced skills continues to 

grow, it seems clear that our institutions of higher education must step up to fill that 

need” (p. 2).  It sensibly follows that the aforementioned need for advanced skills is 

congruent with what the CCB is satisfying in Florida, and elsewhere.  The thinking was 

that as the access and opportunity of the community college baccalaureate further closes 

the gap between workers’ skills and employers’ needs; local, regional, and state 

economies strengthen as a result.  In Bohlen’s perspective, from the point-of-view as the 

President of Laramie County Community College, “local business and institutions of 

higher education partnerships are vital for the economic well-being of our communities 

and thus our States and our nation” (Hearing of the Committee on Health, Education, 

Labor, and Pensions, 2004, p.36). 
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Statement of the Problem 

Even with the clear significance and potential wide ranging benefits of the 

community college baccalaureate, it is unclear if the full financial implications of this 

expansion of services and mission have truly been measured - either by the institutions 

considering it or by the state decision makers approving the adoption of the community 

college baccalaureate.  The overarching goal of a better educated local workforce to 

provide for long term, sustainable economic growth in the community, region, and state 

is a fundamentally important one.  However, without a methodical, deliberate, uniform, 

and thorough exploration of the financial implications of these CCB decisions, the goal 

may not be sustainable for the long term.  As a result of this, it is posited that a systematic 

analysis of the cost components that actually make up the community college 

baccalaureate is necessary, beginning with the capital cost element of the CCB decision 

in the State of Florida. 

Purpose and Scope of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to assess, measure, and evaluate some of the costs 

borne by Florida colleges who have implemented baccalaureate degrees and expanded 

their missions as a result of the CCB.  The study’s scope was limited to be fiscal in 

breadth and specifically looked in depth at the capital costs of the currently approved 

Florida baccalaureate colleges. 

Rationale for the Study 

In Florida, the conversion of traditional community colleges from two-year to 

four-year institutions has an established process outlined in Florida Statute 1007.33 (Fla. 

Stat. § 1007.33, 2010).  While detailed, the process does not explicitly require nor fully 
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describe parameters of a systematic review of the long term financial impacts of these 

institutions’ curricular expansions as a criterion for approval.  However in Florida Statute 

1007.33.5(d).4 (Fla. Stat. § 1007.33, 2010), the process does address a cost analysis of 

the specific CCB programs being requested at the time of application.  It instructs that 

each proposal must include the “program cost analysis of creating a new baccalaureate 

degree when compared to alternative proposals and other program delivery options”.  

While certainly a fiscal element, this cost analysis requirement is too narrowly focused 

and does not appear to address cumulative or long term fiscal impacts that may result 

within the colleges.  The required cost analysis also does not seem to report information 

that would be useful to the state for long term projections of impact.  In cursory review of 

the minimal fiscal information typically submitted, it would seem that only narrowly 

focused short term cost impacts are being cursorily compiled and reported to meet this 

requirement. 

Institutions may well be doing more detailed and long range cost analyses of their 

CCB programs but if they are, they have not been reported out in any accessible, obvious, 

or systematic fashion.  In addition to long range analysis and forecasting at the 

institutional level, the state does not appear to be actively modeling or addressing the 

cumulative system impacts of the CCB either.  These fiscal elements would not only 

provide for better support of these higher education institutions’ long term sustainability 

but also provide the state with better forecasting methods of future system-wide funding 

needs.  If this level of predictive forecasting and long range planning is not being done or 

if it is being done superficially to provide only a short term resolution to a long range 

complex issue, then it should be more thoroughly examined.  It logically follows that 
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without these long term financial plans in place to predict, plan for, and allocate the 

additional funds necessary to support this expanded mission, the resources needed to 

support the baccalaureate expansion may actually be redirected from other essential 

resources supporting the current curriculum and programs within the institutions 

themselves.  If this eventuality is left unplanned for and unaddressed it will be 

detrimental to the institution and by direct extension to the community and state.  One 

distinct possibility that may occur is the diversion and supplanting of budgeted funds 

from the purpose for which they were originally intended, such as the support of the 

traditional two-year academic and workforce programs of the college.  An unanticipated 

funding shortfall in these areas would likely decrease the institution’s level of service to 

its lower-division students rather than increasing opportunity to the local workforce, a 

result which seems contradictory to the originally intended goals set in place when 

Florida adopted the CCB in the first place. 

Responsible and sustainable funding is critical.  If the sufficient funding of new 

baccalaureate programs is not expertly planned for by both the institutions choosing them 

and by the state bodies approving them, then the very students and workforce at the heart 

of the community college mission may actually be adversely impacted rather than 

favorably advanced through the implementation of these new CCB programs.  This view 

was shared by Townsend (2005) who expressed concern that CCB colleges may find 

themselves having to divert their limited resources in order to support the expanded 

baccalaureate standards, all at the expense of their traditional community college mission.  

Though a paradoxical outcome, it could manifest as an unintended consequence.  

Therefore, these new baccalaureate programs must be adequately planned for and 
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sufficiently budgeted through the internal analysis, prediction, and long range budgeting 

by the colleges and through external appropriations, funding, and support by the state. 

Initially, the financial planning should occur at the institutional level.  Just as it is 

best for a college to maintain local control over its local affairs, it is also incumbent upon 

them to exert local accountability as well.  The college’s primary focus in planning 

should be on increasing opportunities or at a minimum preventing the adverse lowering 

of service levels to its students.  They must remain fiscally responsible and be held 

accountable for ensuring that this occurs.  Institutional responsibility in programming and 

budgeting is only one piece of the sustainability of growth for the Florida CCB.  The 

ultimate planning and long term funding of the community college baccalaureate falls on 

the state, in its traditional role and responsibility of funding public higher education 

throughout Florida.  While institutions can and should analyze the costs associated with 

their baccalaureate decision in order to make sound decisions about which mix of 

baccalaureate programs will have the greatest impact to their community and students, 

the eventual responsibility of appropriating and funding these new initiatives within 

public education is the state’s. 

The notion of adequate funding of the baccalaureate decision is a pivotal 

issue.  As Skolnik and Floyd (2005) point out in looking at the CCB across the United 

States and Canada, “observers have identified inadequate funding as a major problem for 

institutions that are offering community college baccalaureate programs” (p. 196).  When 

the potential baccalaureate funding issues of a single institution are then magnified by the 

number of current and potential baccalaureate colleges in Florida, it becomes evident that 

specific and thorough attention to the fiscal impacts of the CCB decision must be done by 
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all decision makers in the process.  This should be done as decision makers review the 

more obvious issues related to the baccalaureate like curriculum overlap with universities 

and confirming job demand in the state’s workforce.  By including a more rigorous 

review of the direct and indirect costs associated with the baccalaureate decision, 

Florida’s current process of approving baccalaureate degrees for colleges can be 

improved to better deliberate and direct the system’s expansion, long term evolution, and 

sustainability into the future.  A more in depth, focused analysis would give individual 

colleges and the state a better understanding of the issue as a whole.  Further, the 

increased analysis of the fiscal considerations related to the potential impacts of the 

baccalaureate on the state’s higher education budgeting is timely given the need for a 

stronger fiscal responsibility within government.  This level of fiscal responsibility, 

accountability, and insight is particularly needed in the current post-recessionary climate 

and with the resulting elevated competition for limited available funding and 

appropriations statewide. 

The potential costs associated with the baccalaureate decision are wide and 

varied.  This is attributable to availability of faculty, difference in governance ideology, 

readiness levels within the institution, and the mix of baccalaureate programs themselves.  

Often resulting from geography and culture, some institutions have found themselves 

unable to attract the numbers of qualified faculty required to support long term 

baccalaureate programs.  Others have paid premiums to attract faculty, while still other 

college find themselves already staffed with qualified faculty.  The differences in these 

realities certainly provides a spectrum of potential cost factors.  With this staffing factor, 

governance issues also play a role in the range of costs for the baccalaureate degree 
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between colleges. The governance factors reveal themselves in the institutional goals that 

the College President and the Board of Trustees develop and set for the college.  Often 

differing in ideology and philosophy between colleges, college governance expresses 

itself in the institution’s reserves and may range the spectrum from fiscally conservative 

to moderately liberal with its spending.  The health of the financial reserves within an 

institution are also a factor in explaining the range of the cost to deliver the baccalaureate 

as it provides insight into the ability of the college to react quickly to changing economic 

conditions, whether externally applied as in the recent recession or internally taken on as 

in an expansion of programs or mission.  Finally, the mix of baccalaureate programs is a 

factor in explaining the difference in cost at each college.  It is intuitive that program 

mixes that require intensive upper-division laboratory experience like nursing, biology, or 

computer science have the potential for much higher capital costs than programs with 

lighter laboratory requirements like business or organizational management.  However, as 

all of these factors are interrelated with one another, the readiness of the college can 

certainly play a role in lessening the impacts of the inherent gap in costs at the program 

level.  In fact, some colleges may already have suitable laboratory facilities in place as 

currently utilized by the lower-division.  Again, it varies between institutions and the 

degree to which the other factors apply. 

Generally, baccalaureate costs can be categorized and budgeted for in the same 

way as their corresponding lower-division programs.  Essentially, costs are set into two 

general categories: (a) the elements that affect the operations budget and (b) the elements 

that impact the capital budget. 
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The operations budget, sometimes referred to as the education and general fund (E&G) 

budget, incorporates the “various expenditures to operate all of the units within the 

institution” (Barr, 2002, p. 36).  With respect to the baccalaureate decision, E&G 

represents (a) the hiring and enhancement of faculty and staff to support the new 

baccalaureate programs; (b) the development of the curriculum, programs, and services 

specific to the baccalaureate degree; and (c) the operational functions to support the new 

development of the baccalaureate programs within the unit or institution as a whole. 

Equally as important as the E&G budget,  the capital budget “reflects the money 

set aside to improve the physical plant of the institution and to finance new construction, 

major pieces of equipment, replacement of vehicles, or expenses such as those associated 

with technology that are investments for the institution beyond the current operating 

year” (Barr, 2002, p. 36).  Again with respect to the baccalaureate decision, this funding 

and budget category is crucial to the institutions.  With it, the college provides and 

expands the physical plant and facilities to keep pace with the space and equipment needs 

of the programs and the students anticipated to be in the pipeline of lower and upper-

division programs.  Without these two budgets being aligned with one another, 

complementing one another, and funded responsibly and adequately; the programs, the 

institution, and ultimately the students suffer the consequences through diminished 

educational opportunities and outcomes. 

As stated earlier, even as Florida is leading the country in providing the 

community college baccalaureate, the full financial implications of this expansion of 

programs has not been fully analyzed and documented.  Future institutions considering a 

move to a Florida community college baccalaureate institution have only basic financial 
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information available to them to assist in their decision making.  Likewise, state decision 

makers have just as little on which to base their much larger and more complex economic 

decisions for support and expansion of the community college baccalaureate.  In fact, a 

recent dissertation by Manias (2007) recommended that “a statewide cost-effectiveness 

analysis should be conducted on all community college baccalaureate programs" (p. 125) 

as a matter of policy.  As Skolnik and Floyd (2005) posit in their review of the 

community college baccalaureate around the United States and Canada, “funding and 

finance would seem to be an important area for research” (p. 196) and their finding has 

never been truer than in Florida’s CCB movement today.  Future institutions considering 

the CCB as well as both current and future state decision makers need a better way to 

analyze, deliberate, and plan for their baccalaureate decisions.  A uniform model for 

determining the cost of the community college baccalaureate is needed with the first 

element focused on what it takes to adequately start-up the capital cost elements of such a 

decision. 

As explained previously, the capital budget is a sizable part of the funding 

requirement in any CCB analysis and baccalaureate decision.  Among the first costs to 

typically be addressed in any new program’s implementation are those associated with 

the capital budget impact, both in added capital equipment and in enhancements to the 

institution’s educational and ancillary plant.  Therefore, to begin our understanding of the 

full fiscal implications of the baccalaureate decision, we should begin with the impact to 

the capital budget.  In this way, we might better make predictions of what the start-up 

costs and potential long term capital needs could conceivably be for future Florida 

community colleges who may be considering undertaking the CCB.  With the capital cost 
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defined and analyzed, the institutions and the state decision makers can be better 

informed about the CCB’s potential financial implications.  Furthermore, with this 

information in hand, decision makers can responsibly and adequately fund the 

baccalaureate capital cost element.  Financial forecasting, such as just described, is not 

only responsible in the short term for adding new programs but also in the long term for 

the fiscal health and sustainability of the community college baccalaureate system as a 

whole.  It is this long term stability and sustainability that will truly achieve the CCB’s 

and the state’s goals. 

Proposed Primary and Guiding Research Questions 

This study explored the fiscal implications of the CCB on Florida community 

colleges from the CCB’s inception in 2001 until 2010.  To provide focus to the study, it 

was specifically centered on the capital cost component. 

Primary research question.  The primary research question driving this study 

was that in a time of ever-increasing demand for baccalaureate education yet with a 

number of state universities capping their enrollment due to their diminishing funding, 

what should the community colleges and decision makers contemplating the Florida 

community college baccalaureate decision use to effectively make data-driven decisions 

in predicting the capital outlay, funding, and appropriations required to successfully 

implement the baccalaureate decision? 

Guiding research questions.  The following were the guiding questions used to 

support and provide understanding of this primary research question.  They were 

intended to give a perspective on aspects that would help to answer it. 
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1. For each of the CCB colleges in the study period of 2001 and 2010, what 

were the initial start-up capital costs either appropriated to, budgeted for, 

or expended by the current 18 Florida CCB colleges in support of their 

community college baccalaureate programs? 

2. From the CCB’s inception in 2001 through 2010, what was the total 

capital cost either appropriated to or expended by the current 18 Florida 

CCB colleges in support of their community college baccalaureate 

programs? 

Significance of the Study 

The study is significant at the local and the state levels as it provides guidance and 

solid evidence to decision makers considering the Florida community college 

baccalaureate decisions.  In order for higher education to equitably and comprehensively 

evaluate the community college baccalaureate decision, a thorough evaluation of the true 

costs needed to be undertaken.  The fiscal impact of such an evaluation should have 

significant weight on future baccalaureate decisions undertaken by Florida community 

colleges and state decision makers.  In addition to reporting what had been done to 

financially support the CCB in the FCS, the study also attempted to develop a model for 

estimating the future costs related to the capital cost component of the baccalaureate 

decision.  With just such a predictive model, decision makers would have a useful tool to 

employ in order to fiscally weight their baccalaureate decision at both institutional and 

state levels.  Even if a working model cannot be reliably determined, the quantitative 

investigation into the institutional factors and actual capital appropriations that supported 

the establishment of the CCB is timely. 
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Definition of Terms 

As with any study, there may be terms that are not common knowledge or that 

may take on specific nuance or connotation within the focus of this specific study.  

Further, there may be terms that are simply unfamiliar to the reader, but that are essential 

in understanding the contents of the study.  To accommodate the reader, the following 

terms and definitions have been provided in an attempt to remedy these potential 

situations. 

Accounting Costs:  The actual, financially measurable value placed upon a product, good, 

or service based upon recognized accounting principles. 

Ancillary Plant:  “Comprises the building site and site improvements necessary to 

provide such facilities as vehicle maintenance, warehouses, maintenance, or 

administrative buildings essential to providing support services to an educational 

program” (FDOE, 2006, p. 1). 

Annual Unduplicated Head Count (AUHC):  The measurement of the total number of 

students enrolled at an institution in an academic year.  This includes students 

who are enrolled part-time as well as students who are enrolled full-time.  

Essentially, this metric is reflective of the total number of unduplicated students 

who pass through the institution in a year. 

Associate Degree:  Either a two-year degree that is designated for transfer (i.e. Associate 

in Arts degree) or a two-year technical degree (i.e. and Associate in Science 

degree) that contains 15-18 credit hours of transferable education (FDOE, 2010). 

Baccalaureate Degree:  An award, as determined by the Secretary, U.S. Department of 

Education that usually requires at least 4 but not more than 5 years of full time 
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equivalent college-level work (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System 

[IPEDS], 2010). 

Board of Trustees:  The corporate body of persons appointed by the Governor as the 

operating board for a community college. 

Capital Budget:  “Reflects the money set aside to improve the physical plant of the 

institution and to finance new construction, major pieces of equipment, 

replacement of vehicles, or expenses such as those associated with technology 

that are investments for the institution beyond the current operating year” (Barr, 

2002, p. 36). 

Capital Good or Product:  Goods and products, which are typically required at the onset 

or inception of a venture.  These goods and products are not produced for 

immediate consumption, but rather for the use in producing other goods, products, 

and services.  Another feature of these goods and products is that their usable life 

extends beyond the traditional one-year time period.  They also are not typically 

expended when initially consumed; rather they are expended over a long time 

period. 

Community College:  “Any institution regionally accredited to award associate in arts or 

the associate in science as its highest degree” (Cohen & Brawer, 2003). 

College Credit:  The type of credit assigned to courses or course equivalent learning that 

is part of an organized and specified college degree and/or program. 

Cost:  The value of the resources used to produce something and, in the process, is not 

available for use anymore. 
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Direct Capital Cost: The costs associated with expenditure of funds on the actual capital 

product, good, or improvement. 

Educational and General (E&G) Fund (also known as Operations Budget):  This budget 

set is “for day-to-day operations . . . [and] is one many integrated management 

efforts that college and university administrative officers apply to move an 

institution toward its goals . . . [this budget] focuses on the control of financial 

resources, the evaluation of financial performance, and the facilitation of the 

institution’s mission” (Dickmeyer, 1992, p. 243).  Operations budgets are 

typically one year in scope. 

Educational Facilities:  “The buildings and equipment, structures, and special facilities 

educational use areas that are built, installed, or established to serve primarily the 

educational purposes and secondarily the social and recreational purposes as 

authorized by the Florida Statutes and approved by boards” (FDOE, 2006, p. 1). 

Educational Plant:  “Comprises the educational facilities, site and site improvements 

necessary to accommodate student, faculty, administration, staff, and the activities 

of the educational program of each plant” (FDOE, 2006, p. 1). 

Efficiency:  In economic terms, it is the use of resources in an optimal way to maximize 

the production of a product or good. 

Equity:  The concept of fairness, in this case fairness in economics. 

Expenditures:  An accounting cost wherein a payment is made for a specific purpose 

reducing the available budget by said amount, without regard to consequence. 

Externalities:  A cost or a benefit whose value is not transmitted through prices and 

usually incurred by a party who was not part of the initial economic transaction. 
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Full Time Equivalent (FTE):  In general term, full time equivalent is a standardization 

factor that equates the total number of students attending an institution in such a 

way that it becomes comparable with other institutions using the same algorithm 

to set the FTE metric.  In more specific terms, like that of the Florida College 

System, FTE is an aggregated metric of 30-hours of paid enrollment for a 

traditional academic year (i.e. Fall-Spring-Summer). 

Indirect Capital Cost:  The costs associated with the administration, maintenance, upkeep, 

operation, and staffing associated with the expenditure of funds on one or more 

capital products, goods, or improvements. 

Lower-Division:  “College attendees at the freshman and sophomore level” (FDOE, 

2010). 

Marginal Cost:  “The change in total cost generated by producing one more unit of 

output” (Krugman, Wells, & Olney, 2007, p. 169) - commonly abbreviated as 

MC. 

Marginal Revenue:  “The change in total revenue generated by an additional unit of 

output” Krugman et al., 2007, p. 191) - commonly abbreviated as MR. 

Market demand curve:  A graphical representation of the demand schedule, showing how 

much of a good or service would be demanded at a given price” (Krugman et al., 

2007, p. G-9). 

Market supply curve:  A graphical representation of the supply schedule, showing how 

much of a good or service would be supplied at a given price” (Krugman et al., 

2007, p. G-9). 
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Normalization:  For the purposes of this study, this term does not represent the statistical 

definition of the word.  Rather it is the per capita manipulation of the factors 

investigated to eliminate population effects, which may obscure significant 

features of the data. 

Opportunity-costs:  The value of the next-best alternative that could have been selected 

by the decision maker in a resource allocation situation (Brinkman, 2000, 2006; 

Krugman et al., 2007; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2006a, 2006b). 

Out year:  The year after a year covered by a budget or in plural, a reference to the as yet 

unplanned for years following the last year of a planned budget. 

Physical Plant:  Comprises the sum total of the institution’s educational plant and 

ancillary plant. 

Price:  The quantity of payment requested by the seller of a product, good, or service.  

Cost and price need not be equal and are not, for the most part, equivalent. 

Revenue:  “Inflows or other enhancements of assets of an entity or settlements of its 

liabilities from delivering or producing goods, rendering services, or other 

activities that constitute the entity’s ongoing major or central operation” 

(Wainwright, 1992, p. 214). 

Start-up Capital Cost:  The initial expenditure of resources, most often monetary, to 

purchase or direct construction of a capital product or good. 

Substitution Effect:  “The change in the quantity consumed when a consumer substitutes 

a good that has become relatively cheaper in place of one that has become 

relatively more expensive” (Krugman et al., 2007, p. G-9). 

Upper-Division:  “College attendees at the junior and senior level” (FDOE, 2010). 
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Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 

Like all research, this study has limitations and delimitations.  Limitations of a 

study are those characteristics of the methodology that were a result of problems external 

to the study and that are, in most cases, outside of the researcher’s control.  Limitations 

also point out where the researcher’s findings may be generalized and where they should 

not; explain what could not be investigated in the study; and describe what could not be 

investigated.  In contrast, delimitations are boundary conditions that the researcher puts 

on the study through conscious exclusion or inclusion within the proposal.  In short, 

delimitations are declarations of what the study does not intend to cover. 

Limitations.  For this study, the limitations of this study were: 

1. The accuracy of the archival data and the data provided directly by the 

state and the higher education institutions encompassed in the study. 

2. The disparateness of capital costs between differing baccalaureate degree 

programs in terms of their capital equipment and facilities requirements 

due to facility intensive program and curriculum needs.  As an example, 

the costs associated with labs and equipment inherent with healthcare or 

hard science degrees are much more in comparison with the capital costs 

associated with education or soft science degrees. 

3. The relatively short, established history of the Florida CCB. 

4. The inability to completely account for the economic effects of the recent 

recessionary period and the current post-recession period, within which 

periods a significant portion of the data were recorded that was used in 

this study. 
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5. The inability to clearly separate or distinguish between those costs that are 

actually for the capital costs of the CCB from those that would exist if the 

CCB were not established the institution.  In all likelihood for this case, 

the institution would have instead expended capital funds to enhance 

facilities supporting their lower-division programs. 

6. Researcher bias as the researcher is employed by a college that adopted 

and implemented the baccalaureate. 

7. In regards to the qualitative document analysis, the 12 public documents 

were selected as being representative of the body of documents archived 

for the CCB and do not represent the complete body of historic documents 

created in the establishment of the CCB in Florida.  The complete extent 

of the historic document record is not completely identified or agreed 

upon. 

Delimitations.  In addition to the limitations outlined above, the researcher’s 

delimitations of this study were: 

1. The study’s focus, as it solely investigated the community college 

baccalaureate in Florida and included no university baccalaureates in its 

analysis. 

2. The study’s focus, as it is solely reviewed 22 factors in the Florida CCBs 

and 17 factors in the non-CCBs.  Therefore the data only apply to that 

population. 
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3. The study’s focus, as it solely reviewed the span of the CCB (2001 to 

2010) and did not look at financial or institutional data of the community 

colleges before 2001 to any in depth degree. 

4. The proposed CCB Cost Analysis Model is limited in application and 

validity until tested beyond the scope of this study. 

5. The qualitative analysis used in the validation process was purposely 

limited to the 12 documents selected as being representative of the 

available historic CCB documentation.  Given the scope of the validation 

method, this sample of the historic record is subjectively believed to be 

sufficient for the purposes they are intended to be applied. 

Countering the limitations and delimitations.  The delimitations were defined 

by the researcher and therefore did not need to be countered within the study.  Rather, 

these constraints provided clear boundary for the study.  However, the limitations did 

need to be addressed.  The study’s limitations were countered through rigorous statistical 

analysis of the collected data from a known and verifiable source.  In addition, a review 

panel of experts was formed to review the study and the compiled state data in order to 

provide validation of the Results.  The study’s Expert Review Panel consisted of three 

state and/or institutional decision makers who have significant experience in and who are 

experts in the Florida CCB.  Lastly, the limitations were countered in the study through a 

qualitative element that supported and validated the analysis by grounding the data 

through historic document review and analysis. 
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Conceptual Framework 

In order to understand the community college baccalaureate’s related capital costs 

thoroughly, a detailed discussion of these costs and cost factors was necessary in terms of 

the economics of higher education.  In doing so, the researcher provided a better 

understanding of the machinations that influenced the decision making and resulted in the 

characteristic and financial data that were compiled.  The background was constructed 

using the insights of higher education economic scholars who included Breneman and 

Nelson (1981), Brinkman (2000, 2006), Cheslock (2006), Leslie and Brinkman (1988), 

Paulsen (2001), and Paulsen and Toutkoushian (2006a, 2006b).  The background of the 

decision making was further strengthened through exploring the comparative 

dimensionality of higher education economics in terms of modern nonprofit organization 

(NPO) economic concepts like those studied and discussed by Wallis (2006), Wallis and 

Dollery (2005, 2006), Weisbrod (1977, 1988), Hansmann (1980, 1987), Rose-Ackerman 

(1986, 1996), and Valentinov (2008).  The inclusion of NPO economic concepts and 

insights to better understand the fundamental concepts of higher education economics 

provided a compelling focus on similarities and differences between these two economic 

areas.  The final goal of which was a better understanding of the economic decision 

making at the center of higher education capital costs. 

Upon this compound economic framework, the Florida College System’s capital 

funding model was used as a lens to inform the economic review of the capital costs 

being studied.  The use of the funding model provided a focus to determine the impacts to 

Florida’s CCB capital revenue expenditures.  In addition, this lens provided a 

concentrated focus on the CCB colleges’ appropriations, expenditures, and their 
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relationship to individual institution’s expansion into baccalaureate programs and 

curriculum (see Figure 1). 

With Florida’s capital funding model as a lens to focus on the capital outlay data 

and in alignment with the proposed compound economic background, a methodological 

model known as the general CCB Cost Analysis Model (see Figure 2) was developed and 

applied to focus solely on the actual capital costs incurred.  This limited case of the 

general CCB Cost Analysis Model was referred to as the Florida CCB Capital Cost 

Analysis Model.  From its application, a predictive model was attempted to forecast 

future start-up capital costs required by intuitions making the baccalaureate decision.  

The intent of this model was to develop a forecasting tool that could be used by both 

institutions and state decision makers in their contemplation of the CCB. 
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Figure 1.  Visual construct of the conceptual framework used in the study.  This 

illustration depicts the foundation of economic theory that the investigation of the capital 

elements of the CCB was set against and the application of the FCS’s capital funding 

model as the focusing lens from which to investigate those elements. 
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Figure 2.  The general CCB Cost Analysis Model.  The development sequence of the 

CCB cost analysis process is a sequential process constructed upon the solid step-by-step 

foundation.  If applied methodically and completely, each level requires less time and is 

more tightly focused on the result.  This is depicted by the smaller, pyramidal building 

blocks at each sequence as the process ascends the illustration. 

Chapter Summary 

Important and clear benefits have been reported in support of the community 

college baccalaureate in Florida.  What were not clear though were the full financial 

implications of this expansion of mission and services.  Were these costs truly being 

considered in the strong desire for a better educated workforce and economic growth in 

the community and the state?  It was suggested that a comprehensive investigation of the 
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financial impacts of the CCB is needed to convincingly determine and effectively report 

the actual cost to date as more community colleges consider making the baccalaureate 

decision.  The first step in this process should be to investigate the capital budgeting 

process and the associated costs of the Florida CCB decision at this point. 

This chapter formed the introduction of the study into the capital costs associated 

with the community college baccalaureate initiatives in Florida.  Within this initial 

chapter, the purpose, rationale, research questions, key terms, and limitations and 

delimitations were set for the foundation of the study. 

Chapter 2 investigates and discusses the current and historical literature through a 

mix of relevant concepts and theories that place the study within the larger historical and 

theoretical context.  Chapter 3 presents the methodological approach that was used in the 

study.  Chapter 4 describes the results of the study and Chapter 5 discusses the results and 

provides conclusions and recommendations by the researcher.
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

We live in interesting times.  Some may feel that this is reason to celebrate; others 

may believe that we are simply and diffidently satisfying the first of the three proverbial 

Chinese curses; and still others may not even recognize the incredible number of 

opportunities and pitfalls that presently avail us.  For the first time in human history, we 

have incredible technologies made available to everyone.  Both academic and scientific 

breakthroughs occur regularly.  The connections between concept and market are made 

more solid, more numerous, and more efficient with each passing minute.  Opportunities 

are abundant and accessible, for those who are prepared to capitalize on them. 

It’s not just the good that distinguishes truly interesting times though, the bad is 

equally interesting.  We are coming through one of the worst economic recessions in 

modern memory.  Unemployment is hovering near double digits and home foreclosure 

rates are at historic high levels.  In their way, these events make for interesting times as 

well.  These perceivable extremes are really opposite sides of the same coin, though.  

Their complexities are similar and in a number of cases connected.  On one hand it may 

be asked, what can be done to benefit from the upside?  On the other hand it could be 

questioned, what can be done to endure and diminish the downside?  While seemingly 

independent answers, perhaps there is a common question.  To wit, how can we exploit 

the unprecedented opportunities before us to moderate and traverse the equally 
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unprecedented issues affecting society? One strong and reliable answer to that complex 

question may be through finding and applying efficiencies in the delivery and 

implementation of higher education.  The skills and knowledge that higher education 

provides those willing to learn, coupled with the experience and training of how to apply 

the skills and knowledge for society’s betterment, makes it a truly valuable tool to be 

used in these most interesting of times.  The tool of higher education works well but its 

proficient use as a solution prompts another difficult yet imperative question, how can 

our higher education institutions keep pace with these ever shifting, interesting times in 

order to remain a viable and dependable answer to the unprecedented issues affecting 

society? 

One path that a number of the nation’s community colleges are taking to keep 

pace and to find efficiencies is through the development, implementation, and delivery of 

baccalaureate degrees.  While viewed by all as an expansion of the traditional community 

college mission, many believe that it is also a logical extension and evolution of the 

community colleges’ purpose.  A purpose that has always centered on open access and 

workforce orientation, which these colleges continue to provide even as they offer 

baccalaureates (Floyd, 2005, 2006; Floyd & Walker, 2009; Skolnik & Floyd, 2005; 

Walker, 2000, 2001, 2005; Walker & Floyd, 2005).  This trend in the expansion of the 

traditional community college mission comes as a response to the changing needs of the 

community, region, state, and nation.  It is not only appropriate in these interesting times, 

but also crucial.  However, there are some questions being asked about ulterior 

motivations, band wagon behavior, and potential satisfaction of institutional prestige 

agendas.  Were these among the predominant reasons for some of these institutions’ 
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decisions?  Though not the intended purpose, this study was positioned to provide a 

perspective and insight into the question of motivation.  It provided this insight through 

the economic and capital cost perspective faced by these institutions.  While probably 

never being able to directly answer questions of ulterior motive and prestige agendas, a 

study of the economic factors and mechanisms at work in the decision making process 

may help to frame some answer and dismiss others.  Then again, if significant economic 

benefit in the community and state were achieved as a result of ulterior motives or for 

prestige, do the beneficial results simply render the need to answer the question moot?  

After all, if there is a sustainable economic benefit to the shift and expansion of 

community college mission then the machinations that drove us to that decision need not 

be completely altruistic, do they? 

Though important to address, the question of altruistic intent is difficult to answer 

within the confines and limitations of a doctoral dissertation.  As such, this study was the 

proverbial “tip of the iceberg” toward that potential line of research.  Likewise, the 

analysis of the economic and cost factors – independent of motivation or political 

inclination – opens another valuable line of research into the costs of the CCB across the 

United States and Canada.  Given the earlier reason of doctoral dissertation confines and 

limitations, this particular study will only focus on the capital cost aspects of the Florida 

CCB.  However, this element sets the table for future cost analysis components to be 

added toward an ultimate goal of a full cost-benefit analysis of the community college 

baccalaureate in the United States and Canada.   
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This study was a concerted look at the capital budgeting process in determining 

that specific element of the overall cost of the community college baccalaureate in 

Florida.  In doing that, the study of the process was positioned in the overlap of: 

 the field of economics, with a review of a number of potential economic 

factors that are in play in typical higher education decision making processes; 

 the field of educational finance, with a review of institutional budgeting and 

state funding for capital projects in higher education specifically related to 

Florida capital budgeting; and 

 the emerging field of the community college baccalaureate, first in general 

and then as related to the newly developing trend in Florida. 

The study itself was further defined and refined within these three major areas 

with the review of the relevant literature. 

To effectively place this study within the broader scholarly literature, the major 

area that we need to have an understanding of is the world of higher education 

economics.  In order to do this effectively, we first need to pull back and position 

ourselves in the larger universe of basic economics.  Briefly introducing two important 

general concepts from the dismal science itself as a guide, we then center our 

understanding on a complimentary and overlapping sector of economics to that of higher 

education economics, namely that of nonprofit organization (NPO) economics.  The 

reason a brief look into NPO economics was provided was that a number of theoretical 

underpinnings within this field help us to better understand the overlaps and define the 

edges of higher education economics itself.  With this in place, the lens narrows further 

and focuses in on the higher education economic principals and undercurrents, which 
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guide the administration and decision making that surround the community college 

baccalaureate decision in Florida. 

Why start so broad to focus so narrowly?  This is done for the most basic of 

reasons, to provide clarity to the subject by adding depth and dimension to the economic 

treatment of the topic of higher education economics.  This positioning of higher 

education economics, within the larger context of NPO economics and then within the 

much larger field of basic economic principals, provides a better understanding of the 

limits and interconnection of each.  It also creates a strong, composite background upon 

which to begin the review of the economics at work in the community college 

baccalaureate decision. 

In compiling this expansive and exhaustive review, there was a mix of relevant, 

historic concepts and theories that helped place the study in the larger historical context 

of the field.  There were also a number of current authorities and works discussed who 

have advanced the research and theories within the various economic fields.  While 

remaining as comprehensive as possible in the treatment of the relevant fields of 

economics, this review was ultimately focused on the end goal of understanding the 

community college baccalaureate decision so that the capital costs could be more clearly 

understood and analyzed.  As such, the pathway for this economic review initially is 

positioned in the larger universe of basic economics and then moves through the relevant 

theories of NPO economics to ultimately focus in on higher education economics.  This 

way is only one potential pathway available to view the topic and does not imply that this 

path was the only logical course available – though it may be the best one.  Likewise, in 

laying out the foundational literature and approach for the study, a great many potentially 
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relevant economic topics and sectors have been intentionally minimized from the 

discussion in order to best balance brevity against comprehensiveness and focus against 

breadth.  However, what was not sacrificed in balancing this discussion was the 

strengthening of the connection between the concepts that were chosen or in selecting 

those that were most relevant for the methodology and focus of the study.  

Basic Economics 

At its heart, economics is the study of choices.  More precisely it is a social 

science, which observes and examines people acting according to their own self-interest.  

When viewed en masse, the trends and machinations of this singular self-interest 

magnified to societal scale moves humanity in unintended and often beneficial ways.  

This observation was first identified and described by Adam Smith (1776) as he 

described an individual being “led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no 

part of his intention” (IV.2.9), an end which gives singular purpose to the cacophony of 

voices also working toward their own self-interest.  Smith’s observation still holds true 

today.  His invisible hand wields a vast array of economic tools.  Two of the most basic, 

and those most relevant to our discussion, are the concepts of scarcity and markets.  

While there are many other economic concepts that could be discussed here, these two 

elements form the basic foundation of the focus of this study.  Each of these are briefly 

discussed and then shown in the context of the nonprofit organization and finally in 

application within higher education economics. 

The first of these general economic tools is the concept of scarcity, more 

precisely, the concept of scarcity of resources.  At some point in any given situation 

involving resources (i.e. money, time, people, land, etc.) there will inevitably be a finite 
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amount of it to expend toward a goal.  When this resource shortage occurs, the choice of 

how much of the resource should be expended; how much of the resource should be 

reserved; and even what resource might be used as a substitute for the initial resource 

creates an issue of economic importance on the system (Sowell, 2000; Krugman et al., 

2007; Samuelson & Nordhaus, 2009).  In terms of higher education economics, this 

choice manifests itself on an organizational level as well as on an individual level.  These 

manifestations are discussed more thoroughly later as the higher education economics’ 

topics of resource allocation and opportunity-cost theory, respectively.  In addition to the 

simple choice to expended or reserve resources when making decisions, both 

organizations and individuals make a more complex choice by also comparing the costs 

and the benefits of doing a little more or a little less.  They do this in an incremental 

process so that the best decision can be dialed in or narrowed down.  In general, this 

process is referred to as making decisions at the margins.  In economics we like to look at 

how the total cost within the system changes when the decision to expend or produce one 

additional unit is made.  This is known as marginal cost, and along with marginal benefit, 

plays a major role in institutional decision making surrounding revenue and cost in higher 

education economics (Brinkman, 2006).  As Cheslock (2006) describes, “thinking at the 

margin allows one to understand the financial implications of expanding or contracting 

certain activities.  In combination with all nonfinancial considerations, this framework 

can help sharpen one’s thinking” (p. 28).  

The second economic tool used in the construction of our general economic 

foundation was the basic economic concept of markets.  Markets form an elemental 

building block within economics as they allow for the creation of beneficial situations; 
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move individuals and groups toward favorable equilibrium conditions; and usually lead 

to efficiencies within the system (Krugman et al., 2007).  For this discussion, the markets 

of interest are not necessarily limited to the traditional competitive markets involving 

supply and demand.  Though the theories of competitive markets do play a significant 

role in higher education, and will be touched upon in later subsections, there is another 

important market helping guide Smith’s (1776) invisible hand in higher education.  This 

other market is that of trust markets.   

A trust market is a specialized and key model in the economic treatment of NPO 

and higher education economics.  In essence, this type of market involves the trust, rather 

than the good, that one party offers to another party in a transaction.  There are many 

interesting outcomes observed as a result of this fundamental shift from a traditional 

competitive market, where each side is assumed to have complete knowledge, to a trust 

market where one side must trust the other to do the right thing due to a lack of complete 

information.  Having cursorily introduced the basic concept here, trust markets are 

covered in more depth in the discussions of NPO and higher education economics that 

follow this introduction to the relevant concepts of general economics.  Of course, 

markets also give rise to other important concepts in higher education economics, such as 

equity and efficiency; price versus costs; and substitution of goods.  All of these play an 

essential role in economics and higher education economics alike. 

The aim of this study was to better understand the interplay of economics and 

decision making on a single cost aspect of the vast economic universe.  To do so 

obviously requires rapid narrowing of our scope.  As we move to the more focused 

economic concepts within NPO and higher education economics, we should continue to 
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hold the concepts of scarcity and markets in mind.  These two concepts form the basis of 

the art of economics within this study.  Though efficiently presented herein, these 

concepts are developed much more thoroughly and in more depth in the texts and works 

of economists like Sowell (2000, 2004), Krugman et al.,(2007), and Samuelson and 

Nordhaus (2009).  This focused introduction to general economics merely touches the 

surface of the complexity of the whole of the economic universe, but was intended as a 

useful primer as it provided solid evidentiary background for the more focused 

discussions that follow. The intent in introducing these two basic concepts of scarcity and 

markets was to form a solid foundation for the treatment of the economic underpinnings 

associated with the cost of the baccalaureate decision, perhaps even glimpsing the 

invisible hand (Smith, 1776) guiding the choices and decisions along the way. 

Nonprofit Organization Economics 

With the foundation of two important basic economics principals in place, 

attention now focuses on a distinct sector within economics:  nonprofit organization 

economics.  One of the two seminal contributions to this field was by Weisbrod (1977) 

who posited that NPOs occupy and thrive in the economic niche developed in public 

service areas where the government has a limited supply of services (Wallis & Dollery, 

2006).  What is important to understand from this first foray into NPO economic 

structure is that Weisbrod (1977) identified there being an underlying purpose inherent in 

NPOs as surrogate organizations for federal governmental resource shortfalls.  Public 

higher education effectively being a nonprofit speaks to a basic foundational element of 

higher education providing needs that the federal government cannot provide effectively 

on its own.  A connection could be made, though only tenuously so without a more 
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focused discussion, that the states themselves may be acting as NPOs in terms of their 

provision for and funding of public higher education.  Extending this higher education 

metaphor further by using Weisbrod’s (1977) concept of NPOs, the federal government 

would then be the governmental actor holding a limited supply of effective services and 

the public service area would be that of higher education.  Briefly tabling this metaphor 

to introduce a supporting frame, note that Weisbrod (1977) further developed a model on 

which the existence of the NPO sector was predicated on the failure of the government to 

provide adequate services.  A key element of the Weisbrod (1977) government failure 

model presumes an inverse relationship between charitable contributions as NPO revenue 

and government expenditure on same-sector public service programs.  Stated another 

way, the model predicts that as the government increases spending on public service 

programs, the charitable outreach by the private sector decreases in relation (Weisbrod, 

1977; James, 1993; Wallis & Dollery, 2005, 2006).  Given this, and picking back up the 

recent federal government-higher education metaphor of states/higher education acting as 

NPOs in comparison to the federal government, what would the Weisbrod (1977) model 

say about programs such as the Higher Education Act, the GI Bill, and other federal 

subsidies like Perkins and Stafford student loans within higher education?  While 

requiring a limited frame and defined focus to make this logical extension and 

subsequently hold the validity of the metaphor intact, it would be interesting to consider 

in future treatments of NPO and higher education economics.  From the standpoint of this 

study, the importance of Weisbrod’s (1977) government failure/public goods theory 

within NPO economics is a touchstone in the study of NPO economics.  Further, the 

Weisbrod (1977) model may provide an interesting perspective to view decision making, 
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funding, and appropriation to higher education though it may not be a direct application, 

but rather might be an analogous metaphorical application.   

As the name suggests, NPO economics is different from traditional, for-profit 

economics in at least one obvious way – the profits derived by the NPO firm or enterprise 

get redistributed back into the NPO itself rather than divided amongst the shareholders 

and stockholders of the company, the board of directors, or any other outside owner as it 

would in a for-profit model.  In the second of the two seminal contributions to the field of 

NPO economics, Hansmann (1980) terms a key aspect of NPO economics as the 

nonprofit enterprise’s “nondistribution constraint” (p. 838).  His premise forms the basis 

for an interesting and relevant aspect of the overlap of NPO and higher education 

economics, namely that of higher education as a business enterprise.  To preface that 

discussion though, one other element needs to be discussed first.  More precisely, an 

erroneous belief needs to be addressed about NPOs before we can set the next premise 

about higher education. 

It is a common misconception, due to the connotations of the term nonprofit, that 

NPOs are not businesses.  The source of this false impression is unknown, though it is 

likely an undercurrent of popular belief that polarizes the issue - a belief that assumes that 

NPOs are not concerned about internal business efficiency and that portrays all things 

nonprofit as altruistic and all things for-profit as avaricious.  However, no scholarly 

literature was found that supports the notion that NPOs are not businesses in their own 

right.  The idea is not explicit in any of Weisbrod (1977), Hansmann (1980), Ben-Ner 

(1986), or Rose-Ackerman’s (1986) works, nor is it any more explicit in any more recent 

research and works by James (1993), Rose-Ackerman (1996), Ben-Ner & Gui (2003), 
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Wallis (2006), Wallis and Dollery (2005, 2006), or Valentinov (2008).  In fact, just the 

opposite was pointed out in a current international piece on the subject of nonprofit 

enterprises by Auteri.  In the article, she discusses that even though the premises of NPOs 

are one of philanthropic service, there is actually an entrepreneurial point of view in the 

establishment of nonprofit organizations (Auteri, 2003).  NPOs are still competing in the 

marketplace; they are still producing and selling; and to a limited extent, they are even 

profit-maximizing organizations with the concept of NPO profit-maximizing limited and 

tempered by NPO supply-side theory as described by both Rose-Ackerman (1996) and 

James (1987) as an ideological motivation for nonprofit entrepreneurs rather than that of 

a completely profit-maximizing behavior.  To further caveat the last point, rather than 

being truly profit-maximizing, an NPO may more accurately be described as utility-

maximizing, though the drive for this maximization within the organization is still just as 

aggressive and strong regardless of the profit or utility moniker.  The difference being 

that the former has a defined objective goal of profit and the latter being more defined by 

an agreed subjectivity within the organization itself (Massy, 1996). 

The concept of utility maximization has been studied by James (1978), James and 

Neuberger (1981), and more recently by Cheslock (2006) who found that the basic utility 

maximizing model used to describe the behavior of nonprofit organizations, like those in 

higher education, were useful to economists.  Formulating it, the basic utility maximizing 

model for higher education might look like: 

  (1) 

subject to the nonprofit (zero-profit) constraint; 

  (2) 
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where,  Qi represents the amount produced of activity i, 

 Ci represents the cost of producing that amount of activity i, 

 Pi represents the revenue generated from each unit of activity i, 

 FR represents the amount of fixed revenue by the institution. 

This utility-maximizing does not preclude the drive for profit-maximization 

though; it merely adds an overriding dimension of subjectivity to it as the profit is 

redistributed back into the enterprise.  The fact is NPOs are businesses, and in a number 

of cases extremely successful businesses that can be just as profitable as any for-profit 

business.  So if both nonprofit and for-profit sectors are capable of deriving large and 

handsome profits, then what difference does Hansmann’s (1980) “nondistribution 

constraint” (p. 838) make between the two sectors?  One answer is when the 

“nondistribution constraint” (Hansmann, 1980, p. 838) is considered in a context where 

informational asymmetry is prevalent and actively at work.  Such situational transactions 

of information between parties, where one party has more information than the other 

(Akerlof, 1970), create economic situations where trust is either formed or broken.  Using 

Hansmann’s (1980) “nondistribution constraint” (p. 838) as a trust signaling mechanism, 

then it can be argued convincingly that in comparison to the for-profit enterprise, the 

nonprofit enterprise can be considered more altruistic and trustworthy as they lack the 

incentives to indiscriminately maximize profits to their customers.  We see this supported 

by Rose-Ackerman (1996) in her NPO supply-side theories centered on the economics of 

altruism and commitment as well as in her concept of ideological entrepreneurship.  

Effectively, we see a specialized economic market form as a result of this action-reaction 

scenario – that of the aforementioned trust market.  These trust markets are found in most 
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all NPOs, from health care to religious based organizations and in higher education as 

well. 

We have touched upon the demand-side theories of government failure 

(Weisbrod, 1977, 1988;  Ben-Ner & Gui, 2003; Wallis & Dollery, 2005, 2006; 

Valentinov, 2008) and of trust-signaling and trustworthiness (Hansmann, 1980, 1987; 

Wallis & Dollery, 2005, 2006; Wallis, 2006; Valentinov, 2008) as well as the supply side 

theories of economic altruism and ideological entrepreneurship (Young, 1983; James, 

1987; Rose-Ackerman, 1996; Wallis & Dollery, 2005, 2006; Valentinov, 2008).  These 

“four theoretical legs” (Wallis, 2006, p. 960) articulate the basic theories of NPO 

economics and help to build upon the basic economic foundation that was set earlier.   

With NPO economics now situated firmly within the boundaries of basic 

economics, we now want to weave higher education economics through it.  Given the 

earlier discussion of basic economic and NPO economic theory and in contemplation of 

higher education economics being nonprofit in form and function, the following summary 

statements were derived: 

 higher education organizations behave to some extent as businesses (Winston, 

1999) and are individually and collectively affected by Smith’s (1776) 

invisible hand through economic elements like scarcity of resources; 

competitive markets; and trust markets; and 

 higher education organizations, though generally and predominately nonprofit 

in nature, still have a limited profit-maximizing tendencies which we will term 

utility-maximizing to encompass the large subjectivity inherent to NPO 

economics. 
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These two statements will be examined further using higher economic theories 

but represent the salient and relevant connections between basic economics and NPO 

economics for the foundations of this discussion of higher education economics.  These 

capital elements are the composite foundation and background on which this study 

centered the cost analysis of the community college baccalaureate decision in Florida. 

Higher Education Economics 

Positioning ourselves now within the field of higher education economics, this 

review continues along the same lines of thinking that were built in the areas of basic and 

NPO economics.  Returning to the basic economics concept of competitive markets 

briefly, note that given the unique nature of higher education itself, it does not fit neatly 

into the competitive market model.  A foremost reason for this incongruity is the 

previously discussed utility maximizing feature of higher education versus the typical 

profit-maximizing nature of for-profit organizations.  Another important reason is due to 

the externalities inherent with the consumption of higher education (Baum & Payea, 

2004; Fatima & Paulsen, 2004; Paulsen, 2001).  These “positive externalities” (Paulsen & 

Toutkoushian, 2006b, p. 18) represent benefits to society that are attributable to higher 

education and can be both monetary in benefit or nonpecuniary in their benefit to the 

system and society as a whole.  For the purposes of this study, the applicability of 

competitive markets to higher education focused mainly on the overarching system wide 

generalizations inherent to the traditional supply-demand continuum. 

The economic concept of supply and demand is at the heart of competitive market 

models.  This continuum forms the most basic concept in capitalistic societies and is truly 

a driving force behind the ebb and flow of markets where any goods and services are 
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bought and sold.  The intersection of the upward trending market supply curve and the 

downward trending market demand curves intersect at the point where optimal decision 

making occurs, at least in terms of quantity and price decisions.  This optimal point 

represents the equilibrium point that can be thought of as the attractor toward which 

traditional competitive markets are being drawn.  Higher education economics is subject 

to this most basic of laws as well.  However, the subsequent theories within the laws of 

supply and demand (i.e. elasticity and market responses) become inconsistent when 

directly applied to the utility-maximizing nature of higher education.  While still 

predictive on a large scale, the sub-theories within the supply-demand continuum tend to 

develop irregularities that lessen the applicability and reliability of those models when 

applied to specific higher education scenarios.  These issues are outside the scope of this 

study, but are touched upon here as a precautionary tale to prevent the liberal use of 

competitive market principals in application on the minute machinations at play in utility 

driven higher education situations.  What is important to understand here is that there are 

still general supply and demand reactions that can be predicted in higher education, but 

with predictable accuracy only on a macroscopic level rather than on a microscopic one.   

Returning to basic economic concepts of scarcity of resources, it can now be 

expanded into the more focused concepts of resource allocation and opportunity-cost 

theory with application at the institution level and the individual level, respectively.  As 

discussed earlier, whenever an organization or individual is faced with a decision in 

which they have a finite amount of a resource, an expenditure or allocation of the 

resource must be carefully considered.  Given enough time2, optimization and allocation 

of a resource can be developed.  The process of identifying available resources followed 
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by the development of multiple decision paths and alternative schemes to expend varying 

amounts of these available resources is at the heart of resource allocation.  The 

optimization of this process, finding the best possible combination of expenditures of 

resources, is the goal of resource allocation. 

In higher education, resource allocation plays a vital role in many aspects of the 

institution.  For example, in curriculum development there are numerous resources like 

time, labor, and other available resources.  Applying these resources, we have allocation 

decisions to make with combinations of resources like: a finite number of weeks in a 

semester in which to provide instruction; a finite amount of people with the credentials 

and knowledge to instruct the courses; a finite number of combinations or credits and 

courses for a degree; and a finite number of degrees that can be offered given facilities 

and faculty.  In every one of those situations, the institution might consider a vast number 

of combinations to simultaneously expend multiple finite resources.  From these 

combinations, there typically emerges one optimal way that meets the institution’s goals; 

is timely and efficient; and effectively balances the multiple resources that are available.  

There might be multiple suboptimal ways, which are acceptable to the institution but are 

not as efficient or effective and there will be numerous ways that the combination will 

simply squander the finite available resources with limited or no efficiency at all.  These 

outcomes are the essence of resource allocation and the identification and selection of the 

best combination are left to the savvy administrators and leaders making the decision.  

For this study, this concept applies to the more traditional fiduciary and fiscal pursuits of 

higher education economics, but the curriculum example is important to note as it shows 

two key aspects:  (a) resource allocation is a decision making process and as touched on 
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earlier, (b) economics resources are much more than just money and natural 

commodities, they include all of the valuable inputs of the decision.  

To discuss the importance of resource allocation as a decision making process 

further, Massy (1996) offers the following: 

While resource allocation does boil down to knowledgeable people making 

informed decisions, the record shows that process – the way decisions are made 

and communicated – powerfully affects outcomes.  The same knowledgeable 

people, blessed with the same information and diligence, can reach a successful 

conclusion through a good process but end up with failure if they must fight a 

poor process every step of the way. (p. 3) 

This illustrates why an analysis of the capital cost elements of the Florida CCB is so 

timely and important.  It also touches on why future studies may want to focus more fully 

on the CCB decision making process itself as a key point to understanding the system as 

a whole.  In this study, we assume that truly knowledgeable people made informed 

decisions in the current process.  However, there is no apparent evidence of an institution 

by institution or even a state wide view of that process that looked at the impacts of 

capital or other costs that these institutions might face in the expansion to the CCB.  To 

reiterate Massy (1996), these decision makers “can reach a successful conclusion through 

a good process but end up with failure if they must fight a poor process every step of the 

way” (p. 3).  As a result, there is a strong need for this level of review, study, and analysis 

to occur and to improve the current process for future decisions to be made stronger than 

past decisions might have been. 
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With the resource allocation process in hand; there is another fundamental 

question before the organization and/or individual making the decision: what, if anything, 

do I have to give up if I choose to keep or do this?  As we know, that specific choice 

between doing one thing over another due to the scarcity of the resource is known as 

opportunity-cost.  Essentially, opportunity-costs has been more rigorously and broadly 

defined as representing the value of the next-best alternative that could have been 

selected by the decision maker in a resource allocation situation (Brinkman, 2000, 2006; 

Krugman et al., 2007; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2006a, 2006b).  A traditional illustration 

of opportunity-cost in a higher education scenario is the typical new high school 

graduate.  In this example, the new graduate weighs the opportunity-cost of going 

directly into the job-market or attending college first.  Simplified to the graduate’s 

choice, he or she has a decision between an immediately lower initial income and a 

higher initial income.  In the former decision, the lower income and standard of living is 

endured over a short duration in speculation of increased earning opportunities in the 

subsequent years after his or her education is complete. In comparison, the student could 

choose to go directly into the job market and make a higher initial income than going to 

college but without as many opportunities to move into more lucrative positions or fields 

without academic credentialing.  In a rigorous application of this analysis, the student 

might conduct a cost-benefit analysis to determine the future worth of expending funds 

on his or her education now while simultaneously lowering income potential over the 

period of time that the education would be accomplished.  That objective number would 

be weighed against the expected increase in annual earnings as a result of obtaining the 

education, multiplied by the number of effective working years in the student’s lifetime 
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and a quantifiable number generated.  In addition to this level of objective analysis, the 

student may also find subjective factors on both sides of this equation and use them in his 

or her decision making process toward an overall opportunity-cost analysis. 

Like resource allocation and other areas of economics, the analysis need not be 

limited purely to financial inputs and outputs.  These elements can be just as important in 

the overall economic analysis of any problem.  Subjective elements typically require 

much more rigorous documentation to support decisions as well as much more 

explanation of the assumptions and importance factors in situations requiring oversight 

and repeatability.  With regard to the line of research that this study is positioned on, 

namely the economic impact and decision making surrounding the community college 

baccalaureate, some opportunity-cost questions are apparent.  These include: 

 what economic opportunity-cost inputs and outputs were investigated in 

making the CCB decision; 

 what were the costs, both explicitly in fiscal terms and implicitly in fiduciary 

and subjective terms, determined to be in the opportunity-cost analysis for 

choosing the CCB; and 

 what next-best alternatives were investigated by both state and institutional 

decision makers in their process for choosing the CCB. 

For the purposes of this study, inroads were made and factors were explored that could 

lead to these answers but the magnitude of investigating these questions collectively was 

somewhat beyond the scope and delimitations of this dissertation. 

To further discuss opportunity-cost, attention is given to comparisons between it 

and institutional accounting costs.  In essence, accounting costs are the actual financial 
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costs budgeted for and expended in the activities of the institution or organization 

(Brinkman, 2000).  Due to financial standards that higher educational institutions are 

subject to like the General Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and those standards 

promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), and the 

Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB), institutional accounting costs are 

consistently tracked as part of the fiduciary responsibility of the higher education 

institutions.  These standardized procedures for fund accounting allow for better tracking 

of accounting costs across institutions.  As observed previously, opportunity-costs are 

equally important though much more difficult to determine as they are not well 

documented.  In comparing these two costs, two potential obvious situations may occur:  

(a) accounting costs may exceed opportunity-costs or (b) opportunity-costs may exceed 

accounting cost.  Hoenack (1990) gives an example of the first potential situation, 

through production functions of a faculty member’s time.  Specifically, Hoenack 

discusses the opportunity-costs between trading more or less research time for more or 

less instruction time.  Based upon on-the-job-learning, suppose that the faculty member is 

aware of what both the complete accounting costs and opportunity-costs are in his/her 

analysis.  Unless restraints are place on him or her to do so, and they rarely are because of 

the utility-maximizing subjectivity within higher education, the faculty member as an 

employee will not necessarily report the true costs to administration.  As Hoenack (1990) 

directly describes it, 

. . . employees will not necessarily supply outputs at their costs.  Because the 

expenses of the information necessary to monitor and influence academic 

activities is high, the constraints on faculty and other university suppliers of 
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education and other support services are loose.  As a result, the observed budgets 

that universities and their subunits receive for instructional services more than 

compensate the opportunity-costs incurred by faculty and other employees.  

Hence, a university’s instructional budget is larger than an aggregation of these 

costs. (p. 131) 

While the potential for accounting costs exceeding opportunity-costs is not surprising, it 

can be a cause of the public’s perception of inefficiencies and waste in higher education.  

In the case of the Florida CCBs, if the colleges’ decision makers and state’s higher 

education appropriation decision makers (i.e. the buyers) better knew the true accounting 

cost and had the full knowledge of the economic inputs, as buyers they may not choose to 

support or fully fund the activity (Brinkman, 2000).   This level of informational 

asymmetry is one of the elements that tie directly to the decision making process for the 

community college baccalaureate institutions in Florida and particularly to the funding 

sought by the CCB colleges. 

As noted though, opportunity-costs can also exceed accounting costs.  In an 

example by Winston (1993b), we see this objectively illustrated as the costs associated 

with the value of the capital asset, more precisely the depreciation cost of the asset itself.  

Limiting the focus of these cost measures to the institution’s physical plant, the cost of 

depreciation would be the measurable accounting costs.  In comparison, the opportunity-

cost in this scenario would be the potential for capital investment rather than expenditure, 

an opportunity-cost that is meaningful but that is often ignored in the determination of 

educational costs (Winston, 1993a, 1993b; Brinkman, 2000).  Take an institution that 

expends $10,000,000 on a capital project.  There is an opportunity-cost associated with 
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this expenditure in terms of forgone investment potential.  Suppose the prevailing interest 

rate was 7.5% and the real depreciation rate, to cover wear and tear on the asset, was 

another 2.5%.  The potential for capital investment would be calculated as $750,000 per 

year of potential revenue had the original expenditure been invested.  Include with that 

$250,000 per year in depreciation costs on the asset to cover the loss in actual value of 

the capital good.  If we combine these two costs, which would be logical to do in a 

complete economic analysis, the true cost of the $10,000,000 could be determined to be 

$1,000,000 per year.  This figure would be what the institution’s decision makers should 

use to determine if other tangible and intangible costs out weight the use of the 

$10,000,000 for capital budgeting and expenditure.  In this scenario the opportunity-cost 

obviously exceeds accounting cost of the straight depreciation.  

Why is this review of the opportunity-costs so important?  Why do this type of 

economic analysis at all in fact?  The answers are many, but essentially: (a) it is fiscally 

responsible to do for ethical accountability in public fund stewardship and (b) in today’s 

funding climate of competing interests, it behooves higher education to document and 

support their decisions in more uniform, methodical, and repeatable ways.   

Budgeting and Appropriations in Higher Education 

Departing somewhat from direct economics and moving into the complimentary 

area of higher education finance, the focus shifts to budgeting and appropriation in higher 

education, specifically as it relates to our topic of capital budgeting and to Florida 

college’s in particular.  Having already discussed the concepts of both opportunity-cost 

and accounting cost, we now will now look more closely at the accounting cost element 

as a function of higher education finance.  The potential costs associated with the 
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baccalaureate decision are as wide and varied as the programs themselves.  Though the 

potential program costs vary, they can generally be categorized and budgeted for in the 

same way as the lower-division programs and services currently being delivered by 

institutions within higher education.  The costs are put into two general categories:  (a) 

the elements that affect the operations budget and (b) the elements that impact the capital 

budget.  The operations budget, sometimes referred to as the E&G budget because it is 

derived from education and general revenue, incorporates the “various expenditures to 

operate all of the units within the institution” (Barr, 2002, p. 36).  There are a few other 

budget categories including auxiliary budgets, restricted fund budgets, and unrestricted 

fund budgets to name three, but the operations and capital project budgets are typically 

the largest single two divisions (Meisinger & Dubeck, 1984). 

The operations budget/E&G revenue are derived from three main state sources:  

(a) local tuition from students; (b) public institution allocations from the state; and (c) 

state student aid programs (Hauptman, 2001).  For the first of these sources in Florida, 

the Legislature sets the tuition base rates that public institutions are allowed to charge.  

This is then either approved or vetoed by the Governor.  Once this rate has been approved 

the tuition rate is officially set at this established base amount.  Using this base tuition 

rate, the individual institutions are given authority per Florida Statute to set their 

individual tuition rate within a set range of this mandated base amount. 

In public higher education, the revenue derived from tuition only pays for a 

portion of the actual cost required to deliver the education to the student.  The next 

revenue stream that supports the E&G revenue comes from state appropriations through 

the state’s annual legislative process.  Historically, the majority of the shortfall left when 
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tuition is applied to cover the actual cost of delivering the education to the students has 

been made up by these appropriations.  The state’s appropriations to the colleges has a 

number of elements associated with it, one of the prevalent of which is the institution’s 

FTE which represents a count of one student attending full-time (i.e. 30 total credit hours) 

for a full academic year.  Effectively FTE is based upon the amount of college credit 

coursework that is being consumed by its students.  This amount is aggregated and then 

initialized to be equivalent to a student attending the college on a full-time basis.  In other 

words, two students attending college credit courses half-time would equate to a single 

FTE; four quarter-time students would equate to a single FTE; etc.  In Florida, a general 

appropriation from the State’s General Revenue and lottery funds is then made to each 

college as a lump sum based upon the FCS Resource Funding Model, which includes 

formulas using FTE and other measures to determine the distribution of the annual 

appropriation.  It is then the prerogative of the institution to distribute these operational 

funds based upon the goals and objectives of the college’s local Board of Trustees and 

President. 

The third and smallest of the three typical state revenue sources for E&G revenue 

is that of state student aid.  In Florida, this aid has recently been in the form of pre-paid 

tuition plans and Bright Future Scholarships.  In addition to the state funding described 

above, there is also a notable source of E&G revenue from federal sources as well.  This 

revenue has historically been in the form of the Pell Grant, GI Bill, and student loans 

(both Perkins and Stafford types) but more recently it has also been in the form of tuition 

tax credits resulting, in large part, from the Middle Income Assistance Acts of the 1980s 

and 1990s. 
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With respect to the baccalaureate decision, operations budgeting derived from the 

E&G revenue, represents (a) the hiring and enhancement of faculty and staff to support 

the new programs; (b) the development of the curriculum and programs specific to the 

baccalaureate degree; and (c) the operational functions to support the new development 

of the baccalaureate programs within the unit or institution as a whole.  As complex a 

system as funding models are, the revenue generated by them is usually used up annually 

in the day-to-day operations of the college in order to pay for the cost of the delivery of 

the education to its students.  Recall though that the E&G revenue, operations budgeting, 

and operations expenditure are only one part of the entire revenue, budgeting, and cost 

process that is required for complete delivery of the education to the students.  The other, 

equally significant revenue and expenditure stream supports the institution’s expansion, 

renovation, and remodeling of its physical plant.  Without having these two revenues and 

budgets fully aligned and funded responsibly; the programs, the institution, and 

ultimately the students suffer the consequences of diminished educational opportunities 

and outcomes. 

In contrast to the operations budget but equally as important, the capital budget 

“reflects the money set aside to improve the physical plant of the institution and to 

finance new construction, major pieces of equipment, replacement of vehicles, or 

expenses such as those associated with technology that are investments for the institution 

beyond the current operating year” (Barr, 2002, p. 36).  Again, with respect to the 

baccalaureate decision, this funding and budget category is crucial to provide, maintain, 

and expand the physical plant and facilities needed by the institution to support the 

baccalaureate programs and students.  In addition, the accurate and thorough reporting of 
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this is critical to forecast future funding needs and to ascertain comparative costs when 

looking at economic impacts.  While the operating cost typically spans a single fiscal 

year, the capital cost impacts the institution for several years (Lewis & Dundar, 2001).  

This is due largely to the longer planning and construction periods that are required to 

expand and improve the physical plant and because of capital equipment being durable 

goods.  Funding for the expansion of a college’s physical plant comes from a separate 

source of state revenue that is restricted to projects related to the capital improvements of 

the institution.  This then is the second major component of higher education budgeting, 

that of capital budgeting. 

 Why study the capital costs?  There are numerous reasons to do this but chief 

among them are that: 

 capital costs relate to the purchase of durable goods, meaning goods that do 

not wear out quickly.  These goods typically yield a service life and utility 

over a long period of time; 

 there is a significant amount of resources tied up in capital assets and, as these 

capital assets are durable goods, these scarce resources are tied up for a long 

periods of time (Winston, 1993b); and 

 the capital budgeting is among the first cost to be addressed in any new 

program implementation, as such they can give us insight into the preliminary 

decision making surrounding an organization’s intentions.   

As explained previously, the capital budget is a large part of the funding 

requirement in any CCB analysis and baccalaureate decision.  Therefore to begin our 

understanding of the full fiscal implications of the baccalaureate decision, we should first 
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start with the impact to the capital budget so that we might make predictions of what 

start-up and out year capital costs might be expected for institutions undertaking the 

baccalaureate decision in Florida and for state administrators who need to plan for 

funding of future capital expenses 

As touched on earlier, the capital budget primarily enhances the college’s physical 

plant.  To understand what the physical plant is, we find it made of two components - the 

educational plant and the ancillary plant.  The sum totals of these two elements form the 

physical buildings and infrastructure that are essentially the bricks and mortar of the 

institution.  The educational plant is comprised of the educational buildings, facilities, 

and the selected site improvements necessary to directly accommodate the students, the 

faculty, and the various activities of the educational programs and curriculum at the 

institution.  For example, traditional classroom buildings are included in the educational 

plant but so are outdoor facilities like athletic tracks and fire academy burn fields as these 

are directly used in the educational programs offered by a college.  In contrast, the 

ancillary plant is comprised of the non-educational buildings, facilities, and site 

improvements necessary to provide for the support functions of the educational plant.  

Such facilities would include maintenance facilities, central energy plants, and 

administrative buildings essential to providing support services to the educational 

programs of the institution.  The combination of these two components forms the 

college’s physical plant, the support and expansion of which is the primary purpose of the 

capital budgeting process. 
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Florida’s Capital Funding Model 

As eluded to earlier, the vast majority of the revenue needed for the improvement 

of the physical plant comes from a different source of revenue than that needed to satisfy 

the operations budget.  While the operations of a college is funded in part through the 

FCS Resource Funding Model, improvements and expansion of the physical plant are 

funded through the state’s capital projects budgeting cycle.  This is made up of four main 

revenue sources – the first three of which are directly administered by the state through 

the FCS.  These revenue sources are:   

 Capital Outlay and Debt Service (CO&DS) revenue; 

 Public Educational Capital Outlay (PECO) revenue; 

 Facilities Enhancement Challenge Grant Program (FECGP) revenue; and 

 Capital Improvement Fee (CIF) revenue. 

The last of these revenue sources, CIF revenue, is statutorily mandated as a threshold 

amount to be derived directly from the students themselves.  Like tuition, the CIF is paid 

in addition to their tuition in much the same way that other fees, like student activities 

fees and athletic fees, are generated and collected.  The CIF is available to the institution 

for its use but is restricted to only the enhancement and capital support of the educational 

facilities.  It can only be used for that purpose and cannot be used to supplant operations 

or other budgets.  However, the CIF can be used to pay debt service when bonds are sold 

to fund capital projects within the institution.  The CIF is not typically a major source of 

revenue, especially in comparison with the first three state sources listed. 

The first source of capital revenue, CO&DS revenue, is sometimes referred to as 

Motor Vehicle License Revenue or simply as tag money since the revenue is generated 
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solely by the motor vehicle license tax revenue collected by the State of Florida.  This 

revenue source is only available to the State Board of Education (SBE), which is the 

governing body for the local school districts in Florida and colleges in the FCS.  CO&DS 

was created in FY 1953-1954 and was given legal authority under Article XII, Section 

9(d), of the Constitution of the State of Florida (Fla. Const. amend. XII, 2010).  It is one 

of the most restrictive sources of fixed capital outlay funds and it is important to note that 

it does not belong to the state as it does not with other state revenue streams; rather they 

are collected by the state and then are distributed to each school district and college based 

on the tax revenue collected in each of their service areas.  In effect, the revenue belongs 

to the individual schools and colleges but is collected and distributed by the state as 

CO&DS’s fiscal agent.  The importance of this separateness from the state’s general 

revenue allows CO&DS to be advanced to the school districts or colleges through a 

bonding process.  This is essential to note, as it allows the school districts and colleges to 

bond against future revenues via the State Board of Education’s Capital Outlay Bonding 

Issue (COBI) under the same legal authority as the CO&DS revenue.  While accumulated 

debt service is not necessarily desirable for any institution or school district, if used 

responsibly and cautiously a bonding mechanism is a useful tool for schools and colleges 

to make decisions about capital project expenditures.  Recall our economics overview of 

decision making using opportunity-cost versus accounting cost for capital expenditures 

earlier.  In that example, the opportunity-cost to expend $10,000,000 was compared 

against an opportunity-cost of investing the same amount.  This scenario takes on an 

added element of analysis when expenditure of bonded money is concerned.  Bonding 

future revenue essentially means the institution is knowingly taking on debt service and 
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its associated accounting cost.  In the earlier case, if the $10,000,000 was to be bonded 

against future CO&DS revenue, not only would the college have to consider the amount 

of future investment income and depreciation of the asset that the $10,000,000 could 

generate, but in this bond issuing scenario the college would also have to consider the 

amount of future income that would have to be diverted to pay down the debt service on 

the new $10,000,000 bond.  Again the use of bonding can be a benefit, but understanding 

and addressing the opportunity-cost should be part of the decision making. 

The second source of revenue for the capital budget is PECO revenue.  PECO 

revenue is derived from Gross Receipt Tax revenues on utilities - mainly electricity, gas 

fuels, and communications.  It was created in 1963 as an amendment to the State 

Constitution, namely Article XII, Section 9(a)(2) (Fla. Const. amend. XII, 2010).  Its 

initial purpose was to fund capital outlay projects for higher education but by 1976 it was 

opened to school districts and other specific state institutions such as the School for the 

Deaf and the Blind, Public Broadcasting, and Blind Services.  Today, higher education is 

still a large benefactor of the revenue stream derived from PECO revenue.  However, the 

higher education portion of the annual PECO revenue appropriation is split between the 

SUS and the FCS.  Neither higher education system is the single largest recipient or the 

off-the-top as a recipient of the funds.  In fact, the public school districts are the single 

largest recipient of PECO revenue with the School for Deaf and Blind, Blind Services, 

and Public Broadcasting receiving the first funding allocation off-the-top.  Unlike 

CO&DS revenue, PECO funds do not belong to the institution but are controlled and 

appropriated by the Florida Legislature.  Interestingly, the state is able to bond the future 

Gross Receipt Tax revenues in much the same way that CBOI allows public educational 
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institutions to bond CO&DS revenues.  As a result of this bonding capacity and based on 

the decisions of the FDOE and the Florida Legislature, the majority of annual PECO 

revenue is derived from the sales of bonds against the Gross Receipt Tax revenues with 

only a fraction of the revenue returned as cash to the fund.  This excess cash is referred to 

as the Sum-of-the-Digits Distribution (SOD) and it is distributed by formula, specifically 

described in Florida Statute 1013.64 (Fla. Stat. § 1013.64, 2010), to each of the public 

education and higher education institutions in the state for specific use in capital projects 

involving general maintenance, repair, and renovations to the physical plant. 

The last of the three state revenue streams comprising the capital budgeting in 

higher education is in the form of facilities revenue matching programs.  For the purposes 

of this study, we will focus on the part related to the FCS rather than its SUS counterpart.  

In the FCS, the FECGP is appropriated by the state and governed by Section 1011, 

Florida Statutes (Fla. Stat. § 1011, 2010).  The FECGP process starts when the college’s 

direct support organization (DSO) is pledged money from donors for specific use in the 

construction or enhancement of a facility.  Most times this is done through a concerted 

capital campaign on the part of the DSO with the direct intent of raising a set amount of 

funds for a specific capital project.  The DSO’s capital campaigns are usually for the 

building of a new facility; remodeling of existing facility; or renovation of an existing 

facility.  Whether for a specific purpose or for a general facility enhancements, the funds 

collected by the DSO are available to be used for the FECGP.  These donations are 

collected, deposited, and reported to the state along with a request for matching funds in 

hopes that matching funds are available for the next fiscal year.  In the FECGP, if the 

Legislature fully funds the matching funds program, the funds collected by the DSO can 
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be matched at up to a 1:1 ratio effectively doubling the donated money for the use in the 

capital project.  In recent years as a result of the downturn in the economy, there has been 

no matching money available so a backlog of potential match projects has built up in the 

FECGP queue.  Given this, at the time of this study the FECGP is not a substantial source 

of capital revenue but it is important to note that it has been in past years. 

Lastly and as touched upon earlier, the CIF is another, much smaller source of 

revenue available to an institution’s capital budget.  While these fees are mandated by 

Florida Statute, they are not provided for by state tax receipts or collection and 

redistribution.  The CIF is based completely on a set percentage of tuition proceeds, but is 

allocated solely for the institution’s use in capital budgeting.  Like CO&DS revenue, CIF 

revenue belongs to the institution and not to the state so this allows institutions to sell 

bonds against future revenues that the CIF may generate in order to take on debt service 

while providing for current fiscal needs, a typical opportunity-cost decision faced by 

Florida colleges.  Like the decisions surrounding the bonding of CO&DS revenue and 

with any potential bond issue, caution and deliberation should be taken before deciding to 

take on debt service. 

With the revenue sources for capital budgeting explained, a discussion of the 

state’s budgeting and appropriation process is needed.  The process starts at the 

institutional level.  It is then sent to the FCS to be compiled, analyzed, and refined before 

being forwarded to the FDOE for inclusion in the agencies legislative budget request 

(LBR).  At the college level, capital projects are developed from the college’s Capital 

Improvement Program (CIP).  Completing the college’s CIP is a four step process: 

1. verification of the college’s Five Year Educational Plant Survey; 
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2. compilation of the college’s annual Capital Improvements Plan; 

3. signature by the College President; and 

4. approval by the college’s District Board of Trustees.   

This information and its requisite approvals are then forwarded to the FCS where it is 

compiled with all of the other FCS colleges’ CIPs.  The aggregated CIPs are then 

analyzed and refined into a three year project priority list (PPL).  The further refinement 

of the PPL and the final request to the Legislature is ultimately limited by the available 

ECO revenue.  The total possible dollars that the FCS has available to develop its PPL is 

based on two constraints: 

 Constraint One:  an estimate of revenues available for all educational capital 

projects through the PECO revenue estimating conference (i.e. how much do 

we actually have?) and 

 Constraint Two:  out of the total dollars available, the percentage of funds that 

the FCS may be allocated by the Commissioner of Education should be 

consistent with the average of the prior five years appropriations (i.e. what did 

we do in the past?). 

For clarity, we should briefly discuss constraint one a bit further, specifically the PECO 

revenue estimating conference.  Because PECO revenue is vital to the capital budgeting 

of both K-12 and higher education, there are three PECO estimating conferences held 

over the course of the year.  New funding allocations are provided at each of these 

conferences based on new PECO revenue estimates. 

With the anticipated appropriations calculated for the system from the final PECO 

estimating conference, the FCS takes a portion of the projected total funds for each year 
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and reserves funds for general renovation and remodeling projects across the 28 colleges 

in the state.  The remainder is distributed to the colleges as follows, in descending order 

of priority: 

1. prior year obligations,  

2. renovation projects,  

3. emergency renovation projects,  

4. remodeling projects,  

5. special projects, and 

6. new construction projects. 

Generally, once the prior year obligations are fully met, the revenue is distributed 

across the remaining priorities depending on the needs within each category.  For the 

emergency renovations and special project categories, the FCS addresses these on a case-

by-case basis.  In the renovation, remodeling, and new construction categories the 

distribution is done by a relative need formula.  As a point of clarity, the term relative 

need has been introduced to denote a factor used by the FCS to initially rank the order of 

priority for projects in the system.  A college’s relative need is determined by dividing 

the current assignable square footage in the college by the required square footage of the 

college.  The FCS standardizes the measure of the required square footage by computing 

the latest enrollment data and space criteria standards for each institution.  Further, the 

relative need is actually calculated on a campus by campus basis rather than a college by 

college basis allowing for multi-campus priorities within the same institution and 

therefore allowing for the potential for multi-campus funding within the same college 

district.  Returning to the earlier discussion, after the FCS’s budget request has been 
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completed it is forwarded to the Commissioner of Education who includes it in the 

FDOE’s legislative budget request package.  If approved by the Florida Legislature, the 

list of approved and funded PECO projects is then distributed to the College Presidents, 

business officers, and facilities directors for the 28 Florida colleges. 

It should be noted that other than the specialized source and distribution methods 

inherent to each of the fund sources in the capital outlay revenue stream (i.e. CO&DS, 

FECGP, PECO, and CIF revenues) that have been previously discussed, the approval and 

use of appropriated funds from these sources must be based upon the same listed and 

approved priorities in the capital funding process described earlier.  As a consequence, 

the capital project budget identified by each of the public colleges in Florida must adhere 

to this process for allocating and budgeting for the capital needs of the institution.  To 

expend funds outside of this priority list, education plant survey, and capital improvement 

plan is prohibited.  This means that any funds allocated in the capital budgeting process 

surrounding the CCB in Florida should be able to be found in the approved 

appropriations of the CCB institutions.  This is one of the elements required for this study 

and is outlined in the Methodology section. 

The process of funding and budgeting for higher education is a complicated and 

complex task.  It can be inferred that similar processes are in place across the United 

States and in Canada, though the details of those processes may vary somewhat based on 

the organization and makeup of the state and provincial government and higher education 

system.  These budgets are not done on a whim; in fact they are the considerate and 

deliberate effort of the colleges and universities putting them together.  Likewise, and no 

less complex, are the efforts of the staff within the Departments of Education who 
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compile plans and move them through the process for approval and appropriation by state 

government. 

The Community College Baccalaureate and the Florida CCB 

Calvin Coolidge once said, “changing a college curriculum is like moving a 

graveyard – you never know how many friends the dead have until you try to move 

them!”  This is true when the curriculum change involves breaking traditional lines of 

thinking and challenging the status quo.  Such is the case with the recent trend of 

community colleges expanding their curriculum to move beyond their traditional 

workforce and academic transfer mission by providing and conferring limited 

baccalaureate degrees to their students. 

The development of baccalaureate curriculum in Florida community colleges has 

been done to benefit three specific targets:  (a) the local, typically place-bound student; 

(b) the community and local workforce; and (c) the regional and state economy.  In 

addition to these targets, Florida ratified the adoption of the community college 

baccalaureate to help meet the “critical statewide need for trained teachers, nurses, and 

information technology employees” (FDOE, 2005, p. 1).  The advantages to Florida’s 

students include increased opportunity, accessibility, and affordability with these benefits 

made possible by the lower sticker price and resulting from the lower cost of delivery 

associated with the baccalaureate being offered by community colleges.  Recognizing 

that the cost of providing higher education is significantly more than the price that the 

student pays in tuition and fees, there still exists a direct relationship between CCB’s 

lower cost of delivery and the sticker price paid by the student.  This lower price/cost 

delivery model was supported by a FSBCC (1997) report whose findings showed that the 
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cost to the student choosing a community college baccalaureate over a university 

baccalaureate may be as much as one-third less for tuition and fees.  Not only is this 

lower cost appealing to all students, but the access and accessibility of the community 

college baccalaureate for place-bound students makes it even more attractive.  Walker 

(2001) describes the place-bound students as “adult learners who own homes, are raising 

families, and have full-time jobs” (p. 24) and continues by addressing the access needed 

by these place-bound students as “earning a baccalaureate degree at a local community 

college may be their only option” (p. 24).  With the combination of lower costs and price 

to deliver a baccalaureate education and the increased access and accessibility 

traditionally provided by community colleges to their students, the community and 

workforce have significantly more opportunities to achieve a higher education thereby 

hitting the second target of the Florida CCB. 

The link between a change in institutional mission and the need for a better 

educated workforce has gained the attention of Federal policymakers.  Examples of this 

go to the highest levels of the federal government as seen through United States President 

Barrack Obama’s announcement of his American Graduation Initiative, with the 

expressed goal of making it possible for America’s community colleges to graduate an 

additional five million students by 2020.  This initiative stands as an example of the 

workforce’s educational need being recognized and the need for the nation’s community 

colleges to rise to the challenge.  In his speech at Macomb Community College in 

Michigan, U.S. President Obama said; “Community colleges are an essential part of our 

recovery in the present -- and our prosperity in the future” and further said that 

“community colleges are an undervalued asset in our country.  Not only is that not right, 
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it's not smart” (White House Office of the Press Secretary, 2009).  The U.S. President 

went on to emphasize the need for a better educated workforce through the concerted 

response of the nation’s colleges by stating that “time and again, when we placed our bet 

for the future on education, we have prospered as a result -- by tapping the incredible 

innovative and generative potential of a skilled American workforce” (White House 

Office of the Press Secretary, 2009).  At the highest elected office in the United States, 

we see the connection made between the nation’s colleges providing the education that 

the workforce needs; and the strength that a better educated workforce can provide to the 

nation and our economy. 

Another example of this workforce education need was illustrated by U.S. Senator 

Michael Enzi.  In his statement in the Hearing of the Committee on Health, Education, 

Labor, and Pensions (2004), he supported this assessment declaring that “according to the 

Department of Labor, over 80 percent of the fastest-growing jobs in the country require 

some college education. As the need for advanced skills continues to grow, it seems clear 

that our institutions of higher education must step up to fill that need” (p. 2).  Essentially, 

it is this need for advanced skills; the need for the nation’s colleges to step up to the 

challenge; and U.S. President Obama’s call for colleges to graduate more students ready 

to become that greater skilled American workforce that is at the core of what the 

community college baccalaureate is focused on answering.  As the access and 

opportunity provided by the community college baccalaureate further closes the gap 

between workers’ skills and employers’ needs; the local, regional, and state economies 

begin to strengthen hitting the third targeted benefit of the CCB.   
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We can expect a much stronger economy as a result of this interaction between an 

increased higher education supply and local & regional workforce demand.  In Bohlen’s 

perspective, as President of Laramie County Community College, in the Hearing of the 

Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (2004),”local business and 

institutions of higher education partnerships are vital for the economic well-being of our 

communities and thus our States and our nation” (p.36). 

In Florida, even with all of the benefits that the community college baccalaureate 

provides, it is not clear whether or not the full financial implications were completely 

considered in the desire for a better educated workforce and for the economic growth of 

the community and the state.  The process for a Florida college to offer a baccalaureate is 

clearly outlined in Florida Statute 1007.33 (Fla. Stat. § 1007.33, 2010) but the process 

does not explicitly include a systematic review of the long term fiscal impacts, within or 

outside of the college, which may result from curriculum expansions.  It also does not 

offer any means of forecasting the cost of the baccalaureate nor does it address any fiscal 

guidelines to help a college predict the funding that may be required to sustain new or 

expanded baccalaureate programs.  It follows then that without a rigorous and perhaps 

even coordinated financial plan for responsibly funding and allocating the additional 

revenue necessary to support this expanded baccalaureate mission, the resources needed 

to sustain this expansion to the curriculum may not last.  Worse yet, unplanned for 

usurpation of revenue that is already budgeted to other programs and services will likely 

redirect or displace essential resources within the institutions themselves. 

Initially, the financial planning for any expansion of mission or services should 

certainly occur at the institutional level.  It rests with college decision makers as to where 
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the college’s individual focus should be, just as it is their responsibility to prevent any 

lowering of service levels to their students.  However, just as with the traditional funding 

of the E&G and capital revenue streams that were discussed earlier, the ultimate planning 

and funding needed to support all of the colleges in the  FCS falls on the state to provide, 

in its traditional role as funder of public higher education.   

 This study focuses on one of the most important cost components in a higher 

education budget, that of the capital budgeting element.  As discussed earlier, capital 

expenses are among the first expenditures that new programs and initiatives experience.  

As such our understanding of the full fiscal implications of the baccalaureate decision 

should first start with the impact to the capital budget, specifically so that predictions of 

what start-up and out year capital costs might be anticipated for an institution undertaking 

the community college baccalaureate decision in Florida.  With this information defined 

and analyzed, both the colleges and the state can be better informed about the potential 

financial implications.  Decision makers can then more adequately fund the capital costs 

to start and then to sustain and grow the progressive expansion to the system related to 

the enhanced mission of the baccalaureate decision. 

Chapter Summary 

Chapter 1 provided the introduction of the study into the capital costs associated 

with the community college baccalaureate initiatives in Florida and introduced the 

study’s purpose, rationale, research questions, key terms, and limitations and 

delimitations to set the foundation of the study.   

This chapter investigated and discussed the current and historical literature.  In 

compiling this expansive and exhaustive review, there was a mix of relevant, historic 
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concepts and theories that helped to place the study in the larger historical context of the 

field.  There were also a number of current authorities and works discussed who have 

advanced the research and theories within the various economic fields.  While remaining 

as comprehensive as possible in the treatment of the relevant fields of economics, this 

economic and financial review was ultimately focused on the end goal of understanding 

the community college baccalaureate decision so that a determination of the actual capital 

costs and factors that might go into a predictive model could begin to be supported and 

validated. The pathway for the economic review initially was positioned in the larger 

universe of basic economics and then moved through NPO economics to settle into 

higher education economics.  Only one potential pathway to reach the topic was 

discussed but this in no way implied that this path was the only logical course available – 

though it probably was the most efficient one.  Likewise, in laying out the foundational 

literature and approach for the study, a great many potentially relevant economic topics 

and sectors were minimized from the discussion in order to best balance brevity against 

comprehensiveness and focus against breadth.  However, what was not sacrificed in 

balancing this discussion was the strengthening of the connection between the chosen 

concepts or in the selection of those that were most relevant to our topic.  

Chapter 3 presents the methodological approach that was used in conducting the 

study; Chapter 4 describes the results of the study; and finally, Chapter 5 discusses the 

conclusions and recommendations by the researcher. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

The purpose of this study was to assess, measure, and evaluate the costs borne by 

Florida colleges that have implemented baccalaureate degrees and expanded their 

mission.  The study’s scope was fiscal in breadth and specifically looked in depth at the 

capital costs of the currently approved Florida colleges that offer baccalaureate degrees. 

This study primarily used quantitative analysis to evaluate the research questions, but it 

also used an element of qualitative inquiry to help validate and position the quantitative 

analysis.  The goal was to provide a comprehensive evaluation of institutional level 

capital cost budgeting and state funding.  This was done over the entire 28 college 

population of the FCS and focused on community colleges that had become baccalaureate 

degree granting colleges. 

As discussed earlier, one of the first costs to typically be addressed in any new 

program’s implementation are those associated with the capital budget as both added 

capital equipment and as enhancements to the institution’s educational and ancillary 

plants.  Given this, our understanding of the full fiscal implications of the baccalaureate 

decision should begin with understanding the impact to this budget.  In this way, we 

might make predictions of what start-up costs and future capital needs could be expected 

at Florida community college considering undertaking the CCB.  With the capital cost 

defined and analyzed, the institutions and the state decision makers might be better 
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informed about the CCB’s potential financial implications and act to provide sustainable 

funding to support it.  The focus of the methodology was to answer the guiding research 

questions that were introduced at the beginning of the study.  The first of these was to 

determine what the actual start-up capital costs were, either appropriated to, budgeted for, 

or expended by the current 18 CCB colleges in Florida, in support of their baccalaureate 

programs from 2001 to 2010.  The second of guiding questions sought to determine what 

the total capital costs were, either appropriated to or expended by the current 18 CCB 

colleges in Florida, in support of their baccalaureate programs. 

Sites of the Study and Population 

The sites of this study were the current 18 Florida CCB institutions3.  Listed 

chronologically by inception date, they were: 

2001 inception of CCB Programs 

1. St. Petersburg College; 

2002 inception of CCB Programs 

2. Chipola College; 

3. Miami Dade College; 

2003 inception of CCB Programs 

4. Northwest Florida State College (Okaloosa-Walton College); 

2004 inception of CCB Programs 

5. Daytona State College; 

6. Edison State College4; 

2008 inception of CCB Programs 

7. Broward College; 
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8. Florida State College at Jacksonville; 

9. Indian River State College; 

10. Palm Beach State College; 

2010 inception of CCB Programs 

11. College of Central Florida; 

12. Gulf Coast Community College; 

13. Pensacola State College; 

14. Polk State College; 

15. Santa Fe College; 

16. Seminole State College; 

17. St. John’s River Community College; and 

18. State College of Florida, Manatee-Sarasota. 

Those sites were designated in the study as Pool A and in this study are interchangeably 

referred to as CCB; with the remaining 10 of the 28 traditional community colleges in the 

FCS designated as Pool B and in this study are interchangeably referred to as non-CCB.  

The colleges in Pool B were: 

 Brevard Community College 

 Florida Keys Community College 

 Florida Gateway College 

 Hillsborough Community College 

 Lake Sumter Community College 

 North Florida Community College 

 Pasco-Hernando Community College 
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 South Florida Community College 

 Tallahassee Community College 

 Valencia Community College 

It should be noted that the colleges in Pool A and Pool B changed over the study period 

(see Table 1).  As the membership grew in Pool A, it diminished correspondingly in Pool 

B.  The study encompasses the entire population of the colleges in the Florida College 

System, as such there is no sample being analyzed.  Rather, the entire population of 

interest is being examined. 

Table 1 

Pool A and Pool B Membership by Study Year 

Year 
Pool A: 

CCB Colleges 
Pool B: 

non-CCB Colleges 

2001 1 27 

2002 3 25 

2003 4 24 

2004 6 22 

2005 6 22 

2006 6 22 

2007 6 22 

2008 10 18 

2009 10 18 

2010 18 10 

Procedures 

General model.  A general model was outlined for this study as a governing 

framework for this and future CCB cost analysis studies.  Named the CCB Cost Analysis 

Model, the sequence and application of this general model were developed to: 
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1. comprehensively review the CCB background to be studied and the 

statutory authority to determine potential model application limitations; 

2. compile the state level appropriations and Legislative funding provided for 

CCB institutions from the first CCB institution through the current fiscal 

year of CCB funding (i.e. the period of study);  

3. find the institutional characteristics and expenditures across the period of 

study determined in step 2, for support of the baccalaureate programs 

across the CCB institutions to be studied; 

4. perform data analysis on the compiled data using institutional 

characteristics and operational and capital expenditures for categorization;  

5. develop a predictive statistical model using institutional characteristics and 

expenditures for the CCB institutions to be studied; and 

6. report categorical estimates of required CCB funding based on 

institutional characteristics for use in decision making by future CCB 

colleges and state decisions makers. 

Special case model.  For this study, a special case of the general CCB Cost 

Analysis Model (see Figure 2) was developed to apply directly to the case of the capital 

funding element for the 2001 to 2010 Florida CCBs.  To distinguish it from the general 

model, this special case of the general model was named the Florida CCB Capital Cost 

Analysis Model.  The application of this special case included the following sequence in 

its application: 

1. Review of the Florida CCB background and the statutory authority of the 

Florida CCB to determine model application limitations. 
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2. Document analysis of the historic Florida Senate Bills 1162 (2001) and 

1716 (2008), to determine the presence or absence of implicit or explicit 

content regarding the deliberation for the capital cost determination within 

the baccalaureate decision by the State. 

3. Document analysis of a number of historic FDOE documents which 

spanned a period of time before, during, and after the formation of the 

FCS.  These documents were systematically examined to determine the 

presence or absence of implicit or explicit content regarding the 

deliberation on the capital cost determination in the CCB decision by 

college and state officials (see Appendix A). 

4. Compilation of the state level capital appropriations and supporting 

Legislative funding provided for the FCS, both Pool A and Pool B 

colleges, from 2001 to 2010 (see Appendix B). 

5. Compilation of the capital expenditures, capital spending, and capital 

outlays for Pool A institutions and comparative data collection of 

characteristics and institutional expenditures for Pool B colleges (see 

Appendix B). 

6. Compilation of institutional characteristics and general expenditures 

related to capital expenditures, capital spending, and capital outlays across 

Pool A and Pool B (see Appendix B). 

7. Analysis of the compiled data using institutional characteristics for 

categorization of Pool A and Pool B data independently in order to 
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determine and investigate similarities and differences between Pool A and 

Pool B colleges. 

8. Development of a predictive model using institutional characteristics and 

expenditures for the CCB for the start-up capital costs of future CCB 

institutions in Florida. 

Data Collection and Instrumentation 

Quantitative data collected.  The quantitative data collected and analyzed in this 

study were available to the researcher through public domain documents archived online 

by the FDOE or were available as part of the resources already available to the researcher 

as a senior member of a facilities planning department in one of the colleges of the FCS.  

In the case of the quantitative data, the sources used to collect institutional characteristics, 

funding, and expenditures were essentially the annual FDOE Fact Book:  Report for the 

Florida College System from fiscal year (FY) 2001 through FY 2010 and various historic 

reports issued from the FCS Facilities Planning and Budgeting Department. 

Qualitative data collected. The qualitative data analyzed, used as a means of 

validation for the Florida CCB Capital Cost Analysis Model, and as a method to ground 

the quantitative data were available to the researcher through public domain documents 

archived online by the FDOE or by the Florida Legislature.  

Informing the first guiding research question.  To inform the first guiding 

research question regarding the initial start-up capital costs of the Florida CCB, the 

researcher collected data in the following general areas: institutional characteristics; 

facilities characteristics; overall financial characteristics; and baccalaureate specific - 

financial characteristics.  Within these areas, Pool A college data were collected for 22 
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factors between the years of 2001 and 2010.  These factors were chosen as they 

represented economic aspects, relevant institutional parameters, and often used measures 

in higher education (see Table 2). 

Table 2 

Research Question 1: CCB Cost Factors for Collection and Analysis in Pool A Colleges 

Area A:  Institutional Characteristics 

Total Full 
Time 

Equivalent 
(FTE) 

FTE in 
Baccalaureate 

Total Annual 
Unduplicated 
Head Count 

(AUHC) 

AUHC in 
Baccalaureate 

  

Area B: Facilities Characteristics 

Number of 
Sites 

Total 
Operating 
Campuses 

Total Acreage 
Total Owned 

Buildings 
Total Owned 

GSF 

Total Building 
Value 

(Published) 

Total Content 
Value 

(Published) 
     

Area C: Financial Characteristics 

Total 
Instructional 

Costs 

Plant 
Operation and 
Maintenance 

Costs 

Total 
Personnel 

Costs 

Total 
Expenditures 

Capital / 
Equipment 

Expenditures 

PECO 
Appropriation 

General 
Renovation & 
Remodeling 

PECO 
Distribution 

Sum-of-the 
Digits 

Distribution 
    

Area D:  Baccalaureate Specific - Financial Characteristics 

Baccalaureate 
Appropriations 

Baccalaureate 
Capital 

Expenditures 

Baccalaureate 
Expenditures 

   

 

Similarly using the same general areas for comparison, Pool B college data were 

collected for 17 factors between the years of 2001 and 2010.  These factors were chosen 

as they correspond with, are comparative between, or identical to the factors in Table 2.  

These 17 Pool B college factors are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Research Question 1:  CCB Cost Factors for Collection and Analysis in Pool B Colleges 

Area A:  Institutional Characteristics 

Total Full 
Time 

Equivalent 
(FTE) 

Total Annual 
Unduplicated 
Head Count 

(AUHC) 

    

Area B: Facilities Characteristics 

Number of 
Sites 

Total 
Operating 
Campuses 

Total Acreage 
Total Owned 

Buildings 
Total Owned 

GSF 

Total Building 
Value 

(Published) 

Total Content 
Value 

(Published) 
     

Area C: Financial Characteristics 

Total 
Instructional 

Costs 

Plant 
Operation and 
Maintenance 

Costs 

Total 
Personnel 

Costs 

Total 
Expenditures 

Capital / 
Equipment 

Expenditures 

PECO 
Appropriation 

General 
Renovation & 
Remodeling 

PECO 
Distribution 

Sum-of-the 
Digits 

Distribution 
    

Area D:  Baccalaureate Specific - Financial Characteristics 

Not 
Applicable 

     

 

Informing the second guiding research question.  To inform the second guiding 

research question regarding the total capital costs of the Florida CCB, the researcher 

collected data in a similar manner as for the first research question.  Due to the specificity 

of this particular research question, its focus on accounting cost data, and it being solely 

interested in baccalaureate financial data, only data from Pool A colleges using the factor 

areas of C and D were necessary (see Table 4). 
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Table 4 

Research Question 2: CCB Cost Factors for Collection and Analysis in Pool A Colleges 

Area C: Financial Characteristics 

Total 
Instructional 

Costs 

Plant 
Operation and 
Maintenance 

Costs 

Total 
Personnel 

Costs 

Total 
Expenditures 

Capital / 
Equipment 

Expenditures 

PECO 
Appropriation 

General 
Renovation & 
Remodeling 

PECO 
Distribution 

Sum-of-the 
Digits 

Distribution 
    

Area D:  Baccalaureate Specific - Financial Characteristics 

Baccalaureate 
Appropriations 

Baccalaureate 
Capital 

Expenditures 

Baccalaureate 
Expenditures 

   

 

Validation Measures 

The quantitative data used in this study were independently validated through two 

separate methods.  The first method was through a qualitative document analysis of 12 

historic, public documents (see Appendix A) related to and surrounding Florida’s CCB 

decision.  The intent of this qualitative analysis was to place the quantitative data set 

collected, in the historical context of the study period.  In this way, the quantitative data 

were able to be grounded more fully in the decision making that was reported during the 

time the data were generated.   

The second validation method was achieved through the collective review of the 

compiled data by a review panel of experts in the capital elements of Florida colleges.  The 

ad hoc Expert Review Panel reviewed the compiled data and study factors to validate the 

appropriateness of the data set and factors used in the study.  This panel was made up of the 

following experts: 
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 the Vice President of Administration and Finance, Indian River State College 

 the current Director of Facilities Planning & Budgeting, Division of Florida 

Colleges 

 the former Director, Facilities Planning & Budgeting, Division of Florida 

Colleges 

Data Analysis Plan 

Quantitative analysis plan.  As outlined in the procedures section, the quantitative 

data analysis was conducted using statistical analysis software and generally included: 

1. a descriptive parameter analysis of the population data using the data set in 

Appendix B; and 

2. an investigation of the relationships between these parameters using 

regression analysis of the data set. 

Additional analysis was originally planned but due to a lack of correlation and relationship 

between the dependent variable, Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures, and the other factors in 

the inception year of each CCB in the study, further modeling and analysis was 

unwarranted. 

Qualitative analysis plan.  The qualitative data gathered for the validation measures 

were analyzed using qualitative data coding techniques through a combination of manual 

coding and coding analysis software.  The coding matrix that was used to conduct this 

analysis is shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5 

Coding Matrix for Document Analysis 

Decision 
Making 

Cost Economics 
Infra-

structure 
Resources Prestige Workforce Mission 

Supported SDM-C SDM-E SDM-I SDM-R SDM-P SDM-W SDM-M 

Unsupported UDM-C UDM-E UDM-I UDM-R UDM-P UDM-W UDM-M 

 

The matrix columns represent categorical themes centered on the keyword listed in the 

header.  The rows indicated the extent to which the word, phrase, or closely related 

concept was clearly evident of being supported or unsupported in the document being 

analyzed.  The intent of this analysis was to investigate:  

 the use of these seven keywords and/or related concepts to determine if they 

could be supported as bona fide decision making factors through word count 

or words-in-context analysis, or 

  if the keyword and/or related concept was mentioned but was expressly not 

supported as a decision making factor per se within the words-in-context. 

Chapter Summary 

This study primarily used quantitative analysis to evaluate the primary and 

guiding research questions. It also used an element of qualitative inquiry to help validate, 

support, and position the primary quantitative analysis in the historical record.  Chapter 1 

formed the introduction of the study into the capital costs associated with the CCB 

initiatives in Florida and introduced the study’s purpose, rationale, research questions, 

key terms, and limitations and delimitations to set the foundation of the study.  Chapter 2 

investigated and discussed the current and historical literature as well as compiled a 
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comprehensive and exhaustive review that placed the study in the larger historical context 

of the field.   

The goal of this chapter was to provide the methodology used to study, 

objectively analyze, and comprehensively evaluate the institutional capital cost expended 

by Florida colleges in support of their baccalaureate institution.  The essential component 

of this investigation centered on the capital costs associated with the Florida colleges who 

have converted from traditional two-year curriculum to four-year curriculum.  The 

current 18 Florida CCB colleges were used as sites in the study with the remaining non-

CCB institutions used to provide comparison and contrast in the analysis 

Chapter 4 describes the results of the study and Chapter 5 discusses the 

conclusions and recommendations by the researcher.
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Chapter 4 

Results 

This chapter discusses the results of the quantitative analysis and comprehensive 

evaluation of capital cost elements, state funding, and related institutional characteristics 

during the study period of the inception of the first CCB in 2001 until the most recently 

available data in 2010.  The purpose of this study was to assess, measure, and evaluate 

the capital costs borne by Florida colleges who had implemented baccalaureate degrees 

and expanded their mission as a result of this new focus.  With limited research into the 

Florida CCB and with only minimal investigation on the costs associated with the CCB 

decision, this study significantly expands upon the body of knowledge in a meaningful 

way.  The results of the study were not as predictive as expected due to the lack of 

correlation between the dependent variable and the other factors in the study, but this 

unanticipated fact provided a valuable insight into the cost of the CCB as well. 

Background 

The scope of the analysis included the entire population of 28 colleges in the FCS 

and was specifically oriented to compare baccalaureate granting colleges with their 

community colleges counterparts.  Beginning in 2001, Florida initiated the establishment 

of the CCB at St. Petersburg College.  In subsequent years, the ranks of the CCB
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institutions grew to become a majority of the colleges in the FCS.  By 2010, the total 

number of CCBs in Florida was 18 of the 28 colleges. 

The development of baccalaureate curriculum in Florida’s community colleges 

has been done to benefit the specific targets of: (a) the local, typically place-bound 

student; (b) the community and local workforce; (c) the regional and state economy; and 

(d) the a critical shortage of healthcare and educational professionals in the state. 

While these were vital targets and with the CCB’s potential for significant impacts in all 

of these areas, it was unclear if these benefits can be fiscally sustainable.  To determine 

this, a comprehensive financial investigation needed to be undertaken to look at past 

expenditures and to forecast future fiscal needs.  This study investigated the 

baccalaureate capital cost component, an essential element of these financial costs over 

the current history of the CCB.  The results of this study determined: 

 the inception start-up capital cost associated with the baccalaureate to date,  

 the total capital expenditures associated with the baccalaureate to date,  

 the total expenditures reported on the baccalaureate to date, 

 the total appropriations reported on the baccalaureate to date, and  

 it attempted to develop a predictive model to forecast the future fiscal needs 

related to the capital cost of the Florida CCB. 

Quantitative Analysis 

The researcher conducted a quantitative analysis of the compiled data to 

determine: 

 the actual start-up capital costs of the Florida CCB; 

 the total capital costs of the Florida CCB; and  
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 in addition to these costs, a predictive model of Florida CCB start-up costs 

was attempted in order to provide a forecasting tool for future CCB decision 

making. 

The researcher collected data covering all 28 colleges in the FCS over the 10 year 

history of the Florida CCB.  The data collected for the CCB institutions of Pool A 

included institutional, facilities, and financial characteristics of the colleges; while the 

traditional community colleges of Pool B focused on corresponding comparative 

institutional, facilities, and financial characteristics.  Recall that the membership in Pool 

A and in Pool B varied as colleges moved from Pool B to Pool A as the years progressed.  

Refer to Table 1, in Methodology, for the numbers of each pool in any given year and to 

Appendix B for the data set. 

Quantitative data. The quantitative data collected and analyzed in this study 

were available to the researcher through public domain documents archived online by the 

FDOE or were available as part of the resources already available to the researcher as a 

senior member of a facilities planning department in one of the colleges of the FCS.  In 

the case of the quantitative data, the sources used to collect institutional characteristics, 

funding, and expenditures were essentially the annual FDOE Fact Book:  Report for the 

Florida College System from fiscal year (FY) 2001 through FY 2010 and various historic 

reports issued from the FCS Facilities Planning and Budgeting Department.  These 

historic reports included the Legislative Budget Reports and the Legislative Affairs 

Summary Financial Affairs Briefing Packages. The specific factors that were collected 

for each of the 28 colleges, as applicable, in the FCS and for each year 2001 to 2010 

were: 
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1. Total FTE; 

2. Total AUHC; 

3. FTE in Baccalaureate or Upper-Division Programs; 

4. AUHC in Baccalaureate or Upper-Division Programs; 

5. Number of Sites; 

6. Total Operating Campuses; 

7. Total Acreage; 

8. Total Owned Buildings; 

9. Total Owned Gross Square Footage (GSF); 

10. Total Building Value; 

11. Total Content Value; 

12. Total Instructional Costs; 

13. Plant Operation and Maintenance Costs; 

14. Total Personnel Costs; 

15. Total Expenditures; 

16. Capital / Equipment Expenditures; 

17. PECO Appropriation; 

18. General Renovation & Remodeling PECO Distribution; 

19. SOD; 

20. Baccalaureate Appropriations; 

21. Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures; and  

22. Baccalaureate Expenditures. 
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Refer to Appendix B for the complete data set.  Pool A colleges included data for all 22 

of the listed factors, while Pool B colleges did not have baccalaureate appropriation or 

baccalaureate expenditure information as there was none to be report - unless the college 

had transitioned to Pool A over the course of the study period. 

Tests and analysis.  Since the data set that was collected for this study was the 

entire population of the FCS, statistical sampling tests were not appropriate in the 

analysis of the data.  In this case, the complete population is known so the actual 

population parameters could be calculated directly by using central tendency measures.  

With these central tendencies values computed, the mean and median for each of the 

factors was investigated by comparing the Pool A (CCB) and Pool B (non-CCB) colleges 

over each year in the study period, 2001 to 2010.  In addition to the basic comparisons of 

the means and medians of each factor, a normalizing factor was considered in an attempt 

to counter for: 

 the low number of participants in Pool A in the initial years of the CCB; 

 the periodic change in the population membership of the two pools as colleges 

migrated from Pool B to Pool A; and 

 the extreme outlier differences in the student enrollment or institutional size 

within the populations in the study. 

In the collected data, two metrics stood out as obvious selections for this normalization 

factor.  These two factors accounted for the institutional enrollment/size factor directly 

and were therefore the primary candidates for the normalization value sought.  These two 

factors were:  (a) Total AUHC and (b) Total FTE. 
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Annual unduplicated head count as a normalization factor.  One of the most 

common comparative factors that are discussed in higher education is that of the AUHC.  

Recall, AUHC counts all students that enroll in the institution in an academic year and 

gives no weight for course load or consecutive semester enrollment.  Rather, it is a 

general measurement of the total number of students that the college serves over the 

period of one year.  While certainly a good estimate of the institution’s enrollment and 

overall population, by its nature it gives equal weight for a student who may take a single 

course in a year and another student who may take a full load of course each of the three 

semesters in a year.  As such, the researcher sought a more representative variable to be 

used to normalize the other factors in this study. 

Full time equivalent as a normalization factor.  Another of the most common 

comparative factors that are discussed in higher education is that of FTE.  Recall, in the 

Florida College System, FTE is an aggregated metric of 30-hours of paid enrollment for a 

traditional three semester academic year (i.e. Fall-Spring-Summer).  Essentially, a student 

taking a 30-hour class load over the course of a year would be considered as one FTE; 

students taking less than that prescribed load would be aggregated together to create a 

single FTE; and a student taken more than the 30-hours over the academic year would 

create a single FTE and have the remainder contribute to a partial FTE until it aggregated 

to equal another full FTE.  Because of the traditional comparative roll that FTE plays; the 

fact that it represents a standardized full-time load; and as it is a similar measure of 

enrollment with AUHC, the researcher chose to explore it more as the normalizing factor 

in comparing Pool A and Pool B colleges in this study. 
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Descriptive analysis of population parameters.  In investigating the institutional 

characteristic factors of FTE and AUHC, the central tendency values of mean, median, 

minimum, maximum, and range were inspected in order to evaluate which measure best 

fit the characteristics of the data.  

The investigation of the FTE and AUHC central tendency values revealed a 

significant range of both of the enrollment/size characteristics and showed elements in 

the population of extremely low enrollment and extremely high enrollment.  The 

researcher investigated the original FTE and AUHC data and verified a number of 

outliers at the lowest end of the collected enrollment data.  In addition, a single but 

extreme outlier on the high end of the data spectrum was identified.  As these outliers 

were part of the population studied, they were necessary to describe the population 

parameters themselves.  Therefore, they simply could not be omitted from the data set 

without distorting the results.  Even so, these outliers had the potential to greatly 

influence the mean values and consequently skew the results as well.  Given this and in 

order to better describe the population data; the researcher chose the median score rather 

than the mean value as the primary comparative central tendency measure for the study.  

This decision is not uncommon in studies exhibiting significant outlier effects, like those 

found in the population parameters of this study.  Effectively the median, rather than the 

mean, was considered a better descriptor for the majority of the data collected and 

analyzed as it better described the center of the CCB data that were compiled rather than 

risk the skew expected in data sets with significant or numerous outliers.    Table 6A 

shows the minimum, maximum, and range values for the institutional enrollment/size 

characteristics across each year of the CCB.  In addition, for ease of reference and to give 
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a better understanding of the calculated range in the table, a column reporting the 

membership in the CCB colleges (i.e. Pool A) and the traditional two-year colleges (i.e. 

Pool B) was provided.  To validate the selection of FTE as the normalizing factor, AUHC 

data was also reported for comparison. 

Table 6A 

Institutional Characteristic: Enrollment / Size Factor - Minimum, Maximum, and Range  

    
Total Full Time Equivalent 

(FTE) 
Total Annual Unduplicated Head 

Count (AUHC) 

Year Pool N Min Max Range Min Max Range 

2001 
A 1 9,411.8 9,411.8 0.0 49,717 49,717 0 

B 27 698.6 31,592.1 30,893.5 3,536 106,888 103,352 

2002 
A 3 1,128.4 37,038.0 35,909.6 5,183 120,508 115,325 

B 25 698.2 15,745.4 15,047.2 3,376 67,509 64,133 

2003 
A 4 1,228.4 40,591.4 39,363.0 5,016 126,491 121,475 

B 24 726.1 16,771.5 16,045.4 3,257 58,601 55,344 

2004 
A 6 1,691.4 54,439.4 52,748.0 5,360 132,184 126,824 

B 22 879.9 22,682.4 21,802.5 3,097 59,341 56,244 

2005 
A 6 1,669.1 53,547.1 51,878.0 5,568 131,145 125,577 

B 22 810.3 22,959.3 22,149.0 2,844 63,735 60,891 

2006 
A 6 1,675.9 50,634.3 48,958.4 5,240 132,413 127,173 

B 22 771.5 22,219.5 21,448.0 2,814 64,493 61,679 

2007 
A 6 1,540.8 49,878.5 48,337.7 5,007 127,939 122,932 

B 22 722.0 22,088.7 21,366.7 2,780 70,323 67,543 

2008 
A 10 1,578.5 53,319.8 51,741.3 4,910 130,255 125,345 

B 18 789.7 23,815.8 23,026.1 2,847 55,107 52,260 

2009 
A 10 1,745.4 56,634.7 54,889.3 4,900 138,390 133,490 

B 18 868.2 26,436.8 25,568.6 2,416 58,880 56,464 

2010 
A 18 1,753.5 57,521.3 55,767.8 2,316 141,039 136,178 

B 10 940.5 29,295.8 28,355.3 141,039 63,829 61,513 

Note:  N = Population size; A = Pool A, CCB colleges; B = Pool B colleges, non-CCB colleges 
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The table clearly illustrates the wide range of enrollment/size characteristics in the FCS 

across the CCB period.   

 In the first year, the first CCB had an FTE enrollment of 9,411.8 which, as a 

large sized college, placed it well above the FTE median of 4,347.8 for the 

other 27 non-CCB institutions in the same year, but also well below the 

maximum FTE of 31,592.1 reported across the other 27 non-CCB colleges in 

the FCS for the same year.   

 In the second year of the CCB with three colleges in the CCB, the minimum 

value comparison remained essentially the same but there was a significant 

change in the maximum value comparison.  In this same year, the range 

exhibited by the CCB membership essentially doubled that of their non-CCB 

counterparts.   This change was caused by the largest institution in the FCS, 

Miami Dade College, moving into the membership of the CCB, which 

simultaneously and significantly increased the maximum and range of the 

CCB while creating a considerable impact to the same measurements in the 

non-CCB membership.  One of the smallest in the FCS moved into the CCB 

in the same year, but its enrollment/size characteristic was not significant 

enough to cause a noticeable effect on either membership.   

 In subsequent years, there was no change in the relationship of the CCB 

institutions wide range of enrollment/size characteristics when compared to 

that of the non-CCB institutions, even as the membership of the former grew 

and the consequential membership of the later reduced in size. 
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Having investigated the outliers and reasoning to use the median rather than the 

mean as the central tendency measurement for subsequent factor comparisons in the 

study, an investigation of the actual means and medians was conducted by the researcher 

to confirm that there was a difference between the two calculated values.  Table 6B 

reports the mean values of the institutional characteristics of FTE and AUHC; while 

Table 6C reports the median values for the same characteristics across the same years. 

Table 6B 

Institutional Characteristic: Enrollment / Size Factor - Annual Mean Values 

 

Total Full Time Equivalent 
(FTE) 

Total Annual Unduplicated 
Head Count (AUHC) 

Year 
Pool A 
(CCB) 

Pool B (non-
CCB) 

Pool A 
(CCB) 

Pool B (non-
CCB) 

2001 9,411.80 6,817.26 49,717.0 25,486.7 

2002 16,142.70 6,541.89 58,862.3 24,582.1 

2003 14,293.60 7,027.15 50,121.5 24,808.3 

2004 16,375.40 9,097.16 42,457.2 25,588.0 

2005 16,070.33 9,059.93 41,389.5 25,165.8 

2006 15,384.20 8,939.88 40,732.2 25,031.4 

2007 14,986.23 8,985.16 41,101.5 25,112.0 

2008 17,218.21 7,535.68 47,065.4 20,204.8 

2009 18,604.66 8,140.35 49,085.1 21,159.6 

2010 15,086.77 9,371.52 38,447.0 22,257.1 
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Table 6C 

Institutional Characteristic: Enrollment / Size Factor - Annual Median Values 

 

Total Full Time Equivalent 
(FTE) 

Total Annual Unduplicated 
Head Count (AUHC) 

Year 
Pool A 
(CCB) 

Pool B (non-
CCB) 

Pool A 
(CCB) 

Pool B (non-
CCB) 

2001 9,411.80 4,347.80 49,717.0 21,437.0 

2002 10,261.70 4,673.10 50,896.0 21,925.0 

2003 7,677.30 5,821.75 34,489.5 21,353.5 

2004 10,316.25 7,544.35 24,041.5 21,343.0 

2005 9,972.80 7,470.55 22,744.0 21,127.5 

2006 9,444.15 7,280.80 22,515.0 21,214.0 

2007 8,548.65 7,401.30 23,774.0 22,432.0 

2008 14,421.25 5,417.50 39,734.5 20,591.5 

2009 15,918.30 6,026.15 41,531.5 20,821.0 

2010 11,811.30 5,216.95 25,260.5 13,367.5 

 

There were notable differences between the means and medians for the enrollment/size 

factors in the study.  Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the percent change between the means and 

medians of each pool for subsequent years as a comparison of their reaction relative to 

one another.  Of particular note in this comparison were the following general 

observations, for Pool A: 

 The mean and median values appear to react in a similar cyclical manner from 

year-to-year. 

 The mean value spike in 2002 was accounted for as the largest enrollment/size 

outlier, Miami Dade College moved into Pool A in that year.  In addition, 

regardless of the spike resulting from the large outlier’s transition, a greater 

difference between mean and median value was anticipated as the data set of 

CCB colleges in 2002 was only three schools.  The reasoning being that for 
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low N-values such as the 2002 CCB case, the mean would average these 

schools data, but the median would without fail select the middle value of the 

three element set. 

 The median value spike in 2008 was accounted for as membership changed 

between the pools when four mid-to-large sized colleges moved from Pool B 

to Pool A.  However, the researcher noted that a spike did not occur in 2010 as 

10 colleges transitioned from Pool B to Pool A.  This was unexplained. 

 The magnitudes of the reactions appear to be much greater in the median 

score change than in the mean score change (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3.  The graph of the percent change in Pool A FTE means and medians. 

 

The researcher’s observations for Pool B included the following: 

 The reactions in Pool B were not as severe as the corresponding years graphed 

in Pool A. 

FTE	Mean	Change,	Pool	A FTE	Median	Changes,	Pool	A
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 As in the Pool A percent change in scores, the mean and median values appear 

to react in a similar cyclical manner from year-to-year. 

 Unlike the Pool A percent change in scores, there were no spikes.  However, 

when the two curves did diverge as in 2002, 2003, 2008, and 2010, the median 

score changed with a greater magnitude consistently. 

 

 

Figure 4.  The graph of the percent change in Pool B FTE means and medians. 

 

Given that there were no significant, unexplained contradictions between the 

mean scores and the median scores at any point during the period reviewed, the 

researcher concluded that the median was a more effective central tendency measure in 

comparing the factors of this study.  The differences in the reaction magnitudes in the 

Pool A percent changes were noted by the researcher as a benefit because it signified that 

the median scores were more responsive to shifts and changes in the FTE factor than the 

mean score appeared to be.  The researcher concluded that this was useful as it was a 

FTE	Mean	Change,	Pool	B FTE	Median	Changes,	Pool	B
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counter to the institutional enrollment/size factor’s potential effects on the other factors 

investigated in the impact of the CCB in the FCS.  With this the median of the FTE was 

supported as a reasonable normalizing divisor for the study. 

Inflationary adjustment of compiled costs.  As the study was conducted using 

data spanning 10 years, the researcher adjusted the reported expenditure and 

appropriation data to a common year so that the values were comparative.  The last year 

of the study period, 2010, was chosen as the baseline value and each previous year was 

adjusted according to CPI score relative to the baseline (United States Department of 

Labor, 2011). 

Missing data.  There were two single data points that were unable to be 

ascertained or collected in the available public documents.  These were: 

 the 2001 Baccalaureate Expenditures for St. Petersburg College; and 

 the 2001 Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure for the same college. 

These two data points were of interest given they were the initial expenditures related to 

the first CCB program in the state and the Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure was the 

dependent variable that was reported out in the study.  For the analysis, the researcher 

investigated the trends in the subsequent years, performed linear regression, and 

formulated two equations to extrapolate the missing data (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5.  The graph of the trend lines to determine the 2001 CCB missing data. 

 

From the two linear equations, the 2001 Baccalaureate Expenditures value was estimated 

as 85.69% of the 2001 Baccalaureate Appropriations value; and the 2001 Baccalaureate 

Capital Expenditures value was 18.76% of the 2001 Baccalaureate Expenditures value.  

As both linear equations produces high R2-values, the researcher felt that they were 

suitably predictive and accounted for in the variance reported.  With the reported 2001 

Baccalaureate Appropriations value of $1,000,000, the calculated values of $856,900 and 

$160,754 were respectively recorded in the data set (see Appendix B) and used in the 

analysis. 

Anomalies.  Five anomalies in the data set were discovered in compiling the data, 

specifically three in the reported baccalaureate cost factors and two in the appropriation 
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factors.  These anomalies were found in two Colleges:  Edison State College (ESC) and 

Florida State College at Jacksonville (FSCJ).  All five anomalies in the data indicated that 

there were appropriations and/or expenditures in the year preceding the college being 

officially granted CCB status.  Accounting for three of the anomalies, ESC’s received a 

baccalaureate appropriation of $999,902 in 2003 then was again appropriated $333,333 in 

2004, the actual year that ESC became a Florida CCB.  Likewise in 2003, ESC reported 

$216,800 on baccalaureate identified expenditures including $42,657 in reported 2003 

Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures.  These baccalaureate expenditures were in addition 

to those in 2004, ESC’s CCB inception year, where it reported $416,914 in 2004 

Baccalaureate Expenditures with $0 expended toward 2004 Baccalaureate Capital 

Expenditures.   

The last two anomalies in the data set were similar.  FSCJ received 2007 

Baccalaureate Appropriations for $75,580, the year before it was approved to offer the 

baccalaureate.   Likewise, FSCJ reported $186,888 in 2007 Baccalaureate Expenditures.  

Table 7 shows the colleges, the anomaly amounts with their associated year, and the 

inception year of the CCB. 

Table 7 

CCB Data Set Anomalies 

 
Edison State College 

Florida State College at 
Jacksonville 

 
Anomaly Year, 

2003 
Inception Year, 

2004 
Anomaly Year, 

2007 
Inception Year, 

2008 
Direct Baccalaureate 
Appropriation 

$999,902 $333,333 $75,580 $46,464 

Direct Baccalaureate 
Expenditure 

$216,800 $416,934 $186,888 $182,803 

Direct Baccalaureate 
Capital Expenditure 

$42,657 $0 $0 $4,000 
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Quantitative Results – General5 

The researcher reviewed the descriptive parameters of the population data.  In this 

review, the researcher compared the Pool A and Pool B data in both (a) its basic median 

score form and (b) its normalized median score form after transformation using each 

study year’s FTE median factor. 

General researcher observations.  In general, both the basic data and the 

normalized data sets were complete with the two missing data elements provided through 

linear extrapolation as discussed earlier in this chapter.  The plots of the data were 

smooth and showed no signs of discontinuity across the study period of 2001 to 2010.   

Basic data set.  In plotting and reviewing the basic data set’s annual median 

values, the researcher observed that, with the exception of the baccalaureate specific 

factors (i.e. FTE in Baccalaureate, AUHC in Baccalaureate, Baccalaureate 

Appropriations, Baccalaureate Expenditures, and Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure) the 

factors of both Pool A and Pool B populations exhibited a number of generally similar 

responses with respect to time and between one another (see Appendix C).  The 

generalized responses exhibited were:   

 Pool A always started at a higher median value than Pool B in 2001;  

 Pool A consistently exhibited a spike in its values between 2007 and 2010;  

 the highest point of the Pool A spike occurred in either 2008 or 2009; and  

 Pool B was not as responsive as that of Pool A exhibiting some fluctuation but 

nothing as extreme as the spike response noted in Pool A. 

In addition to these general responses, there were a number of specific points of interest 

noted by the researcher.  These specific observations were: 
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 The FTE and AUHC median scores were expected to behave similarly since  

by definition they were representative of the enrollment/size factor; however 

these two factors did not show much if any correlation when investigated.  

The Pearson Correlation values between FTE and AUHC for Pool A and FTE 

and AUHC for Pool B were found to be 0.268 and 0.272, respectively.  For 

reference and to verify that the chosen measurement statistic of median score 

rather than mean score was not the cause of this unexpected correlation issue, 

the mean scores for FTE and AUHC of Pool A and Pool B were similarly 

investigated and found to be less correlated than the median values.  For 

comparison, the correlations of the two factors for the mean scores were found 

to be -0.056 and 0.037, respectively.  Further, the researcher examined the 

scatter plots in order to investigate curvilinearity of the data as the Pearson 

Correlation is only sensitive to linear relationships.  No curvilinear trends 

were noted therefore the researcher had greater confidence in the predictive 

relationship exhibited by the Pearson r-value.  Therefore the researcher’s 

choice of central tendency measure did not account for the lack of reported 

correlation between these two factors across these two populations. 

 Notwithstanding the lack of correlation, the relationship of the CCB median 

score between Pool A and Pool B showed one similar reaction period.  During 

this period, from 2008 to 2010, there was an obvious increase in the median 

FTE and AUHC scores of the Pool A colleges and a subtle decline in these 

same scores for the Pool B colleges. 
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 In contrast to FTE and AUHC, the Pool A FTE in Baccalaureate and AUHC 

in Baccalaureate behaved similarly in comparison with one another resulting 

in a median score correlation of 0.990.  By definition, Pool B colleges have no 

baccalaureate FTE or baccalaureate AUHC as they are non-CCB colleges. 

 FTE in Baccalaureate and AUHC in Baccalaureate showed steeply increasing 

growth from 2004 to 2010 with the exception of a downturn in reported 

enrollment in 2008 followed by an upturn in 2009 and 2010. 

 The median Number of Sites for Pool B remained relatively unchanged across 

the study period, while the Number of Sites in Pool A sharply declined 

between 2001 and 2004 to run slightly above and parallel with the median 

number of sites reported for Pool B.  The Number of Sites for Pool A briefly 

diverged from Pool B in 2008, peaked in 2009 before converging again and, 

for the first time, fell below Pool B in the reported 2010 median Number of 

Sites. 

 The median scores of Total Acreage in Pool A and Pool B populations tracked 

similarly across the study period until 2009 where they converged at around 

400 acres in 2010.  Until this convergence in 2010, the Pool A values were 

consistently above those of Pool B by between 100 to 150 acres across the 

study period. 

 The Total Owned Buildings remained higher in Pool A than in its Pool B 

counterpart until they too diverged in 2010 at around 50 buildings.  There 

were two drastic difference between Pool A and Pool B, in 2001 and again in 

2007 to 2009, but as membership between CCB and non-CCB colleges 
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changed, the two converged until Pool A stabilized slightly above that of Pool 

B in 2003. 

As the data collected were for the entire population being investigated and not 

samples of these populations, the typical statistical tests were not relevant in the 

investigation of the data.  However, while traditional hypothesis testing and alpha-level 

and significance verification did not apply in this study, the correlations of any two 

factors within the population data still provided insight into the correlative relationships 

between the factors.  For this study and analysis, the bivariate correlations were 

calculated and Pearson Correlations of 1.00 to 0.750 and -1.00 to -0.750 were considered 

highly correlated; 0.749 to 0.500 and -0.749 to -0.50 were considered somewhat 

correlated; and values between 0.50 and -0.50 were not considered correlated.  As the 

researcher was primarily interested in the relationship exhibited by the baccalaureate 

costs across all of the factors investigated, some potential relationships were exhibited 

within the data (see Table 8). 
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Table 8 

Basic CCB Median Score: Baccalaureate Cost Factor Correlation Grouping Matrix 

 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Appropriations 

Factor 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Expenditures 

Factor 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Capital Expenditures 

Factor 

Highly 
Correlated 

 

 
None 

 
FTE in Baccalaureate 

 
AUHC in Baccalaureate 

 
Number of Sites 

 
Total Acreage 

 
Adjusted Capital & 

Equipment Expenditure 
 

Adjusted Sum of the 
Digits Distribution 

 
None 

Somewhat 
Correlated 

 

 
Adjusted Baccalaureate 

Capital Expenditure 

 
FTE 

 
AUHC 

 
Adjusted Total Content 

Value 
 

Adjusted PECO 
Appropriation 

 
Adjusted General 

Renovation & 
Remodeling 

Appropriation 

 
FTE 

 
Total Owned Buildings 

 
Total Owned Gross Square 

Footage 
 

Adjusted Total Instructional 
Costs 

 
Adjusted Plant Operations & 

Maintenance Cost 
 

Adjusted Total Expenditures 
 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Appropriation 

 

Note:  Based on Pearson Correlation of population data with Highly Correlated = scores of 1.00 to 0.750 

and -1.00 to -0.750; Somewhat Correlated = scores of 0.749 to 0.500 and -0.749 to -0.500 

Normalized data set.  In plotting and reviewing the normalized annual median 

data (i.e. the data set in terms of the normalization factor of FTE, as discussed earlier), 

the researcher observed that the generalizations exhibited by the basic data set were not 
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apparent in this normalized data set (see Appendix).  For comparison, and corresponding 

to the generalized responses of the basic data listed above: 

 Five of the factors started out with higher initial values in Pool B than in Pool 

A in contrast the basic data plots where all of the initial Pool A factors began 

higher than Pool B; 

 The consistent spike noted in the basic data of Pool A, toward the end of the 

observation period, were not prevalent in the plots of the normalized data, 

though there were other spikes as well as troughs that will be noted later; and 

 Pool B exhibited increased responses and in some cases fluctuated more than 

its Pool A counterpart, which rarely occurred in the basic data plots of the 

factors. 

Investigating this normalized data further, there were a number of specific points of 

interest noted by the researcher.  These observations were: 

 As the researcher’s process for normalization determined the other factors 

values in terms of the FTE factor, the incongruence between FTE and AUHC 

was more evident in the AUHC’s normalized median score.  As the study 

period progressed, the normalized AUHC per FTE value for both Pool A and 

Pool B populations decreased with the most drastic change occurring between 

2002 and 2004 (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6.  The graph of the normalized median AUHC Factor for Pool A and Pool B. 

 

 As in the basic data analysis, the normalized data for Pool A FTE in 

Baccalaureate per FTE and AUHC in Baccalaureate per FTE continued to 

behave similarly in comparison with one another resulting in a median score 

correlation of 0.992 as compared with the correlation of 0.990 shown in the 

basic data set.  By definition, Pool B colleges have no baccalaureate FTE or 

baccalaureate AUHC as they are non-CCB colleges. 

 Also as reported in the basic data set analysis, for the normalized data the FTE 

in Baccalaureate per FTE and AUHC in Baccalaureate per FTE showed 

steeply increasing growth from 2004 to 2010 with the exception of a downturn 

in reported enrollment in 2008 followed by an upturn in 2009 and 2010. 

 The normalized median factor representing the Number of Sites per FTE 

remained consistent until the 2008, 2009, 2010 segment of the study period.  

These three years showed a significant divergence, with Pool B colleges 

Annual	Undpulicated	Headcount	per	FTE
(AUHC/FTE)

CCB Median Curve NonCCB Median Curve
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indicated as having more than twice the Number of Sites per FTE than their 

Pool A counterparts. 

 The normalized Total Operating Campuses per FTE factor showed a decline 

from 2001 to 2004 as Pool A rapidly converged with Pool B values which 

then tracked together until Pool A spiked in 2007.  It then declined as Pool B 

increased to converge again in 2008.  In 2010, for the first time, Pool B was 

greater than Pool A in this factor. 

 The normalized Total Acreage per FTE factor showed initial Pool B values 

nearly twice those of Pool A.  These normalized scores converged in 2003 and 

tracked similar plots until 2007 when they diverged from one another to 

nearly identical levels from 2001. 

 Like the normalized Total Acreage per FTE factor, the median value of Total 

Owned Buildings per FTE tracked nearly identical plots for both Pool A and 

Pool B populations, until 2007 saw a similar divergence with 2010 values in 

Pool B calculated at more than twice those of Pool A. 

 The shape of the plots for both the normalized Total Owned Gross Square 

Feet per FTE and normalized Total Building Value per FTE were very similar 

with one another.  Both show Pool B values initially slightly higher than Pool 

A; a decline in the values of both Pool A and Pool B; a convergent switch in 

2003 where the Pool A values increased and were maintained slightly over 

that of Pool B until 2007; then a convergent switch again in 2007; and a 

divergence of the Pool B and Pool A normalized median values to current 

levels. 
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 The normalized instructional cost factor for Pool A was initially calculated at 

$1,750 higher per FTE than its Pool B counterpart but by 2004 the difference 

was nearly negated as the two values converged to within $200 of one another 

to a study period low of $3,150 per FTE.  From 2004 to 2009 both pools’ 

normalized instructional cost factors have gradually increased to $5,500 per 

FTE – a study period high for Pool B but still lower than the initial 2001 value 

for Pool A.  Both pools have seen a decline in 2010 with a calculated value of 

$4,800 per FTE. 

 The normalized plots for plant operations & maintenance cost, personnel cost, 

total expenditures, and capital & equipment expenditures have consistently 

declined from their initial 2001 values.  The later factor showing the most 

fluctuation in the initial years of 2001 to 2005 before converging to 

comparable values for the rest of the study period (see Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7.  The graph of the normalized median Capital and Equipment Expenditure 

Factor for Pool A and Pool B. 

Capital and Equipment Expenditures per FTE

CCB Median Curve NonCCB Median Curve
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 The plots of the PECO related factors of PECO Appropriations per FTE, General 

Renovation & Remodel PECO Distributions per FTE, and SOD per FTE were 

unaffected by the normalization.  While the values changed, the shapes of the 

plots were essentially the same before and after the normalization. 

Just as discussed in the basic data analysis, the annual median scores for the 

normalized data set represents the entire population being investigated and not samples of 

these populations.  As such, while traditional hypothesis testing and alpha-

level/significance verification did not apply in this study, the correlations of any two 

factors within the population data still provided insight into the relationships between the 

factors.  As the researcher was primarily interested in the relationship exhibited by the 

baccalaureate costs across all of the factors investigated, some potential relationships 

were exhibited within the data (see Table 9). 
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Table 9 

Normalized CCB Median Score: Baccalaureate Cost Correlation Grouping Matrix 

 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Appropriations 

Factor 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Expenditures 

Factor 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Capital Expenditures 

Factor 

Highly 
Correlated 

 

None 
 

AUHC 
 

Number of Sites 
 

Total Owned Buildings 
 

Adjusted Total Content 
Value 

 
Adjusted Personnel Cost 

 
Adjusted Sum of the 
Digits Distribution 

Total Acreage 
 
 

Somewhat 
Correlated 

 

AUHC 
 

Number of Sites 
 

Total Acreage 
 

Total Owned Buildings 
 

Total Owned Gross Square 
Footage 

 
Adjusted Plant Operations 

& Maintenance Cost 
 

Adjusted Total 
Expenditures 

 
Adjusted Capital & 

Equipment Expenditures 
 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Appropriation 

 

FTE in Baccalaureate 
 

AUHC in Baccalaureate 
 

Total Operating Campuses 
 

Total Owned Gross Square 
Footage 

 
Adjusted Total 

Instructional Costs 
 

Adjusted Plant Operations 
& Maintenance Cost 

 
Adjusted Total 
Expenditures 

 
Adjusted Capital & 

Equipment Expenditure 
 

Adjusted PECO 
Appropriation 

 
Adjusted General 

Renovation & Remodeling 
PECO Appropriation 

Adjusted Baccalaureate 
Appropriation 

 

Note:  Based on Pearson Correlation of population data with Highly Correlated = scores of 1.00 to 0.750 

and -1.00 to -0.750; Somewhat Correlated = scores of 0.749 to 0.500 and -0.749 to -0.500 
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As a result of the normalization, there was a substantial shift in the correlation factors 

across the three direct baccalaureate cost factors of interest.  Of particular interest were 

the median scores for the study’s de facto dependent variable, Adjusted Baccalaureate 

Capital Expenditures, which had five factors removed from any consideration of 

correlation as an effect of the normalization. 

Quantitative Results – Primary and Guiding Research Questions 

Proposed primary and guiding research questions.  This study explored the 

fiscal implications of the CCB on Florida community colleges from the CCB’s inception 

in 2001 until 2010.  In order to provide focus to the study, it was centered on the capital 

cost component of the CCB with other cost components of the CCB left for exploration 

in future studies.   

Primary research question.  The primary research question that drove the study 

was that in a time of ever-increasing demand for baccalaureate education yet with a 

number of state universities capping their enrollment due to their diminishing funding, 

what should the community colleges and decision makers contemplating the Florida CCB 

decision use to effectively make data-driven decisions in predicting the capital outlay, 

funding, and appropriations required to successfully implement the baccalaureate 

decision? 

Guiding research question 1.  Between the CCB inception in 2001 and 2010, 

what were the initial start-up capital costs either appropriated to, budgeted for, or 

expended by the current 18 Florida CCB colleges in support of their baccalaureate 

programs?  The researcher found two different perspectives from which to address the 
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guiding research question.  These were: (a) from a per CCB institution perspective, and 

(b) from a FCS/system wide perspective.  

For each of the following tables – Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12, the first year 

baccalaureate capital expenditure was reported as was the cumulative 2-year and 3-year 

totals beginning at the individual CCB’s inception year.  Table 10 reported the CCB start-

up capital expenditures for each college in Pool A across the study period of 2001 to 

2010; Table 11 reported the CPI adjusted CCB start-up capital expenditures for each 

college in Pool A across the study period of 2001 to 2010; and Table 12 reported the 

FCS/system wide CPI adjusted CCB start-up capital expenditures across the study period 

of 2001 to 2010.  Table 12 also included a comparison of the mean and median values for 

the system wide first, 2, and 3-year cumulative totals.  
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Table 10 

Reported CCB Start-up Capital Expenditures: by Institution at First Year, 2-Year 

Cumulative, and 3-Year Cumulative Totals 

REPORTED DATA  Cumulative Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure 

College 
Inception 

Year First Year 
2-Year 

Cumulative 
3-Year 

Cumulative 

St. Petersburg College a 2001 $160,754 $310,519 $789,426 

Chipola College 2002 $0 $238,576 $336,183 

Miami Dade College 2002 $0 $250,725 $871,379 

Northwest Florida State College 2003 $0 $56,302 $154,460 

Daytona State College 2004 $0 $0 $74,805 

Edison State College b 2004 $42,657 $51,237 $82,412 

Broward College 2008 $17,174 $19,072 $97,572 

Florida State College at Jacksonville 2008 $4,000 $88,000 $188,000 

Indian River State College 2008 $613,048 $613,048 $613,048 

Palm Beach State College 2008 $0 $167,297 $237,297 

College of Central Florida c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Gulf Coast Community College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Pensacola State College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Polk State College c 2010 $45,000 N/A N/A 

Santa Fe College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Seminole State College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

St. John's River Community College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

State College of Florida, Manatee-
Sarasota c 

2010 $71,600 N/A N/A 

Note:  As discussed earlier, there were missing and anomalous data identified in the data set. 

a Missing data for the 2001 CCB were estimated based on trending information of subsequent years. 

b The anomalous year was summed with the inception year and reported as the first year value.  The 2-year 

and 3-year cumulative values included this cumulative first year in their calculation. 

c The most recent year that data were available for this study was 2010, therefore 2-year and 3-year 

cumulative values were unable to be calculated. 
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Table 11 

CPI Adjusted (to 2010) CCB Start-up Capital Expenditures: by Institution at First Year, 

2-Year Cumulative, and 3-Year Cumulative Totals 

DATA ADJUSTED FOR 2010 CPI  Cumulative Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure 

College 
Inception 

Year First Year 
2-Year 

Cumulative 
3-Year 

Cumulative 

St. Petersburg College a 2001 $197,930 $379,460 $947,006 

Chipola College 2002 $0 $282,733 $395,406 

Miami Dade College 2002 $0 $297,131 $1,013,581 

Northwest Florida State College 2003 $0 $64,992 $174,587 

Daytona State College 2004 $0 $0 $80,911 

Edison State College b 2004 $50,552 $60,132 $93,852 

Broward College 2008 $17,394 $19,323 $97,823 

Florida State College at 
Jacksonville 

2008 $4,051 $89,429 $189,429 

Indian River State College 2008 $620,887 $620,887 $620,887 

Palm Beach State College 2008 $0 $170,041 $240,041 

College of Central Florida c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Gulf Coast Community College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Pensacola State College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Polk State College c 2010 $45,000 N/A N/A 

Santa Fe College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

Seminole State College c 2010 $0 N/A N/A 

St. John's River Community 
College c 

2010 $0 N/A N/A 

State College of Florida, Manatee-
Sarasota c 

2010 $71,600 N/A N/A 

Note:  As discussed earlier, there were missing and anomalous data identified in the data set. 

a Missing data for the 2001 CCB were estimated based on trending information of subsequent years. 

b The anomalous year was summed with the inception year and reported as the first year value.  The 2-year 

and 3-year cumulative values included this cumulative first year in their calculation. 

c The most recent year that data were available for this study was 2010, therefore 2-year and 3-year 

cumulative values were unable to be calculated. 
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Tables 10 and 11 showed that 11 of the 18 CCB colleges in Florida reported zero 

capital expenditure on the baccalaureate in the first year that each was approved to offer 

it.  Indian River State College (IRSC) showed the largest first year capital expenditure 

with more than 3 times the amount expended by the next highest college, St. Petersburg 

College.  In the 2-year and 3-year cumulative capital expenditures, with no further capital 

expenditures reported, IRSC remained unchanged and was consequently passed in 

cumulative amount by both Miami Dade College and St. Petersburg College in 

baccalaureate capital expenditures by the end of the 3-year start-up window.   

Due to the recent addition of new CCB members, the 10 colleges who became 

CCB colleges in 2010 only contributed first year data to the findings.  With the exception 

of IRSC and these 2010 CCBs, all of the other CCB colleges reported incremental 

increases in their baccalaureate capital expenditures between the first year and the 3-year 

cumulative expenditures. 

Table 12 

CCB Start-up Capital Expenditures: by Mean and Median Scores System Wide for First 

Year, 2-Year Cumulative, and 3-Year Cumulative Totals 

DATA ADJUSTED 
FOR 2010 CPI  Cumulative Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure a, b, c 

  First Year 2-Years 3-Years 

Florida College 
System 

Mean $55,967 $198,413 $385,352 

Median $0 $129,735 $214,735 
Note:  As discussed earlier, there were missing and anomalous data identified in the data set. 

a Missing data for the 2001 CCB were estimated based on trending information of subsequent years. 

b The anomalous year was summed with the inception year and reported as the first year value.  The 2-year 

and 3-year cumulative values included this cumulative first year in their calculation and were included in 

the central tendency results. 
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c The most recent year that data were available for this study was 2010, therefore 2-year and 3-year 

cumulative values were unable to be calculated and were excluded from the mean and median results. 

 

Taking into account the missing and anomalous data, the results showed that 

across the study period the average CPI adjusted baccalaureate capital expenditure was 

$55,967 for the colleges’ CCB inception years.  The median score was found to be zero 

since a large number of institutions did not report expending capital dollars in their first 

years as a Florida CCB.  The researcher included 2-year and 3-year cumulative categories 

to further investigate the baccalaureate capital expenditures.  Using these cumulative 

categories, the 2-year cumulative mean value of the Adjusted Baccalaureate Capital 

Expenditure for the Pool A colleges was 3.5 times as large as the first year expenditure of 

$55,967 and the 3-year cumulative mean was 6.9 times that of the first year mean.  Of 

note, as the first year median was zero no such median observations were possible using 

the initial year as the baseline.  However, to maintain consistency in the use of the central 

tendency measure for the study and for consistency in the observation the researcher 

noted that the increase between the cumulative 2-year median and the cumulative 3-year 

median was nearly double, increasing from $129,735 for the median 2-year cumulative 

value to $214,735 in the median 3-year value. 
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Table 13 

Total CCB Capital Expenditures: by Institution and in System, 2001 - 2010 

  Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures 

College 
Inception 

year 
Total, 

Reported 
Total, CPI 
Adjusted 

Institutional 
Mean, CPI 
Adjusted 

Institutional 
Median, CPI 

Adjusted 

St. Petersburg College a 2001 $2,792,772 $3,141,754 $314,175 $245,642 

Chipola College 2002 $633,211 $705,957 $78,440 $48,111 

Miami Dade College 2002 $12,841,592 $13,274,927 $1,474,992 $1,425,384 

Northwest Florida State 
College 

2003 $908,815 $955,096 $119,387 $95,985 

Daytona State College 2004 $201,305 $213,844 $30,549 $0 

Edison State College b 2004 $315,213 $284,076 $33,360 $4,051 

Broward College 2008 $97,572 $97,823 $32,608 $17,394 

Florida State College at 
Jacksonville 

2008 $188,000 $189,429 $63,143 $85,378 

Indian River State 
College 

2008 $613,048 $620,887 $206,962 $0 

Palm Beach State 
College 

2008 $237,297 $240,041 $80,014 $70,000 

College of Central 
Florida 

2010 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gulf Coast Community 
College 

2010 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Pensacola State College 2010 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Polk State College 2010 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 

Santa Fe College 2010 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Seminole State College 2010 $0 $0 $0 $0 

St. John's River 
Community College 

2010 $0 $0 $0 $0 

State College of 
Florida, Manatee-
Sarasota 

2010 $71,600 $71,600 $71,600 $71,600 

System Total  $18,945,425 $19,840,433   

Note:  As discussed earlier, there were missing and anomalous data identified in the data set. 

a Missing data for the 2001 CCB were estimated based on trending information of subsequent years. 

b The anomalous year was summed with the inception year and reported as the inception year value. 
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Guiding research question 2.  From the CCB inception in 2001 through 2010, 

what was the total capital cost either appropriated to or expended by the current 18 

Florida CCB colleges in support of their baccalaureate programs?  The researcher found 

two different perspectives from which to address the second guiding research question.  

These were: (a) from a per CCB institution perspective in terms of the direct 

Baccalaureate Capital Expenditure and (b) from a per CCB institution and system wide 

perspective in terms of the relationships between the direct baccalaureate appropriations 

and expenditure. 

The tabular data in Table 13 showed that across the 10-year study period, nearly 

$20M was expended by CCB colleges in the FCS on what was reported to be 

Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures.  The table showed six of the 18 CCB institutions 

reported no baccalaureate capital expenditures as of FY 2010. 

At the institutional level, Miami Dade College reported the most adjusted 

baccalaureate capital expenditures with 4.2 times more capital expenditures than the next 

largest adjusted total capital expenditure by St. Petersburg College.  By comparison, St. 

Petersburg College was 3.3 times higher than the third highest Adjusted Total 

Expenditures by Northwest Florida State College.  The researcher also noted that the 

median and mean scores were in line with one another except in the cases of Daytona 

State College, ESC, and IRSC that had much lower median scores than the mean 

counterparts due largely to the lack of repetitive expenses year-to-year and rather a large 

single year expenditure followed by low or no following expenditures. 
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Table 14 

 CCB Baccalaureate Appropriations/Expenditures: by Institution and in System, 2001 - 

2010 

ADJUSTED FOR 
2010 CPI 

Total 
Baccalaureate 

Capital 
Expenditure 

Total 
Baccalaureate 
Expenditure 

Baccalaureate 
Capital 

Expenditures 
to Total 

Baccalaureate 
Expenditure 

Total 
Baccalaureate 
Appropriation 

Baccalaureate 
Capital 

Expenditure 
to Total 

Baccalaureate 
Appropriation 

St. Petersburg 
College a 

$3,141,754 $72,088,270 4.36% $48,339,544 6.50% 

Chipola College $705,957 $5,938,039 11.89% $5,033,079 14.03% 

Miami Dade 
College 

$13,274,927 $15,642,186 84.87% $9,382,148 141.49% 

Northwest Florida 
State College 

$955,096 $5,667,614 16.85% $3,850,921 24.80% 

Daytona State 
College 

$213,844 $5,673,823 3.77% $1,903,641 11.23% 

Edison State 
College b 

$284,076 $3,704,392 7.67% $2,262,332 12.56% 

Broward College $97,823 $2,018,366 4.85% $173,461 56.39% 

Florida State 
College at 
Jacksonville 

$189,429 $2,775,704 6.82% $325,940 58.12% 

Indian River State 
College 

$620,887 $4,748,071 13.08% $2,050,191 30.28% 

Palm Beach State 
College 

$240,041 $1,132,434 21.20% $57,316 418.80% 

Polk State 
College 

$45,000 $198,000 22.73% $100 45000.00% 

Santa Fe College $0 $149,452 0.00% $100 0.00% 

Seminole State 
College 

$0 $112,708 0.00% $100 0.00% 

State College of 
Florida, Manatee-
Sarasota 

$71,600 $352,872 20.29% $100 71600.00% 

System Totals $19,840,433 $120,201,930 16.51% $73,378,972 27.04% 

Note:  For clarity, CCBs that received no Baccalaureate Appropriation and who reported no Baccalaureate 

Expenditures were removed from this Table.   

As discussed earlier, there were missing and anomalous data identified in the data set. 

a Missing data for the 2001 CCB were estimated based on trending information of subsequent years. 

b The anomalous year was summed with the inception year and reported as the inception year value. 
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Table 14 showed that across the CCB institutions in the FCS more than $120M 

was reportedly spent to support the baccalaureate with 16.5% or $19.8M of the 

Baccalaureate Expenditures being made up of baccalaureate capital expenditures.  The 

table also showed that across each CCB college in Florida, there was much more 

expended on the baccalaureate than there was appropriated for it.  As a system, reported 

baccalaureate expenditures exceed baccalaureate appropriations by the state 64%.  For 

reference, the number drops to 63% if the newest 2010 CCBs are culled from the data. 

In addition to more baccalaureate expenditures than appropriations, the table 

illustrated that over the study period four of the 18 Florida CCB colleges reported more 

expenditures for their just their capital costs than they were appropriated in support of 

their baccalaureate over the same time period. 

Quantitative Results – Additional Information 

Comparative capital data.  In order to give some measure to the capital cost 

elements that were explored in this study, the researcher investigated the same CCB 

institutions’ lower-division expenditures over the same study period.  This effectively 

provided a baseline from which the baccalaureate appropriations and expenditures could 

be viewed and reasonably used as a comparison. 
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Table 15 

 CCB Colleges E&G Expenditures: Capital Percentage by Institution and in System, 

2001 - 2010 

 E&G Expenditures 

ADJUSTED FOR 2010 CPI 
Capital & 
Equipment 

Expenditure 
Total 

Expenditure  

Capital 
Equipment / 

Total 
Expenditure 

St. Petersburg College $22,506,252 $983,468,945 2.29% 

Chipola College $1,094,408 $126,247,428 0.87% 

Miami Dade College $60,006,398 $2,762,264,651 2.17% 

Northwest Florida State College $6,931,172 $267,230,444 2.59% 

Daytona State College $7,036,687 $742,338,684 0.95% 

Edison State College $9,153,458 $418,791,905 2.19% 

Broward College $29,441,612 $1,219,704,528 2.41% 

Florida State College at Jacksonville $27,965,658 $1,305,144,382 2.14% 

Indian River State College $8,749,617 $621,932,468 1.41% 

Palm Beach State College $24,833,560 $913,766,291 2.72% 

College of Central Florida $7,184,103 $304,594,446 2.36% 

Gulf Coast Community College $5,149,219 $272,381,851 1.89% 

Pensacola State College $5,905,993 $528,054,749 1.12% 

Polk State College $3,782,087 $278,845,965 1.36% 

Santa Fe College $18,476,352 $615,223,245 3.00% 

Seminole State College $6,773,634 $560,413,759 1.21% 

St. John's River Community College $3,001,370 $221,744,251 1.35% 

State College of Florida, Manatee-
Sarasota 

$6,081,262 $365,345,034 1.66% 

System Totals $254,072,842 $12,507,493,026 2.03% 

 

By way of comparison, Table 15 showed the percentages of capital & equipment 

expenditures versus the overall E&G expenditures as reported for the CCB colleges of 
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the FCS.  System wide, the capital expenditure accounted for 2% of the total E&G 

expenditures.  For the FCS, the minor capital and equipment expenditures in the E&G 

expenditures were $254,072,842 compared with a total E&G expenditure of 

$12,507,493,026 adjusted for inflation and spanning the 10-year study period.   

At an institutional level, Table 15 showed the wide range of E&G expenditures as 

well as a wide variation in the minor capital expenditures accounted for E&G.  In terms 

of percentage expended on capital, eight colleges were above the system wide total and 

10 colleges fell below the 2% level with the maximum value being 3.00% at Sante Fe 

College down to the minimum value of 0.87% at Chipola College. 

However, recall that the E&G expenditures are only part of the colleges’ 

expenditures and traditionally account for only minor capital expenditures.  As discussed 

in the Literature Review, in terms of measuring the full capital expenditures the capital 

budget is the most significant means to do so.  Also recall that the revenue source of the 

capital budget is primarily from PECO Appropriations, General Renovation & 

Remodeling PECO Distributions, and SOD.   

It should be clearly noted here that the PECO appropriations were equated to be 

effectively the same as the PECO expenditures.  Equating this particular revenue equal to 

expenditure was reasonable to do and was supported in three ways, through:  

1. the researcher’s experience and familiarity with the PECO distribution 

process as a senior member of the facilities planning department of one of 

the Florida CCB colleges;  

2. the PECO discussion in the Literature Review regarding the use of PECO 

appropriated funds for the sole use of the college’s capital projects; and  
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3. Florida Statute, which mandates the full expenditure of PECO 

appropriations within a 31-month period beginning on the legislative 

appropriation date – typically July 1 of the new fiscal year.   

Given these factors, there is nothing unexpended from any appropriation of PECO 

so when to count it is arbitrary in this study, as the analysis that it is being used for is 

aggregated over the history of the CCB in Florida. 

Table 16 reported these capital appropriations and combined them with the E&G 

capital and equipment expenditures explored in Table 15 to obtain how much the lower-

division has expended on capital expenditures, in the colleges of the CCB across the 2001 

to 2010 study period.  In the same manner, the representative PECO expenditures were 

combined with the total E&G expenditures from Table 15 to derive the corresponding 

total expenditures.  These were computed for each CCB institution and for the system 

then the percentage of the capital expenditure to total expenditure was reported as a 

column in Table 16 as well as Table 17.  These tables showed a median ratio of capital 

expenditures to total expenditures for the FCS to be 19.7% as compared with a 2.0% ratio 

of these values in just the E&G and 16.5% in the baccalaureate ratio of capital 

expenditure to total expenditure. 
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Table 16 

CCB Colleges Capital Budget: Percentage by Institution and in System, 2001 - 2010 

ADJUSTED FOR CPI 

PECO 
Appropriation 

(A) 
PECO 

Expenditure + 
E&G Capital & 

Equipment 
Expenditure 

(B) 
PECO 

Expenditure + 
E&G Total 
Expenditure (B) / (A) 

St. Petersburg College $258,468,828 $280,975,080 $1,241,937,773 22.62% 

Chipola College $71,913,800 $73,008,207 $198,161,228 36.84% 

Miami Dade College $455,678,207 $515,684,605 $3,217,942,858 16.03% 

Northwest Florida State 
College 

$117,682,138 $124,613,310 $384,912,582 32.37% 

Daytona State College $128,058,284 $135,094,971 $870,396,968 15.52% 

Edison State College $112,532,257 $121,685,715 $531,324,162 22.90% 

Broward College $206,847,646 $236,289,258 $1,426,552,175 16.56% 

Florida State College at 
Jacksonville 

$280,904,158 $308,869,816 $1,586,048,540 19.47% 

Indian River State 
College 

$179,312,571 $188,062,188 $801,245,039 23.47% 

Palm Beach State College $173,867,252 $198,700,813 $1,087,633,543 18.27% 

College of Central 
Florida 

$84,596,109 $91,780,212 $389,190,555 23.58% 

Gulf Coast Community 
College 

$104,941,918 $110,091,137 $377,323,770 29.18% 

Pensacola State College $90,460,614 $96,366,607 $618,515,363 15.58% 

Polk State College $77,127,257 $80,909,343 $355,973,221 22.73% 

Santa Fe College $95,900,068 $114,376,420 $711,123,313 16.08% 

Seminole State College $161,320,156 $168,093,789 $721,733,915 23.29% 

St. John's River 
Community College 

$57,050,430 $60,051,800 $278,794,681 21.54% 

State College of Florida, 
Manatee-Sarasota 

$92,478,417 $98,559,679 $457,823,451 21.53% 

System Totals $2,749,140,108 $3,003,212,950 $15,256,633,134 19.68% 

Note:  In this table, PECO represents the combination the PECO Appropriation, General Renovation & 

Remodeling PECO Distribution, and the SOD. 
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Table 17 

CCB Colleges: Comparison of Capital Expenditure Percentages by Institution and in 

System, 2001 - 2010 

ADJUSTED FOR CPI 
Lower-division 

Capital 
Expenditures in 

Operations Budget 

Lower-division 
Capital 

Expenditures in the 
Combined 

Operations and 
Capital Budget 

Upper-division 
Direct 

Baccalaureate 
Capital 

Expenditures 

St. Petersburg College 2.29% 22.62% 4.36% 

Chipola College 0.87% 36.84% 11.89% 

Miami Dade College 2.17% 16.03% 84.87% 

Northwest Florida State College 2.59% 32.37% 16.85% 

Daytona State College 0.95% 15.52% 3.77% 

Edison State College 2.19% 22.90% 7.67% 

Broward College 2.41% 16.56% 4.85% 

Florida State College at Jacksonville 2.14% 19.47% 6.82% 

Indian River State College 1.41% 23.47% 13.08% 

Palm Beach State College 2.72% 18.27% 21.20% 

College of Central Florida 2.36% 23.58% 0.00% 

Gulf Coast Community College 1.89% 29.18% 0.00% 

Pensacola State College 1.12% 15.58% 0.00% 

Polk State College 1.36% 22.73% 22.73% 

Santa Fe College 3.00% 16.08% 0.00% 

Seminole State College 1.21% 23.29% 0.00% 

St. John's River Community College 1.35% 21.54% 0.00% 

State College of Florida, Manatee-
Sarasota 

1.66% 21.53% 20.29% 

System Totals 2.03% 19.68% 16.51% 

 

In investigating the CCB colleges in Florida, Table 17 reflected exactly how small 

a fraction the E&G expenditure accounted for capital expenditures within these colleges 

and in the FCS.  The researcher noted a few of disparities where alignment between 
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baccalaureate capital expenditures appeared to be out of line with the lower-division.  Of 

particular note were: 

 St. Petersburg College which showed a 4.36% baccalaureate capital 

expenditure compared with its 22.62% capital expenditure on lower-division; 

 Miami Dade College which showed an 84.87% baccalaureate capital 

expenditure compared with its 16.03% capital expenditure on lower-division; 

and 

 Daytona State College, which showed a 3.77% baccalaureate capital 

expenditure compared with its 15.52% capital expenditure on lower-division. 

Predictive model for estimation of inception year start-up capital costs.  In 

the extended analysis planned as part of this study, a predictive model was sought to 

provide a tool for estimating the CCB inception year start-up capital costs from the 

factors that were investigated.  Using the inception year data in the data set for Pool A 

across the study period, and investigating the scatter plots of the factors in comparison 

with the study’s dependent variable of the Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures that was of 

primary interest, the researcher found no apparent linear relationship.  In subsequent 

attempts, the researcher attempted to find relationship between the dependent variable 

and the predictor variables by both mathematical manipulation of the data and curve 

estimation of the scatter plots.  Linear, logarithmic, inverse, quadratic, power, and 

exponential of the dependent and independent variables were attempted but none of them 

yielded a meaningful or comprehendible relationship from which a predictive model 

might have been formulated. 
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The researcher identified some reasonable correlations in the median scores and 

normalized median scores for the factors (see Tables 7 and 8).  However, no useful model 

of these measures was attained as these correlations were of representative central 

tendencies rather than of the full data set. 

Qualitative Analysis 

The purpose of qualitative element of this study was to validate the quantitative 

data compiled and analyzed in study as well as to set that data in time and place as 

financial related decisions were considered in contemplation of the CCB decision.  As a 

validation measure and not a complete qualitative analysis of the CCB, the qualitative 

component was intentionally limited to the review of existing documents created during 

and after state officials discussed and subsequently ratified the CCB in Florida (Appendix 

A). 

The documents were logically grouped as: 

 Legislative rules/documents consisting of the two Senate Bills, 1162 (S. 1162, 

2001) and 1716 (S. 1716, 2008); 

 FDOE process documents consisting of the approval process and the approval 

application; and 

 FDOE supporting documents consisting of the remainder of the historic 

documents selected for this analysis. 

Document analysis validation results.  Cumulatively, the two Senate Bills had 

strong language in support of the mission of the CCB and both had weak language 

regarding Cost, Appropriation, and Facilities of the analysis.  Neither bill showed 
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language that would support CCB ratification based upon Prestige.  A percentage 

summary of use across these categories is shown in Table 18. 

Table 18 

Percentage of Use: Document Analysis (Senate Bills 1162 and 1716) 

Category  Cost Appropriation Facilities Workforce Prestige 

Usage in 
Document 

0.8% 0.2% 0.3% 2.9% 0.0% 

 

Individually, Senate Bill 1162 (S. 1162, 2001) had strong language and clearly 

defined sections regarding Cost and Appropriations of the initial CCB college, St. 

Petersburg College.  In comparison, Senate Bill 1716 (S. 1716, 2008) was not as strong 

and did not implicitly discuss Cost or Appropriation.  The disparity of clear cost and 

appropriations language within Senate Bill 1162 (S. 1162, 2001) in the establishment of 

the first Florida CCB versus the subsequent lack of cost and appropriations language in 

the establishment of the FCS is of particular note.  Generally, there was an evident lack of 

legislative codification on how the new CCB initiatives were to be funded at their start-up 

or in their future based upon the language of SB 1716 (S. 1716, 2008).  This was made 

more apparent by what was achieved and codified in the earlier SB 1162 (S. 1162, 2001) 

which only applied to a single CCB institution. 

The FDOE process documents had clearly defined sections regarding capital cost 

and program cost analyses as well as clearly defined sections regarding workforce needs 

analyses; however the qualitative review of the language within the documents found this 

group of documents to be the weakest in terms of supportive language for Workforce and 
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Appropriation while being roughly equivalent to the legislative documents in Cost and 

Facilities – as shown in Table 19. 

Table 19 

Percentage of Use: Document Analysis (FDOE Process Documents) 

Category  Cost Appropriation Facilities Workforce Prestige 

Usage in 
Document 

1.0% 0.7% 0.3% 0.4% 0.0% 

 

The FDOE historic documents had relatively strong language related to the 

defined categories of interest to this study and, with the exception of one document, align 

with the strength of the language in the Senate Bills in both Facilities and Workforce as 

shown in Table 20.  Like the FDOE process documents the historic document that is held 

as an exception, The Florida College System: Assuring Postsecondary Access That 

Supports Florida’s Future (Florida College System Task Force, 2008), had clearly 

defined sections regarding capital cost and program cost analysis as well as clearly 

defined sections regarding workforce needs analysis (Table 21).  However the qualitative 

review of the language within the documents found this group of documents to be the 

weak, in comparison with the other analyzed historic documents, in terms of supportive 

language for Workforce, Cost, and Appropriation as defined.  
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Table 20 

 Percentage of Use: Document Analysis (FDOE Historic Documents) 

Category  Cost Appropriation Facilities Workforce Prestige 

Usage in 
Document 

1.5% 1.6% 0.2% 2.3% 0.0% 

 

Table 21 

 Percentage of Use: Document Analysis (FDOE Historic Document Outlier - The Florida 

College System: Assuring Postsecondary Access That Supports Florida’s Future) 

Category  Cost Appropriation Facilities Workforce Prestige 

Usage in 
Document 

0.8% 0.9% 0.2% 1.1% 0.0% 

 

Expert review panel results.  As discussed in Methodology, an ad hoc Expert 

Review Panel reviewed the compiled data and study factors to validate the 

appropriateness of the data set and factors used in the study.  In early December 2010, the 

researcher made contact with the proposed review panel members to gauge their 

willingness to serve on the panel.  Two of the three expressed willingness to do so and so 

the panel was officially formed.  The third member responded in early January 2011 that 

he too would serve.   

The researcher electronically corresponded with the panel on January 12, 2011 

and forwarded the factor table as well as some specific questions about anomalous and 

missing data elements in the data set.   Replies were received and a physical meeting with 

two of the three members occurred by chance at a common meeting being attended on 
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another subject.  No indication was given, at any point, that the data were not valid or as 

expected and a few of the missing pieces in the data set were filled as a result of the 

discussions.  On January 24, 2011, with the data collected and compiled into a usable 

form, the researcher forwarded the completed data set to the panel for review and 

comment by February 5, 2011.  One panel member provided verbal feedback by the 

deadline for the researcher to begin analysis.  The feedback was positive regarding the 

validity and appropriateness of the data being used.   See Appendix E for invitation 

correspondence to the panel members from the researcher. 

Chapter Summary 

Chapter 1 formed the introduction of the study into the capital costs associated 

with the CCB initiatives in Florida and introduced the study’s purpose, rationale, research 

questions, key terms, and limitations and delimitations to set the foundation of the study.  

Chapter 2 investigated and discussed the current and historical literature as well as 

compiled a comprehensive and exhaustive review that placed the study in the larger 

historical context of the field.  Chapter 3 then provided a methodology to study, 

objectively analyze, and comprehensively evaluated the institutional capital cost 

expended by Florida colleges in support of their institution.   

The goal of this chapter was to report the results of the study and to present other 

information that may be significant as other results of the study in answering the research 

questions centered on the capital cost of the community college baccalaureate in Florida. 

Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions, interpretations, and recommendations by the 

researcher based upon the results presented within this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion, Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

This chapter discusses the implications, summary, and conclusions of the 

quantitative analysis, qualitative validation, and comprehensive evaluation of the capital 

cost elements, state funding, and the related institutional characteristics presented in this 

study.  It closes by providing recommendations for future study that were apparent as the 

study was conducted and concluded. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to assess, measure, and evaluate some of the costs 

borne by Florida colleges who have implemented baccalaureate degrees and expanded 

their mission.  The study’s scope was limited to be fiscal in breadth and specifically 

looked in depth at the capital costs of the currently approved Florida baccalaureate 

colleges. 

This study focused on providing a better understanding of the central question of 

what the community colleges and decision makers contemplating the Florida CCB 

decision should use to effectively make data-driven decisions in predicting the capital 

outlay, funding, and appropriations required to successfully implement the baccalaureate.  

This quintessential question is multifaceted and complex.  Understanding that 

complexity, this study poses two research questions whose answers gave a measure
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of perspective to the overall question and insights into the complexity of the overarching 

question: 

1. What has historically been spent on the initial capital start-up costs of the 

CCB initiatives in Florida; and 

2. What were the historic capital expenditures of the Florida CCB from its 

inception to the most recently available data? 

Solutions to these questions were found and were reported within this study.  As 

these elements were analyzed, a number of other significant results were identified that 

have also been documented in this study.  The results of the study were not as predictive 

as expected though, due to the lack of correlation in the dependent variable related to the 

one of the research questions of the study – that of the inception year start-up capital cost 

of the baccalaureate.  Institutional spending on this cost element of the CCB was simply 

unpredictable based on the numbers that have been reported to date, but this 

unanticipated fact also provided a valuable insight into the cost of the Florida CCB. 

Discussion of Findings 

Guiding research question 1.  Between the CCB inception in 2001 and the 

currently available data in 2010, what were the initial start-up capital costs, either 

appropriated to, budgeted for, expended by the current 18 Florida CCB colleges in 

support of their baccalaureate programs?   

Two different perspectives were employed to better address this question.  The 

first perspective focused on the CCB institution and the second focused on the system as 

a whole.  Tables 10 and 11 showed that over 60% (11 of 18) of the CCB colleges in 

Florida reported no capital expenditure on the baccalaureate in the first year that they 
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were approved to offer it.  As reported, Indian River State College showed the largest 

first year capital expenditure at more than 3 times that of St. Petersburg College, the next 

highest expenditure.  Using the 2-year and 3-year cumulative capital expenditures, Indian 

River State College remained unchanged and was consequently surpassed by both Miami 

Dade College and St. Petersburg College in baccalaureate capital expenditures by the end 

of the three years. 

For the reasons discussed in the Literature Review, a multi-year approach to the 

study and reporting of capital project costs is warranted.  It not only corresponds with the 

long term planning for and manufacture or construction of capital projects at the colleges, 

but a multi-year approach corresponds with the state’s approach to these project as well. 

Adjusting the reported baccalaureate capital expenditures for inflation, the 

average expenditure for the FCS was $55,967 in the inception or first year.  This average 

expenditure grew significantly larger in the 2-year and 3-year cumulative estimate 

calculations.  With the previous discourse on the need for multi-year approaches to better 

understand, review, and plan for capital costs and in alignment with the state’s own 

process of developing multi-year capital planning documents, the 3-year cumulative 

average of $385,352 is a more reasonable estimate to use than the inception year, 

especially as the predictive model showed no relationships in the variables during this 

snapshot.  Until more data is generated and reported from the newest CCB members, 

there may not be enough inception year start-up data available to develop reliable 

relationships.  Due to the variations in enrollment and size characteristics within the FCS, 

and by extension in the CCB, the mean value was not the optimal measurement to use as 

it does not provide the stability within this data set that the median score has been shown 
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to do.  However, as the median score was zero for the first year, in what may be due to 

the recessionary period and certainly was affected by the recent swell in new CCB 

membership in the last year of the study, the mean value was considered and was carried 

through subsequent years.   

In support of the median measure as having correctness to it, it should be 

considered that first year costs could actually be at or near zero as they typically involve 

the planning endeavors for capital project expenditures rather than capital expenditures 

themselves.  It is the researcher’s experience that this planning typically accounts for no 

more than 10% and in most cases 3-5% of the total project cost.  As such, CCBs 

reporting no first year expenditures are reasonable.  There is merit to this line of thinking 

as both the institutional capital budgeting process and the state’s PECO process typically 

distribute capital appropriations in this manner with only a small distribution going 

toward planning in the first year; the lion-share of the appropriation being distributed 

typically in the second and third years of the process.  Using this as the basis for 

determination, the median 3-year cumulative baccalaureate capital estimate of $214,735 

may be a reasonable estimate as well. 

Essentially, until more data is generated and made available to support one central 

tendency measurement over the other or to provide a more predictable relationship within 

the data then both are reasonable estimations.  Therefore, the answer to the posed 

question is that a reasonable estimate, based on the historic expenditures and set to 2010, 

would be between $214,735 and $385,352. 

Guiding research question 2.  From the CCB inception in 2001 through 2010, 

what was the total capital cost either appropriated to or expended by the current 18 
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Florida CCB colleges in support of their baccalaureate programs?  Again two different 

perspectives were looked at to address this question - the first focused on the CCB 

institution in terms of the direct Baccalaureate Capital Expenditures and the second 

focused of the CCB institution and the system in terms of the relationships between the 

direct baccalaureate appropriations and expenditures.  As shown in Table 13, across the 

10-year study period $19.8M was expended by CCB colleges in the FCS on what was 

reported to be capital expenditures in support of the baccalaureate.  In Table 14, the same 

study period showed that Florida CCBs reported over $120M in CPI adjusted 

baccalaureate expenditures.  For comparison, this showed that 16.5% of the identified 

baccalaureate expenditures were on capital items.  In addition Table 14 shows that, 

adjusted for CPI, more than $73M was actually appropriated across the CCB colleges 

during the study period, 64% less than the $120M reported expended.   

At the institutional level, Miami Dade College reported the most baccalaureate 

capital expenditures with 4.2 times more than the next largest adjusted total capital 

expenditure by St. Petersburg College.  By comparison, St. Petersburg College was 3.3 

times higher than the third highest Adjusted Total Expenditures by Northwest Florida 

State College.  The researcher noted that the median and mean scores were in line with 

one another except in the cases of Daytona State College, ESC, and IRSC which reported 

much lower median scores than the mean counterparts.  Investigating the data for these 

colleges, the disparity appeared to be the result of the institutions’ shorter time in the 

CCB and the fact that they had expended capital dollars in only a single year rather than 

over multiple years. 
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As touched upon earlier, Table 14 clearly shows that in every CCB there was 

more expended on the baccalaureate than there was reportedly appropriated for it.  In 

addition, the table illustrated that over the study period four of the 18 Florida CCB 

colleges reported more expenditures for their capital costs than were actually 

appropriated to support their baccalaureate over the same time period.  Miami Dade 

College being the most notable as it was an early adopter of the CCB and has expended 

nearly $4M more in its capital support of the baccalaureate than it receive in total 

baccalaureate support from the state.  Based on the report values, on average Florida 

CCB colleges have tapped their own reserves for nearly two-thirds of what was expended 

on the baccalaureate across the state with the state appropriating the other one-third. 

The answer to the original question that was posed regarding what was the total 

capital cost either appropriated to or expended by the current 18 Florida CCB colleges in 

support of their baccalaureate programs, the answer is essentially that over the historic 

study period of 2001 to 2010, $19,840,433 was expended toward the capital costs of the 

baccalaureate with $73,378,972 being appropriated for the baccalaureate, and 

$120,201,930 reported as being expended in support of it in the FCS. 

Further interpretations of the data and analysis.  In addition to answering the 

guiding research questions posed by the study, there were some additional interpretations 

and insights in the study that are useful.  These included: 

 Interpretation of possible reasons for the missing data and anomalies; 

 interpretations of the FTE measures as a suitable normalizing factor to 

compensate for institutional enrollment and size in the analysis of institutional 

characteristics and cost analysis factors between colleges; 
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 interpretations of capital cost percentage baselines of lower-division 

expenditures as a comparative measurement between colleges; 

 insights from unsuccessful predictive modeling of the baccalaureate capital 

costs; and 

 insights from the qualitative analysis supporting the validation of the data. 

Missing data and anomalies.  The missing data in the CCB inception year of St. 

Petersburg College may simply be an oversight, but the researcher supposes that the lack 

of reporting for these values supports the earlier established argument that, while cost 

was a factor, there were certainly no initial guidelines established or put in place to 

uniformly track the capital cost components or the general baccalaureate expenditures.  

Similar suppositions are available about the anomalous data as well, but in further review 

of some of the anecdotal information that the researcher was privy too, it may be that 

both ESC in 2003 and FSCJ in 2007 were both funded to start their baccalaureate 

program but may have not been able to achieve Level II accreditation through the South 

Association of Colleges and Schools, the regional accrediting body for higher education 

in the southeastern United States.  If this were the case, it explains the apparent early 

funding and expenditures toward the baccalaureate.  If it is not, then it remains tentatively 

unexplained. 

FTE as a normalizing factor.  When the median and mean scores for Pool A and 

Pool B colleges were determined and aggregated by year, plots of these scores were used 

to investigate how one pool might differ from the other in meaningful ways (see 

Appendix C).  In doing this review, it became readily apparent that there were system 

wide responses occurring as a result of the membership between Pool A and Pool B 
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changing and the systems response to significant outliers due to institutional size within 

the population data.  As a common comparative factor in higher education and as it 

would account for the outlier effects of institutional size, FTE was chosen as a reasonable 

normalizing factor in comparing Pool A and Pool B colleges in this study.  The change to 

the data was immediately evident as exaggerated spikes exhibited by the basic data were 

tamed (see Appendix D).  From this analysis, the following interpretations were made: 

 Since 2007, there is a significant divergence in the median Number of Sites 

per FTE held between CCB and non-CCB colleges in the FCS.  In the 2010 

data, the yield was 1.2 sites per 1000 FTE for non-CCB colleges compared 

with 0.5 sites per FTE for CCB colleges.  On the surface, this may indicate 

that baccalaureate instruction is occurring in Florida colleges with few sites.  

Supporting this, the normalized data representing Total Operating Campuses 

per FTE, for the first time, showed a reverse in the median score in 2010 with 

non-CCB colleges having a higher Total Operating Campuses per FTE value 

than their CCB counterpart.  Along with these, the data indicate similar trends 

in Total Acreage per FTE, Total Owned Buildings per FTE, and it follows the 

Total Building Value per FTE as non-CCB colleges show higher median 

scores for the FTE normalization than the CCB colleges.  One potential 

interpretation of these comparative trends may be that the CCB is not having 

an adverse impact on the facilities and by extension the capital needs of 

Florida colleges. 

  As a result of normalizing the data per FTE, the median scores between non-

CCB and CCB colleges track approximately the same in all other factors.  
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This could indicate, at least without further research along these lines, that 

there have been no impacts to the areas like instructional cost, plant operation 

and maintenance, personnel, total expenditures, general capital and equipment 

expenditures, and PECO. 

On the surface, these interpretations of non-CCB and CCB colleges relationships are 

supported the increased correlation between the median scores of these normalized 

factors as shown in Table 9. 

Comparative capital cost percentages.  While the central focus of this study was 

determining the capital costs of the CCB, in order to give some measure of the capital 

cost elements being explored and determined, the researcher also investigated the same 

CCB institutions’ traditional expenditures over the same study period.  This effectively 

provided a baseline from which the baccalaureate appropriations and expenditures could 

be viewed.  Reporting this baseline, Table 15 showed the percentages of capital & 

equipment expenditures versus the overall E&G expenditures reported for the CCB 

colleges of the FCS.   

In Florida’s CCB colleges, the capital expenditure accounted for $254,072,842, or 

2%, of the $12,507,493,026 in total operational expenditures in Pool A.  At an 

institutional level, Table 15 showed the wide range of expenditures within them a wide 

variation in the capital expenditures.  In terms of percentage expended on capital, eight 

(8) colleges were above the system wide total and 10 colleges fell below the 2% level 

with the range being 3.00% at Sante Fe College at the highest end down to 0.87% at 

Chipola College at the lowest.  However, knowing that the E&G expenditures are only a 

part of the colleges’ fund budgets, a more complete comparative measure needed to be 
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employed.  In terms of measuring capital expenditures, the capital budget is absolutely 

the most significant means to do so.  As such, Table 16 reported the capital 

appropriations (i.e. the combination of PECO Appropriation, General Renovation & 

Remodeling PECO Distributions, and SOD) then combined them with the E&G 

expenditures explored in Table 15 to provide a comprehensive measurement.   

In investigating the CCB colleges in the FCS, Table 17 clearly showed how small 

a fraction that the E&G expenditures accounted for in the capital expenditures of these 

colleges and in the FCS system wide.  As noted in the Results, there were a couple of 

disparities where alignment between baccalaureate capital expenditures appeared to be 

out of line with the combined E&G and capital budget capital expenditures.  Of particular 

note were: 

 St. Petersburg College which showed a 4.36% baccalaureate capital expenditure 

compared with its 22.62% capital expenditure on lower-division; 

 Miami Dade College which showed an 84.87% baccalaureate capital expenditure 

compared with its 16.03% capital expenditure on lower-division; and 

 Daytona State College, which showed a 3.77% baccalaureate capital expenditure 

compared with its 15.52% capital expenditure on lower-division. 

These are most likely indicative of institutional philosophies and governance priorities, 

but to the degree and extremes exhibited it again raises the issue of how differently 

colleges are planning for and reporting the capital costs that support their baccalaureate 

expansion given such a wide disparity in what has been done for their lower-division 

students in comparison. 
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Predictive modeling of the baccalaureate capital costs.  No correlations could be 

found within the full data set from which to develop a predictive model of the start-up 

capital costs associated with the baccalaureate.  This could mean that the accounting and 

reporting of these costs were not uniform between the colleges; that the data is not valid 

for this factor; that each college was at a different level of capital readiness with some 

needing more and some needing less capital expenditure to meet the baccalaureate need; 

or that simply the capital expenditures were arbitrary and capricious.  In any of these 

scenarios, more data and more research are needed to develop anything that may be 

counted as predictive in terms of the Florida CCB’s capital expenditures. 

Qualitative analysis for validation of data. The document analysis yielded a clear 

picture that there was a measure of consideration given to the cost and appropriation 

elements of the CCB decision, but that in general the decision was based primarily to 

satisfy community and workforce needs.  This supports the current literature on the CCB 

and mirrors the reasons that the Florida CCB was introduced as a benefit to (a) the local, 

typically place-bound student; (b) the community and local workforce; and (c) the 

regional and state economy. 

Summary 

There is little doubt that a better educated, highly skilled workforce is needed to 

achieve strong and sustainable economic growth through the 21st century, just as there is 

little doubt that higher educational opportunities for everyone within the community and 

the state are desirable goals, but is the cost manageable?  Even as clear and significant 

benefits are being put forth by college and state decision makers supporting the CCB in 
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Florida, it remains unclear if the full fiscal implications related to the expansion of 

services are being completely considered.  

It is clear that there has been a significant amount expended on the baccalaureate 

by the CCB institutions in the 10-years that the Florida baccalaureate has been in 

existence.  Both of the studies guiding research questions were able to be reasonably 

answered.  A range of multi-year start-up costs were determined as was an historic 

accounting of not only the baccalaureate capital cost expended at each college in the 

system but also a useful comparison with the baccalaureate appropriations and total 

baccalaureate expenditures at these institutions and in the Florida CCBs.   

Published data were able to be gathered and a complete data set compiled for all 

of the factors that were of interest in the study.  As a result validity measures undertaken 

as part of the study, there is no reason to doubt the authenticity or accuracy of the data.  

However, some doubts have crept in as a result of the lack of correlation between the 

baccalaureate capital expenditure and the other baccalaureate financial characteristics that 

have been reported, let alone the lack of correlation found between any other factors 

investigated in the study.  More research on this is certainly warranted, as a predictive 

model would provide a useful tool in the overarching question of what the community 

colleges and decision makers contemplating the Florida CCB decision should use to 

effectively make data-driven decisions in predicting the capital outlay, funding, and 

appropriations required to successfully implement the baccalaureate decision.  Though 

unclear, two answers have been wrought on the capital aspect of such an observation.  

Some things were made more perceptible by this study, at least in how to address the 

question.  First as previously touched upon, there is data available but nothing predictive 
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has emerged so the data is yielding passive information rather than delivering active 

results.  Second, it became evident too that there was no significant reporting on the long 

range fiscal planning or financial forecasting centering on the sustainability or future 

growth of the Florida baccalaureate. Lastly it is clear that this baccalaureate expansion is 

not being sustainably funded by the state who would seem to be the one to gain the most 

if the CCB’s economic impact justifications are fulfilled.  Perhaps it was never meant to 

be funded fully by the state, but if so then it seems shortsighted to underfund an initiative 

that was to provide a catalyst for economic growth, in these most interesting of times. 

Ancillary to these primary results and interpretations, a number of equally 

important outcomes were discovered in conducting and reporting this study.  The 

usefulness of the FTE factor as a normalization factor was one of those important 

outcomes – especially useful to studies along these same research lines.  With this tool, 

another perspective into the complex machinations of the Florida baccalaureate costs can 

be investigated.  Likewise, the comparison of capital expenditure baseline provides a 

useful means for future comparative research along these lines.   Lastly, and reflective of 

the primary results of the study, is that while predictive modeling and forecast is critical 

to understand the costs in the Florida CCB the reported inception year capital 

expenditures associated with the Florida CCB were not dependably predictable to use in 

planning and forecasting for the reasons discussed earlier. 

Conclusions 

Some of the essential conclusions of this study are: 

1. The costs of the Florida CCB are outpacing the funding that is being provided 

by the state in support of this expanded baccalaureate mission.  This underfunding is 
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occurring even as the manifestation of the baccalaureate initiatives goals provide a 

recognized and needed benefit to the state. 

2. Baccalaureate costs are impacting a number of CCB colleges.  In a number of 

cases within the CCB membership, the capital costs associated with providing the 

baccalaureate are also outpacing the funding being provided to these colleges. 

3. In a system without external input, the inner mechanisms of the system seek 

their own internal equilibrium.  Oft times, they do so to the detriment of some or all of 

the elements within the system.  Using that analogy, in some cases this study has 

illustrated that the baccalaureate has been largely funded internally by the CCB colleges 

themselves with only a fraction of the required external financial inputs.  If this continues 

and these initiatives are not adequately funded by the state, it is not a matter of if the 

system will fail but rather when will the system fail and to what degree?  Failure, as 

pointed out in the Introduction, represents the fiscal starvation of critical programs and 

populations, which are essential to the traditional community college mission.  This is a 

likely outcome if these mission critical programs find their funding diverted to support 

the expanded baccalaureate standards.  Depending on the severity and the form that this 

failure takes, the result will have unforeseen and unplanned for ramifications to the 

institution, the workforce, and to the state.  Perhaps even catastrophically. 

4. In addition to reporting and documenting traditional account cost 

investigations, the review and reporting of opportunity-costs is also very important.  

Opportunity-cost analysis is fiscally responsible to do given the need for more ethical 

accountability in public fund stewardship and in today’s funding climate of competing 
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interests.  It behooves higher education to document and support their decisions in more 

methodical and uniformly repeatable ways. 

5. Multi-year approaches are more appropriate than first year or single year 

investigations for capital budgeting, planning, reporting, and analysis. 

6. Any perception of drastic characteristic differences between membership of 

the CCB and non-CBB colleges in Florida could not be ascertained through the analysis 

in this study.  It could be said that when the effects of institutional size were countered 

through the application of the normalization factor of FTE, that the CCB colleges 

appeared to be slightly more efficient in their use of facilities related factors. 

Recommendations 

The following are recommendations for future study that became apparent as the study 

was conducted and concluded. 

Policy recommendation.  One policy recommendation was obvious as a result of 

conducting the study: 

1. The CCB colleges in the FCS should develop a unified means of reporting the 

capital cost associated with the baccalaureate.  This reporting standard should be as clear 

and concise as possible and should be uncomplicated in application so that colleges do 

not have an additional draw on their time.  This may be as simple as agreeing on the level 

of information that all colleges should report so that at least what is being presented is 

uniform. 

Future study recommendations.  Numerous recommendations for future study 

and investigation are part of concluding this study.  They are: 
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1. As pointed out numerous times throughout this study, the development of a 

predictive model to forecast the fiscal needs in support of the sustainability and future 

growth of the baccalaureate in Florida colleges is beneficial to the better understanding of 

the CCB costs and is crucial to decision makers to fiscally plan for the funding that is 

required.  An analysis of a potential predictive model for the CCB start-up costs using 

two and three year cumulative data and the corresponding two and three year factor data 

compiled in this study, from the inception of each CCB.  This would be done as a follow-

up to the inception year model attempted in this study. 

2. A qualitative study of the decision making components that went into the 

CCB capital cost decision should be undertaken so that the intangible elements and 

uniqueness of each college’s decision can be reported.   

3. A qualitative study of the potential responses elicited by decision makers in 

the CCB decision, focused on determining at what point they recognized the demand for 

more workforce baccalaureate programs against the supply of baccalaureate degrees 

being generated in traditional university settings. 

4. A qualitative study of the decision makers in the CCB with the focus of 

understanding what the perceived economic impacts would be if the CCB were 

implemented. 

5. An analysis of the Florida CCB decision making, funding, and appropriations 

using Weisbrod’s (1977) model as a theoretical lens may provide an interesting 

perspective to view decision making, funding, and appropriation to higher education 

though it may not be a direct application, but rather might be an analogous metaphorical 

application.   
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6. A study of the of the Florida CCB decision making, funding, and 

appropriations using Senge’s (2006) System Thinking as a model and theoretical lens 

may provide an interesting perspective as well. 

7. An economic analysis focused primarily on the impact that the baccalaureate 

is having on the local, regional, and state economies should be undertaken in order to 

provide more support for the reasons to offer the baccalaureate at community colleges. 

8. An mixed methods study and supporting economic analysis of the 

baccalaureate decision making process focused on the opportunity-costs that went into 

the decision; what economic opportunity-cost inputs and outputs were investigated in 

making the CCB decision; what costs, both explicitly in fiscal terms and implicitly in 

fiduciary and subjective terms, determined to be in the opportunity-cost analysis for 

choosing the CCB; and what next-best alternatives were investigated by both state and 

institutional decision makers in their process for choosing the CCB. 

9. A quantitative study of the complete costs associated with the CCB should be 

conducted in a similar manner as the analysis of the capital costs in this study. 

10. The instrumentation in this study should be reapplied in out years as more 

baccalaureate and capital expenditure information becomes available from the newest 

CCB members. 

11. A quantitative study of the CCB costs compared with the university 

baccalaureate costs should be undertaken to provide additional comparative measures for 

both lower and upper-division program delivery. 

12. A quantitative study of the CCB lower-division costs versus the Florida 

Community College System costs in the immediately preceding 10-years (1990-2000) 
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should be undertaken to provide additional comparative measures for lower-division 

program delivery and the colleges’ characteristic changes over time and through 

baccalaureate delivery. 

Final Conclusion and Summary 

The analysis of the capital cost associated with the baccalaureate is complex and 

requires a great deal of dimensionality in thought.  This complexity reveals itself as 

expansive multi-year timeframes in the development of capital projects; subjective 

intangibles inherent in opportunity-cost and sporadically incomplete forecasting that all 

work against the completeness of our understanding of the costs surrounding the CCB.  

Add to those the myriad and interplay of numerous other cost factors; local and regional 

economic demand characteristics; and the post-recessionary climate and the dream of a 

complete understanding turns into a delusion of the machinations at work.   

No single perspective can fully explain the inner workings of the cost elements 

within the Florida CCB.  However, every time someone attempts an answer, it brings us 

all closer to understanding it better. 

This study has shown some interesting results, just as it has raised - or more 

precisely confirmed - some nagging questions.  The CCB capital costs were identified, 

both in start-up cost estimation and in historic summation.  Along with a more complete 

understanding of these two costs, the researcher has documented and compiled the direct 

appropriations and the total expenditures that have been reported in support the Florida 

CCB.  The numbers allude to a worrisome premise though, given form in the results that 

show that no Florida CCB colleges have received complete funding from the state in 

support of their baccalaureate initiatives.  In fact, on average across the 18 CCB and over 
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the 2001 to 2010 study period, the colleges were self-funding 2/3 of the CCB.  Is this 

proportional to the future benefit of the CCB in Florida? 

This study is not suggesting that the state fully fund the initiative, but if the 

economic drivers and the “critical statewide need for trained teachers, nurses, and 

information technology employees” (FDOE, 2005, p. 1) are the primary reasons to 

implement the CCB, then the state should be providing funding commensurate to its 

desire for this outcome.  In the world higher education business and finance, we apply a 

common test when contemplating the product that we supply in comparison to the utility 

that it provides.  Simply put, the standard three-part test is:  Who pays?  Who benefits?  

Who should pay?  This test applies to this issue as much as any other.  While the colleges 

will certainly benefit by providing a higher skilled and better trained workforce, doesn’t 

the state benefit as much and probably much more?  So who should pay? 

No matter the answer to that debate, the necessity to forecast the fiscal needs that 

will be required to sustain and grow a strong baccalaureate initiative are overdue and 

desperately needed by all decision makers, college and state alike.  Responsible and 

sustainable funding is critical.  If the sufficient funding of the Florida CCB is not expertly 

planned for by both the institutions choosing them and by the state bodies approving 

them, then the very students and workforce at the heart of the community college mission 

may actually be adversely impacted rather than favorably advanced.  Though a 

paradoxical outcome, it could be a very real yet certainly unintended consequence. 
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# Document Name 
Document 

Authoring Agency
Document Collected From 

Date 
Collected 

1 Senate Bill 1162 
2001 Florida 
Legislature 

Collected from 
http://www.flsenate.gov/data/sessio
n/2001/Senate/bills/billtext/pdf/s11
62er.pdf 

8/13/2010 

2 
History of the Need for 
Baccalaureates Policy 

Paper 

Florida Department 
of Education, 

Florida College 
System 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/students/ba
ch_degree.asp 

8/13/2010 

3 

Bachelor of Applied 
Science Degree Task 

Force: Final Report of 
Activities 

Bachelor of 
Applied Science 

Degree Task Force 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/students/ba
ch_degree.asp 

8/13/2010 

4 Senate Bill 1716 
2008 Florida 
Legislature 

Collected from 
http://www.flsenate.gov/data/sessio
n/2008/Senate/bills/billtext/pdf/s17
16er.pdf 

8/2/2010 

5 
Baccalaureate Programs 
in Community Colleges: 

A Program Review 

Florida Department 
of Education, 

Florida College 
System 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/Vision/PD
Fs/PR2008_02_Baccalaureate_Prog
ram_Review.pdf 

6/1/2008 

6 

Recommendations of the 
State University System 

Workgroup With Regard 
to Senate Bill 1716 and 

the Florida State College 
System 

Florida Board of 
Governors, State 

University System 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/pdf/2008_0
8_25_FCS.pdf 

8/1/2010 

7 
An Analysis of Funding 

Models for State Colleges 
State College Pilot 

Task Force 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/scpp.asp#9
/3 

8/13/2010 

8 
Vision and Guiding 

Principles for Florida’s 
State Colleges 

State College Pilot 
Task Force 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/scpp.asp#9
/3 

8/13/2010 

9 
State Colleges in Florida: 

Pilot Project Report 
2008 Florida 
Legislature 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/scpp.asp#9
/3 

8/1/2010 

10 

The Florida College 
System:  Assuring 

Postsecondary Access 
that Supports Florida's 

Future 

The Florida 
College System 

Task Force 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/pdf/Colleg
eSystemFinalReport.pdf 

8/19/2010 

11 
Baccalaureate Proposal 

Submission/Approval 
Process per SB 2682 

Florida Department 
of Education, 

Florida College 
System 

Collected from 
http://www.fldoe.org/cc/students/ba
ch_degree.asp 
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NOr£ICYPH£/lI.£GIfNh

1.,..1007_1008 - '00' tNSTrnrnONAL CtlARACTERISTICS

I..... FllII100S . '00' T...I r ..11 T1•• Eq..h_I8l, (fTE)

- "'ou CC81n IMl FY mOE ra<1 Soak

I.r;."-':~''''
:DIOttlt,5t••

",",,11<111 ,." "'" "" "'" ". - "" "'" "'" ""($C).or

.ll ArIlTu..rChlI*ro SPC "" '''' 12.401 5 9.411 8 10.2611 11.4119 16.1d) I 16.]"15 4 16.111 2 ".51' • 17.4143 1••566 I 10,6111

OIipoJ" ChI/fro CC "', '''' 1.4101 l,ln 3 1.128 4 UZl4 1."14 1,6" I !.'"159 1.540 • 1,511 5 1,1.54 1.1535

M_ Lb1Ir Collet" MDC "', '''' 4'.'106 ]1,5911 37.0ll 0 40,591 4 54,4l94 5],S411 5Ulf 3 .',m5 SUI' • 5Mlf 51,5213

NorIrwOJll'JaIda.slou NWFSC "" SO 5,014 1 l.5" 6 ],1]1 ] 3,'351 5,]16 0 4..... I 4,U85 4,814 Q 5,114 Q 5,581 4 5,." 4
CoIlfrr~'"

Dqno/ta:>tw OJII*ro OSC "" 2C n,]\10 1 9,6450 10.50] I 10.01 Q 1],3\101 11,U5 I 1I.17H Ulll 11,1183 n.3U 15,4'786

U_a-OJIklp ESC "" 2C 1,241 I 4,)41 I 4.6111 4,962 3 1,241 I 7.l1O 5 l,OfO 7 7,ntO UN3 9,236 7 lI,n3 I

illrN<»'dCoIltrc BC "" '''' 23.0112 14.330 9 1S.7454 16.7715 n..6U. n..'5' 3 n.219 5 n.oll 2l.0112 ~.11I2 n,'02 4

/'bub Sl.u Cl:lIIIp at FSCJ "" 2C 21.466 4 15,191 , IUU2 16.614 , 20.612 I 1','lI 5 1',"1 5 lO.7166 n.466 4 14,U24 ZI,1CJ76
J«1eofM11t

/ndI{iI RtW>' .ll'* IRSC "" 2C 12.182 I ',514 4 '.660 2 '.7330 11.'74 5 lun4 11.'611 11.4154 12.IUI IUIHI Il,I2:61"""p
Pa/m Ehrh SJla PBSC "" 2C 16.614 2 9.799 I 11.IU8 11.13'70 15.6332 15.1"15 2 15.4ll$ 6 lS,n09 16.6201 2 11.453 , 20,2"" I"".p
CbIltro oIC_'" CCF "" '''' 6.400l I l.l1ll 9 3.714 8 U554 4.'06 0 4.161 5 4.511 2 4.5ll$ 4.U59 5.4'729 6.401 8n....

""'''''''- OCCC "" '''' 5.014 I ],391 8 3.5Jl'1 3.1n 5 ••1lO 1 4.1115 4.712 9 4.720 2 ••Ill 6 4.175 2 5,074 I"".p_....
PcSC "" 2C 9.2'H 0 6,5'5 3 6.153 2 MIl 2 1.663. 1,)410 7.9325 7.lnl '-31t 5 8.11111 U7tlO"".p

Fblk~ CoIl*rc PoSC "" 2C 6.611 0 2.'15 I 3.115 2 3.3" 4 4.669 I 4,5OS 6 4,636 I 4.7024 5,313 I 5.992 I 6,611 0

.lanlanQ:IJltp SFC "" '''' 12.228 I 7,1149 1.149 I 1.750 3 11,S411 11,5110 9 11.51.7 11.469 I 11.1114 IU61 I 12.228 8

SDNrIoh .sl:lrf GbJ/fl." SSC "" 2C 1••0021 7,286 I 1.4232 '.lll6 11.4162 11,1434 10,646 I UIM6 10.661 5 12.0411 14,0011

.ll Jo/I1)~....
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""-'- Bce WA "
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F1M1da~~, FKCC WA co ., .... '" , "" "" lID 3 "" 7no '" '157 1.061 a

e-tl'CbIIfl'l
TlarubGRwqr FOC WA co ., 1.S51 2 1.55] 1 LIn] 2.442 a 1.5094 1.3112 1.190 I 2.)35 2.111 I 2,)964"'.p
Hlb~ IICC WA co ., 9,607 2 IU307 11.l343 16,550 5 16,116 2 16.)95 0 16.6124 16.1101 18,61106 20.167 3

c.........wI1O:>1Ifl'l,.......,
LSCC WA " ., 1.327~ 1.3"hl I 1.565 4 1,14S 3 1.3"4 2.311 4 2.ml 2.5104 2,l32' 1.2#31

C~CbIIfC"

"'.~ NFCC WA co ., .~. "" .~. ,~. 1.000 7 1,009 6 9SU 956.4 "1..2 '40..5
"-I1Cb1Itl'l-""- PHCC WA co ., 2.667 2 3.1930 3.67112 4."52 5.198 5.1&21 S,l67 1 5.H19 6.0110 2 7.130 8
C~ClHIfl'l
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'FCC WA " ., UlKIO 1.''''' 8 3.1\14 4 3.4"15 3 3,249 ~ U.60 1.331 ) UIlO 2.754 U"Oee--.n,ClHHl'l

r",dl.z_ COMIIIl.O'SIO' TeC WA " ., 6.354 7 6.5'24 ~.14\1 5 9.6176 10,2513 lI,tU 6 11.34<1 9 11.4SS6 11.9377 J2.5n4"'"p
Vd.....laa»..-ly VCC WA co ., 14.254 6 15,41a 6 15.9" 5 21.5125 10.196 4 10,172 4 21.6159 1l.115 I 2:6.436 I 29.295 8
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NUTEICI"I'Jll!/l1 t'GI!NO

I.~. 2007.2008 - 2DOS INSTITUTIQN,4L CIIAIlACI'ERJSTICS

I.e. Fa1l200S - 'DOS TOllIIArIl.ual u"'upu.:oloolll•• C....I (AUHC)
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I ..::.....:~.... .lOIOCC""!iII."
InU'lllion "''' "" lOU ... "" "" "" "" "" ~"(SIC).or

~, Atk;Jbwtr~ltp SPC "" eel> ~UL7 4','1' '0.&'6 ''.131 '4,'" '2.'" 4&'7)6 '2.920 S4.oa. ''.101. '?tIS
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Nat""''''no".~ NWFSe "', so IU4' 12.0160 13,2'4 IU4& L4,127 I ).SlI 11."4 IU" 14.ot. 1$.6010 101.147
CoII.,.~ ...
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"""~p_ 8t<>:h .\JaN PDse "" so 44,3S3 lI,903 43."'7 4S.400 46,3'3 47.320 47.572 44,719 ~4.3S) 41,$012 SI.'37
"""~<bI1ol"0/C_ eeF ~" eel> 17.6L9 17,29~ 21.070 20.797 20,)7' 1'.184 1'.'20 1$,"'2 16.767 17.21& 17.6U
n"""

Gul./CotNC.-.......t1 acee M" eel> 22.0'1 21,634 23.076 21,4'4 21,"'9 21.106 22,140 23,1l6 24,273 2l.l12 22,OSI

"""~~..roI"Sk* PcSC m. so 22,93' 22,420 21.91$ 21,213 21,1l7 20.4019 20.2U 20,31 , 21.104 21.4$6 22.fl'
"""~

AJJk SI.>N Collotl PoSC m. so 19,124 L7,336 19.414 20.&66 L9."'9 IUl4 1l.~71 L.,~70 20.t\79 20,116 lJ.124

Sonra ... Cb'lel" SFe m. eel> 2S.0SI 21.4)7 22.119 22,J'3 23.420 22.6S6 22.&" 2U2. 2U" 23.ot7 2S.OS1

SommoH SLw Col/orr sse M" " 30,1loI1 22.017' 26.17L 27.173 27.7S3 30.434 30,n4 30,$041 26.314 31..31 n.1loI1

;$JJoMI)J/hofr
SIRCC M" eel> 11,109 ',723 ,.U. 9.012 9,163 1.773 '.296 IO,il3 ,.,,, 10,291 11,109

ee....-", CbJIel"
$tQ/o CbI/tp 0/ sefMS m. so 24,3" L6,3" 16.46) 11.066 19,5I S 20.031 20,036 21,471 n.614 2'.OlS 24.3"_M~

BNWlfda:..-n, Bee WA ec ., 26,017 26,96' 2',0119 26.013' 26.170 2'.713 1$.lS0 26.1$' 27.174 21.961

"""~n,,,.,,,,,,
FKCC WA co ., 3,766 3.SClO 3,2S? 3,11' 2.8014 2,8L~ 2,710 ,.", '.m 3.166

C_",Colle,.
lIMIMGolo.'V"," roc WA co ., ,,"~ 6.9SO 1,601 7,227 1.261 7.191 6.963 '.,..9 '.143 '.181

"""~Hllh~ HCC WA co ., 4~,S79 4S.766 ",SOD 49,IloI6 49.OS6 43.9L~ 31.929 40,IloI2 42.2L6 46.003
~CbJkl",......,

!.See WA co ., ',946 S.720 U.aI 7,464 6.761 6."1 6.606 7.601 '.OSI '.940e-tI' Collo,.
NonhI'lI1l1M Nl'ee WA co ., 3,'36 ).)16 ).)lS 3,ot7 UI] 3.17$ U32 2.141 2.416 2,,316

~Collel"

P=o-Httrd'do mee WA co ., LO,U~ 11.311 12,71' L3,306 L3.131 13.209 13.93S 1~.421 IS.422 1'.622e-f,Coilo,.
Swth lIMId.> SfCe WA co ., a.004 '.246 ••3'S 1."4 7.6lS 7.6.24 '.42S 9.607 9.0L7 9.113C_",O>lIo,.

ToJI""",,HfC~ Tee WA co ., 1U73 2).)~4 24,721 24,904 2UO 17.JlI 29,'23 33.614 17.149 36.139CoJlel"
Vd_I"~ vee WA co ., S2,,26 ~,.nl ,uS) '7,121 SCI.IlO SO,Jl2 Sl,m S'.101 ~UIO 6U19

"""
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NOT"E/CYPHEIl/LEGEND

1.... 2007_200s - 2DOS INSTITUTIONAL CIIARACl'ERlSTICS

U. FaII200s - 2DOS FTE In Ba<ralaural ..

- Non CCB. Uoat fY mOE Facl Hook

I.:::,"-:~.",
31IDCCB,liI..

-~"
,.. "'" "" ~ - ". ,.,
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OIlpokJ 0II1qw ce ,., '''' .. .. .. .. " '" ,n n, ." lOS 2 ,. ,
_D<ldeColJr", MDC ,." '''' .. .. .. .. ." US 9 ,.. , 2'12 ... , 1'S3 ,an

Mrlrwut »:>rid.>~ NWFSC ,." '" .. .. .. .. .. '" ... "" 13S l l&22 "..CoIIqw~~

~.swr0ll1qw OSC ~ '" .. .. .. .. .. .. " '" "" 2&S4 •••
&tsao Sl>JI a.Dor", ESC ~ '" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '" '" 113 9 nl S

~dColH'" Be """ '''' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " m.
F/<Jrl4>sz.- CblH'" ~ FSO """ '" " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " ll22 '" ,.J«~IH--- IRSC """ '" ~. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... )4)4 .~ ,

"".~........- PBSC """ '" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,~.
"".~OIIk",o/C_ CCF ~" '''' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..-...

"""""'e-....v OCCC ~" '''' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
~

"."...- pcse ~" '" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
"".~

Polka. Colk", ....C ~" '" n.) •• .. ... .. .. .. •• .. .. ,n
SMa ,. 0II1qe SFC ~" '''' ." .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ."

s-moic .IlR 01110", SSC ~" '" .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
2,J....~RMr SORce ~" '''' .. .. .. .. .. •• .. .. .. .. ..
~O:tikt"

.swr 0111."'01 SCFMS ~" '" '" .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lU--........e-....v BCC "'. '"
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""~
"""wb~. FKCC "'. " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." .,.

~Colk.

1IorwGaw'll' FOC "'. " .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.
"".~

Hlbk/lwdt HCC "'. " .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.
~O:tikt"

"*- LSCC "'. '"
.,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.

~Colk",....-... NFCC "'. '"
.,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.

e-trColH",_..-
PUCC "'. " .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.e-.wo- CoIk",...."""" SFCC "'. " .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.

C-ooOllH".
r...... c........". TeC "'. '"

.,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.
CoIH",

Y~e-....v vec "'. " .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.""..
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

lo~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS INSTITUTIONAL CllARACl"ERThoTICS

U. Fall 2008 - 2<1OS AUHC In Bocnlalll"eue

- to<>te CCBIa lbat n' fDOE fact "001<

1.:'.....-::.... lDIOCCB,5h..

-~"
,.. "'" "" ,..

""" ". ,.,
""" "'" ~"(SlC)._r

.It AlciN,OIIIqw SPC ,.,
"" • • " ~. 1214 1498 20lS 2SH 2987 '"' 4S29

OIIpokJ 0II1qw CC ,., CO. • • " • " " .. " '" N' m

_D<ldeColJr,. MDC ..., ". • • " • '" '" '" ." I)S6 "" '~'
~est"""lda~ NWFSC ..., '" • • " • • m m ,..

'" ~' .0>
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~.Sl*0II1. DSC .... " • • " • • " " m ... ~. '"
&tsao SlilII a.Dor,. ESC .... " • • " • • " • " " ~' '"
~dColIc,. BC .... "" • • " • • " • • " " ...
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FSO .... " • • " • • " • • ,

'" ...
J«/lun!rllc-""".... IRSC .... " no • " • • " • • no '" LIS'"".p............

PBSC .... '" • • " • • " • • " • '""".pQ>lk,.ofC_
CCF N" ". • • " • • " • • " • •"""""""-",....., OCCC N" ". • • " • • " • • " • •"""P_....
Pese ,,,.

" • • , • • , • • • • •"".p
Po/k;SZaooCol1<lp POse N" " '~ • , • • , • • • • '~

SnaMlOlllcp SFC N" "" '" • , • • , • • " • '"
SDemch .slR 0II1qw SSC N" '" " • , • • , • • " • "Sf. J,*,~ RMr

SJRCC N" CC8 • • , • • , • • • • •e-o-Q>llct.'l
SklI4 Ollie,. 0/ SCFMS N" '" .. • , • • , • • • • ..--a.. ....da:--sto' BCC "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,",,"p

natNbbp FKCC "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,
C-ooCoilct.'l
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e-o-OIIIc,.

"*- !.SCC "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,
e-o-Collct.'l

-""""" NYCC "'A "
., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,

e-o-CoIIc,.-- Pllce "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,
e-o-Collc,....""''''' SFCC "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,
C-o-OoIIc,.

r......latc-OO TeC "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,"".p,......",.....,
VCC "'A " ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .,""..
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

lo~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS FAcrLTl°IES CHARACTERISTICS
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

lo~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS FAcrLTl°IES CHARACTERISTICS
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,.. '"
_D<ldeColJrCO MDC ,." ". '.. '.. ,.. '.. '.. '" '" '" ,.. ,.. '..
~ut"""lda~ NWFSC ,.,

'" ~, '" '" ~, .., ~. '" '" '" '" '"CoItqc~~

~.sl*0II1. DSC ,.,.
" ." '" '" m '" ." '" '" '" '" on

&tsao SlilII a.DorCO ESC ,.,.
" "' "' '" "' ~, '" "' "' '" m m

~dCollcl" BC "" "" .., m m '" "' '" .., '" '" .., ..,
Fk/rI4Q~ O>Ilcl" ~ FSO "" " '" '" '" '" '" '" "" '" '" '" ."J«/lun!rllc
",..,_....

IRSC "" " '" ,.. ", ,,. ,,.
'" '" '" '" '" '""".p............ PBSC "" '" "" "" ~, m '" ~, ~, ~, ~, ~, ~,"".p

O>IkcoofC_
CCF ~" ". "' '" '" '" '" '" '" '" no "' "'"""""""-"'--"1 OCCC M" ". ~, '" '" '" '" '" ~, ~, ~. ~, ~,

"""P_....
PeSC "" " ." "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" '" '""".p

Po/k;SZaoo ColHl" pose M" " m '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" ",
SHaM/ OIIlcl" SFC M" "" m '" '" '" ,.. "' ". ,.. ,.. m m

SDfImch .slR 0II1qw SSC "" '" '" .., .., .., '" ." ." '" '" '" '"Sf. J,*,~ RMr SJRCC M" CC8 "' "' "' "' "' "' ", '.. ~, ~, "'e-o-O>IHCO
SklIc 0II1cl" 0/ SCFMS "" '" '" '" M' M' ~, M' M' M' '" M' '"--a.. ....da:--sto' BCC "'A " ., "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' "'",,"p
"""Nbbp FKCC "'A " ., '" '" ", '" '" '" '" '" ", '"C-OOColHCO

"",,/doe.-. FOC "'A " .,
'"

,., ,.,
'"

,., M' '" '" M' '""".p
H'b~ HCC "'A " ., m m ,,. m '" 'n m '" '" ""e-o-OIIHCO

"*- LSCC "'A " ., ", ", '" ", ", ,,.
'" '" no no

e-o-CoIHCO

-""""" NYCC "'A "
.,

'" '" '" '" '" '" ,.. m m m
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

lo~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS FAcrLTl°IES CHARACTERISTICS

U. FalI200s - 2<1OS Total Owned BlIlldlnar

- Non CCBIa lbat n' FDOE Fat800k (fCeS Fall.... l)aUlIl_. FCOlMC)

1.:'.....-::.... lDIOCCB,St...

-~"
,.. "'" "" ,..

""" ". ,.,
""" "'" ~"(SlC)._r

.It AlciN,OIIIqw SPC ,.,
"" '" '" '" "

,,.
'" '" '" '" ,~ n,

OIIpokJ 0II1qw CC ,., CO. .. " " .. " " " " " " "
_D<ldeColJrp MDC ..., ". .. " " .. .. '" ... ... ". .., ..,
~ut"""lda~ NWFSC ..., '" " " " " " " " " " .. ..
CoItqc~~

~.Sl*0II1. DSC .... " " " " .. " " .. " " " "
&tsao SlilII a.Dorp ESC .... " " " " .. " " " " " " "
~dCollcl" BC .... "" '" .. .. " " " '" '" '" ". ,..

Fk/rI4Q~ Q>llcl't ~ FSO .... " ". n. '" '" .. " '" '" ,.. n, '"J«/lun!rllc-""".... IRSC .... " " " " " " ~ " " " .. ..,"".p............ PBSC .... '" '" '" n. " .. " '" '" '" '" '""".p
Q>lkpofC_

CCF ~" ". .. " " .. " .. " .. " .. ..
"""""""-"'--"1 OCCC ~" ". .. " " " " " .. .. .. .. ..
"""P_....

PeSC "" " " " " " " " " " " " """.p
Po/k;SZaoo ColHl" POse ~" " " " " " " " " " " " "
SnQMI OIIlcl" SFC ~" "" " " " " " " .. .. " " "

SDfImch .slR 0II1qw SSC "" '" " .. .. .. .. " .. " .. .. "
Sf. J,*,~ RMr SJRCC ~" CC8 " " " " " " " " " .. .,

e-o-Q>llct.'l
SklIc 0II1cl" 0/ SCFMS "" '" " .. .. .. " " " " " " "--a.. ....da:--sto' BCC "'A " ., .. .. " " " " " " " "",,"p

natNbbp FKCC "'A " .,
" " " .. .. " " " .. ..

C-ooCollc,.
l'bNbe.-. FOC "'A " ., .. .. " .. " " " " .. """.p
H'b~ HCC "'A " .,

" " .. " " " " " .. "e-o-OIIIc,.

"*- !.Sce "'A " ., " " " " " " " ,. " "e-o-Collct.'l

-""""" NYCe "'A "
.,

" " " " " " " " " "e-o-CoIlcl"-- PlICC "'A " ., .. ., " " " " " " " "e-o-Collcl"...""''''' SFCe "'A " ., .. .. " " " " " " " ..C-o-OoIIc,.
r......Mtc-OO Tee "'A " ., .. .. .. .. " " " " " .."".p,......- vee "'A " ., " " " " " " " ~ " """..
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NOTE/CYPH£~/L£GEND

l.~. 2007-2008 - 2008 FAcrLTI'IES CHARACTERISTICS

I~. Fall 2008 - 2008 TowCo..... VohoI! (P\I>lbhod)

- Non CCBIaIII\aI fY FDOE Fat800k (fCCS Fall.... I)aUl8_. FCOlMC)

1.:'.....-::.... lDIOCCB,St... _wo ,.. "'" "" ,..
""" ". ,.,

""" "'" ~"(SlC~.r

~, Ptwr.w,OJIJqw SPC ".. "" H9.l92.9l0 159,392.930 1S9.192.9l0 UI.29S,S4l SS4.I46.~90 S6UH.116 SH,13~.SI9 S6L.l01.991 ISI.Dt9.IIS S4UIS,OI7 SS4.0S.l1l

OIIpokJ OJ/hp CC ,., COO S7,727.S19 S7.SI1,S96 n,SI7596 S7,S2U76 S7.70S,7IS S7.IlH,l48 n,~IUOl SI,262,72S S8.3olS,22S U,nS.lll Uun,091

~ DtItZ CoIllp MDC '"' COO 1'73,79-1.711 S1l.617.H I S1l.6I7,UI UI.IU.260 S81.16I.3S~ U2.32I.S91 U2,lS3.S92 S8l.31s.s6~ "3.3I1S.I604 U9.9'72.S71 S81.l~1.777

~Cf~Ida.sl= NWFSC ,.,
'" Sl7,II9,9~1 SIII,47I.2~1 SI6,~71.2~1 Sl7,II9,9.1 129,696,~89 120,17~,932 S21,918.390 S22.811,J90 122,III,l90 Sn,7Sl,OS7 12U7l,0S7

CoIJqw~""

~~OJ/Jqw DSC ... '" U9,696 .•89 UI.119,769 UI.319,769 129,}48.~19 SI ••180,11S UO,287,91. 123,.~.921 SH.18l,OOO 126,91MI7 SlO,61S••01 Ul.392,814

z.tso.o.su. CbDtp ESC ... SC 11•. 180.lIS II 1.170.11 S SI1.l70.11S SI•. 180.lIS 120.0l6.9S<! SIS.~lS.92S SIS.• lS.92S IIS.6lS.92S SIS.61S.92S US.II9.92S II6.I11I.90S

a-.:rdColhl" BC ... COO U2,2~6.97l 1S<!,.117,793 1S.,.n,791 UO,9'72,Ol4 164,010,161 SIIl,SlMI6 S6l,~I6,.21 UU31,1161 "2,2.6,971 167,4018.791 167,72S,S06

~~OJ/lI1'f" "CJ ... SC SoI3.l08.lS<! UI.921,316 UI.921,lI6 13S,.19.971 S4J.832,J94 14•.017,128 $040,362.162 S42.1l09.Q63 S4l.10US4 $047,613.013 S49.2aI.SS3-'"--- iRSC ... SC $041.117.076 12l.1S2.ll6 121.lS2.336 127.SIUD8 S47.039.3S. S47.S42.S76 S46.J42.S76 146.142.$76 148.111.076 SH.SIUOO SS2.619.300
"""~_....-

PBSC ... '" 127,72U70 121.120,602 121.320,602 122,49<',639 122,922,~76 12~,618,106 SH,U7,200 12UJ9,098 127,72$.270 S30,OSI.8I2 U1.71l,082
"""~

Cb/lotl"tifC~ CCF ~" COO U.OO3.772 S9.I2~,~82 S9.82~,~82 SI2,S48.81~ SII.1I6~,681 SI~.961.103 Sl2.S20.6.~ S16.113,119 SI6.71l.!39 I2S,S9S.12~ U.OO3,772

"""'"WfC«r.lC~ OCCC ~" COO SnI21,0S<! S18,S99,SU U8,S99,SU 120,17~,1 S<! 120,619,SS4 120,$06,279 S20,610,S82 120,712,$19 122,297,629 S2I,Oll,S6l Sn,121,OS4
~-- Pese "" '" US,803.S00 UO,.Ol,1l9 120,~Ol,ll9 12.,021.S39 In.22,l12 12.,2'4I,96S U.,619.982 IH,.16,920 U.,l99,716 I2S,17lI,.10 UUOl,SOO
"""~

Po&.sJ"..Coll4l" POse ~" '" UI,127.606 U.449.863 U.449,863 U.62•.004 U.S4S,100 S8.812.~~d S9.161.IOS 1]].720,719 SI3.70S,719 120.991.907 Ul.127,606

SHoJi'll O>&l" SFC ~" "" S2~,Ul.ln SIS.IOl.910 SIS.IOl.970 sn.19USl 121.1169,l60 12'.227.67~ S2l.02l.116 124,921.l60 12~.}U.1l6 S2~,UI.172 12~.1111.172

~.su. 0JI1qw SSC "" '" SoIl,292.0.1 UUI1,In 121.1113,In 126,022,463 U7,102,SS8 127.317,Hl 127,6OU'~ U9,131,906 U9,l49,.Od SlI,109.7H 143.292,0.1

~J"'1R\cr SJRCC "" COO 11~,18o.a92 1S.0S6.7S6 SS.OS6.7S6 U.2S6.S06 U.2~S.204 n.J4S.20~ U.903.70~ U.!lo41.70~ SI2,910.192 SI~.)80.192 11~.)8o.a92
~OJ/'-".

~ OJ/lq«ol SCI-"loIS "" '" 121,101.2.7 SII.)82,918 1II,1I2,918 111.)82.911 SI1.96I,21S SIS,207,2H IIS,20UlS S16,S3U1S U7,1l2,'OS 119,lOl.H7 122.1OI,2~7--SW""'_ BCC WA cc .S> 126.7U6,l78 U6,7'Il6,l71 121,010.1'" 127,!lo41,064 U~,OOI.I~O 132,263.6S0 Ill,SOl.6S0 B3,$Ol.6S0 130,010.406 13O.010,~06

"""~narlthbp FKCe WA CC .S> 12.931.112 12.911.112 13.011.112 B.OlI.I12 U.Oll.'12 Sl.096.1167 Sl.Il8I.1167 11.011,667 Sl.0I1.1167 Sl.0I2.~67"-,,CoIH,.
1'Ior1daa.-", FOC WA CC .S> SIO,sn,S92 IIO,S99592 111,02~,1 S2 SI4,~SI,341 SI6,16I,)89 116,0I7,~91 116,060,1~1 112.017,234 IIS,lOO.2.2 SI7.SOI,U8

"""~
Hlb~ HCC WA cc .S> 121."7,003 121.~77,OOl 120,67S.270 121.92S,270 121.178,.68 120,2SI.170 12J.982,1~ I 121.2'43,121 S29,U8,S40 111,137,$12

e-..to' OJI'-t't

"*- LSCC WA CC .S> Sl.2S2.177 1I.2S2.177 SI7.S71.ln 117.nun SI7.IS3.2S~ Sl7.n6.l<l~ 111.229.1063 119.162.649 S21.040.$11 S2I.DtO.S78

-"""~...."""'" NFCC WA CC .S> 12.l62,~H U.ld2,.SS U,462.4SS 12,~S6,608 S2,~S6,608 u,n'.601 Il,2)9,6S8 11.699,6S8 Sl,919.6S1 14,211.498_Cd""-- Plice WA cc .S> 111,'792,000 SI','792.000 123,731.000 123,116,000 123.119,000 1n..13.000 12••913,000 S2<I.91',OOO S26,~99.SGO U9,S92,SGOe-..to'CoIHt't.... ,..,.,
SFCC WA cc .S> 1S.7l!i1,196 SS.7l!iU96 S6,09S.~'2 S6.lJ1S,1d9 S6,136,92~ S6.600.0041 16.111,~11 S<I,OI S,I91 16,SI8,l7S S7.09l,6S4e-q.OJ/Ht't

r.......c-oo TCC WA cc .S> SlS.IIS,S73 US,ISS.S71 $041,641.000 145.166,000 S4S.$Ol,ooD $046,191.000 146••91,060 SS9."O,I9S S6O,297.89S 160.197,195
"""~Y<HKIora--.ttp VCC WA CC .S> Sd~.27S.7S6 S64.2'1S.7S6 S63.164.0SI Sd~.7U1.9S8 S6~.ISs.t71 167.2)1....0 169.141.940 S69.64~.691 S73.9'lS.672 173.97S.0120,,,,.
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NOTE/CYPH£~/L£GEND

l.~. 2007-2008 - 2008 FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

I~. Fall 2008 - 2008 TlJIIaI P ...so...... co.u

- Non CCBIa IMI fY fDOE Fan 80,* (XXXX COif Ana!)'sl. Roporls)

1.:'.....-::....
lDIOCCB,S1... _wo ,.. "'" "" ,..

""" ". ,.,
""" "'" ~"(SlC~.r

~, Ptwr.w,OJIJqw SPC ".. "" UI,60I.l17 SSI.lI01.317 1S5.l43.391 159.SS0.341 164.291.613 166.152.519 111.S6J.lSI 11s.t S6.112 119,112.214 I1I,S39.221 SlS.2SS.30S

OIIpokJ OJ/hp CC ,., COO 17,931.417 U.197,654 11,931.487 U,097.2J.4 11.442,211 U,U6,ISI 19,0'18.036 19.654.168 110,OJJ.I05 19,8J0.271 U.6SJMI

~ DtItZ CoIllp MDC '"' COO IIS9,5OO.492 11S9.091.639 IIS9.S00.492 1171.98).27S 1184.031.166 1191."S.377 119S.484.Sn 1206.111.993 1216.077.477 1219.998.060 1204.274.411

~Cf~Ida~ NWFSC ,.,
'" tl6,32J.983 114.1'5Il.021 116,250.361 116,32J.98J 116.620,817 U7,S6<I,Ol0 118,388.448 119.S05,873 nO,131.766 111,553.214 121.1190,041

CoIJqw~""

~~OJIJqw DSC ... '" 144,028.030 $40.606,S02 143.607.079 14l,310.47J $44.028,030 146,14S.017 ISO,04S.517 1S5.S91,984 162.818,4S4 Sn:798.47S 16S.130,19.

z.tsooo.!Url CbDt,. ESC ... SC UI.062,132 I17:~U:no 119.320.387 111.SS2,SOI 121.062.1]2 11].911.270 I2S.36].109 121.011.22S 1]0.09S.640 132.)18.977 117.IU.l4S

Bifr1..:rdColh,. BC ... COO 19805'2.0601 16'.130,951 172,179••35 115,424.911 m.639,127 116,119.240 119,061.501 19•• lJ4,129 198,S82.064 110<1,141.611 1109.S09,776

~~0JIk1'f" "CJ ... SC t95,J12.21J 11••727,71. 174.690,147 m,JJ5.16oI 1I0.317,S63 186.599.521 190,4<17.931 192.861.081 195.372.28] 198,1'518.531 110<1••84.090-'"--- iRSC ... SC 149.9OS.023 IJ.t.1l9.619 136.066.02S 137.220.6IS U9.HU44 141.180.llS 14J.SoIO.S62 $46.1'511.101 1049.90S.023 ISO.4SUU ISUllM1
"""~_....-

PBSC ... '" S70,Ol8.593 $47.817,861 ISI.IU.566 ISJ,609J62 151.0ll,36J 160,634.899 163,117.573 166.S61.71I5 170,0]8059] 174,UJ.J17 179.165,062
"""~

Cb/lotl"tifC~ CCF ~" COO 126,226.173 116.412.14. IIUSi.S67 111,910,331 116.121,669 119.911.002 120,004.183 121.1161.22S 1l3.S99.S72 124,419,16S 126.226,173

"""'"WfC«r.lC~ OCCC ~" COO 120,.21,114 115,409,170 116,042.709 116,6018,249 116.400,93] 118,081.721 111,916,409 120,071,832 1l0,91 S.9lS 120,836,331 120,421,11.
~-- Pese "" '" 136,721.813 IJ.t.272,6I0 U5,159.93] In,Hun U5,6S7,848 U7,3'74,OOI SJ7.808.466 U8.762,400 14l.26J.I S. 140,162.150 136.128,813
"""~

Po&.sJ.>IiIColk,. pose ~" '" 124.479.926 IIUOUl9 115.080.581 115,512.lJ3 116.677.415 117.074,622 111.663,871 119.210.439 1l0.466,lIl 122.995.341 12••479,926

SHoJi'll 0>&,. SFC ~" "" 141.3'7l.O'2 117.228.61. 139.3]1.445 140.138.049 $42.]15,166 1045.103.105 147,221.771 $41.911.0ll 1048.m.149 149.111.124 $41.J71.082

~.!UrI 0JI1qw SSC "" '" 152,JS7,JU 121.907,595 Ill.m.978 IJJ.800.429 SJ6:709,Jl6 SJ8,299,"9 140,J75,992 $42.865,921 14.,429,381 141,098.076 152.351,399

~J"'1R\cr SJRCC "" COO 118.nuoo 111.201.610 II 2,9SI.l lJ $12.1M.SJ9 112.130.610 114.40S.082 IIS.126.311 111.590.026 11'.37S.018 119.116.429 IU.9lJ.SOO
~OJI"".
~ Cbilq«ol SCI-"loIS "" '" 1J0,442,$31 IU.593,196 119,623,D08 120,7S2.461 121..21,82S 1l2,620,lll 123,633.0.4 IH.513,491 U7,22S.8U In,809.119 IJD.4<l2,SJ1--SW""'_ BCC WA cc .S> U2.1I1,840 US,181.803 136,322.010 136.114,510 UI,43M16 S31,133.234 143.296,002 14S,I.1,22S SSO,411.lOJ IS2,966,49'

"""~narlthbp FKCe WA CC .S> IS.4lS.SU 15.2S3.069 SS.3S4.3U IS.606.101 S5.J7S.510 SS.952.J74 16.]10.656 $11.146,91. S6.034.1IS 11.4S1.191
"-"Col",,.

1'Ior1daa.-.:oo FOC WA CC .S> $10.4Io.a77 110,616•• 11 1I0,5S8.663 $10.1'5I6,100l 111.486.91. 1Il.927.S041 $13.0SI,613 11],384,815 112,6&7.2.4 $11.899,656
"""~
Hlb~ HCC WA cc .S> $42,811,31. 144.065.18] 147,.7••123 $48.302:~6 150.723,27. 1S4,J71.105 ISS.103,926 159.787.912 16'l,104.517 167.030.411e-..to' OJI",,.

"*- LSCC WA CC .S> 11.]93.108 $1.S95.I9] 18.•0U9S 18.429.900 U.478.SI1 1I0.S18.04S 111.77o.ns 112,981.*64 113.04].966 10.S88.302

-"""~...."""'" NFCC WA CC .S> 1S,l50,720 SS,OH.5S7 SS,3S5,951 15.lJO,U. 1S,2·U.J28 SS,726.156 IU25,8018 W,3'72.245 15,8$6.214 SS.5U,J03_Cd""-- Plice WA cc .S> 112.128.SO$ 113.878.626 114,.04.0'0 II S.6'lO, 106 116.1'113.SS0 1I1,1Il,l31 llO.OI J,3017 121.674,419 123,06S.234 12••442,12.e-..to'Col"'p.... ,..,.,
SFCC WA cc .S> 110.112.216 111.156.567 111,610.Sl5 $11.831,131 112,28S.01] 112,8011.009 $1••231,179 115,151.194 IIS,SS5.2]1 $1S.6'l1,121e-o-OJI",,.

r.......c-O, TCC WA cc .S> UU20,256 UO,167.749 13l.l51.U9 U3.57',122 U6.9J2.m IJ9,508.06l 142.174,681 143,624,131 143,91 ••722 14ol.579,129
"""~Y<HKIora--.ttp VCC WA CC .S> SS'.77S.S21 16S.S96.139 169,1I4.I'S I1S.ln451 S1S.64S.223 119.SIl.S14 U6.601.11' S91.Sl0.$)6 S98.421.~9 1106.699.4600,,,,.
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NOTE/CYPH£~/L£GEND

l.~. 2007-2008 - 2008 FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

I~. Fall 2008 - 2008 T.tal Expendltur..

- Non CCBIa IMI fY fDOE Fan 8001< (XXXX C.1f Ana!)'''' R....r ••)

11f:".....-::....
lDIOCCB,S1... _wo ,.. "'" "" ,..

""" ". ,.,
""" "'" ~"(SlC~.r

~, PtIa.w,OJIJqw SPC ".. "" 167,661.017 167,661.011 17l.2l0.UI 179.S74.611 1S2,S75.114 13'.652.59l 193,911.124 1",4S0.S04 1101.4ll.'29 1103.lOL.099 1112,023.376

OIIpokJ OJIhp CC ,., COO 19,19-4.219 IIO,2U,SI6 19,"4,219 110,211.'79 110,716,126 111.234,'09 111,597.943 112,41l.911 112.92 S,,71 112,769.84 I 112.809,'410

~ DtItZ CoIllp MDC '"' COO 12G3.0IUU UIO.382.S46 12G3.013.289 824S.605.124 1236.463.317 124U7U39 8251.770.101 I27S.2SI.112 821l.14S.749 8219.729.100 1244.031.S1S

~cr~lda~ NWFSC ,.,
'" 120.910.150 119.611.716 121.0\15.505 120.910.'50 124.001.216 123.615,175 125.60D.S46 121.136.922 12'.290.074 123.992.497 121.2S7.614

CoIJqw~,,"

~~OJIJqw DSC ... '" '59.S6D.S09 151.600.061 IS3.03••ll9 157.050.04S 159.MD.S09 164.959.749 167.9OD.S34 m.747.952 131.911.'16 t7'.490.177 186.320.488

&hooo.!Url CbDtp ESC ... SC '34.630,961 829.517.14l 12'.lSS.09l IlI.S02,IS6 134.6l0.961 1l6.&42.SSl Ill.OIO,942 ~0.S04.411 Soll.illU95 146.672,019 ISl.147.656

a-.:rdColhp BC ... COO 1125.716.247 U'.IU.903 19l.66l.llSl 194.921.122 1100....6.660 '10',957.011 Illl.916.lSl 112l.190.477 '125.716.241 IllO.114.1I 113U17.106

~~OJIlI1'f" "CJ ... SC 113'.425.106 197.219.795 194.722.5S1 1100.617.92S 1107.273.052 11I5.067.79l 1117.159.966 112'.343.002 113,.42S••06 S!41.062.110 1152.752.133-'"--- iRSC ... SC 161.111.911 ~6.4'0.122 Sol7.49l.nl 150.011.10' 151.8'0.144 1$5.602.'00 IS'.130.376 162.295.12S U5.15U15 144."60911 160S).699
"""~_....-

PBSC ... '" 192.390.173 165.1".124 16'.111.240 17MI L.54, UO.II1.046 133.489.619 113.341.'" U'.I'.I2.468 19U90.l7l UI.II1.l1l 1102.1S5.259
"""~

Cb/lotl"tifC~ CCF ~" COO Sl6.080)72 123.J22.4SS 123.211.300 12).699.1$' 123.ln411 127.056.748 la.13U13 119.510.130 131.092.930 132.100.117 Sl6.080.112

"""'"WfC«r.lC~ OCCC ~" COO 1»'683.'64 820.....0.466 121,069,611 122.0048,'77 '22.67'.444 124,969,449 111.264,520 126,37I.S39 121,095.2'3 111.663,423 '27,6n,164
~-- Pese "" '" '51.110.019 142.155.464 Sol4.491.192 S44.518.S72 S45.5·n.381 Sol'.554.181 151.035.621 150.83S.3Sl 151.132.361 149.&19.332 SSL.1I0.019
"""~

Po&.sJ.>IiICollfp pose ~" '" 134.261.763 119."',993 1l',ill2.404 120,9'11.49' 122.9'6,937 124,201.765 121,532.'61 826.645.942 12',079,416 1l2.216.Q59 134.162,763

SHoJI'lIO>&p SFC ~" "" 162.081.259 ~6.9n.206 Sol ••n'.l64 151.476.600S SSUll.34' SS6.1II4.115 159.1'2.IS6 SS'.496.S63 ss,.n2.•68 161.34l.913 162.011.259

~.!UrI 0JI1qw SSC "" '" 144,'91.170 U'.5",152 SolI,nU'1 S45,ll2.799 147.079,304 150,297.019 152,721.791 SS5.241,602 156,372,471 159,965.516 S64.19l,S10

~J"'1R\cr SJRCC "" COO 114,9111.239 114.104,330 11s.a37.3SS 116,446.173 116.4'4,713 119,lO1.013 120,"D.l62 123.111,209 U3,114.473 123,193.047 124.961.239
~OJI,.".

~ Cbilq«ol SCI-"loIS "" '" J42,I2D.1I9 125.266.916 126,190.320 128,115.761 SlO.S02,9S2 UI,1II2.561 Ill,51U02 Sl6.077,419 U',170.418 IlB,l97.917 ~2.S20,U9--SW""'_ BCC WA cc .S> ~6.Sl4,'4' Sol1,119.356 SS2.2'.10.367 SSU12.972 ISl,~'4,'" ISl,082,603 ISI.6I~,062 139,998,060 166,14'.173 $67.392.216
"""~narlthbp FKCe WA CC .S> 16.993,SI4 16,"0.321 16,900,641 17.167,251 17,lO7,202 17,'26,660 11.220,633 11,691,:188 11,601.904 $IO.IH,64S

"-"Col",,.
1'Ior1daa.-.:oo FOC WA CC .S> 114.22l.225 114,063.'36 113,691.174 114.909,174 114,5109,732 115,nl.422 11I.07I,ill' 117,421.650 116,927.31 $!S.996,'24

"""~
Hlb~ HCC WA cc .S> 15'.219,433 162,267.196 165,600.42' 16'.506,145 17l,:I80,'Sl 177,161.953 IM.II9,U5 1I2.l97.l2l II7,1I9.!/79 197.ll49,397e-.wo- 0JI1ft't

"*- LSCC WA CC .S> 19.114,682 ",*Sun 110,168.32' 111.246.624 II 2.128.904 113.787.663 $IUn,052 117.2".3" 116.116.417 $1'.OlO,452

-"""~...."""'" NFCC WA CC .S> 16."1.996 16,496.514 16,919.744 17.ll40,S30 t7,3ll,065 17,916.0S1 11.791.457 sa,rn.739 1I,42l.113 11.471,767_Cd""-- Plice WA cc .S> 117.490,331 11',~19.J43 120,613.614 119.161,213 123,447,430 114,312,019 In.446,OS4 129,493.846 llO,119,H9 $Jl.13~,8lI9
e-..to'Col"'t't.... ,..,.,

SFCC WA cc .S> 114.232,94' 114,691.113 115,902.427 116.125,076 116,594,105 117,2&'.274 119.403,109 $20,136.313 120,499.315 120.7SU'72e-q.OJI"'p
r.......c-oo TCC WA cc .S> 136.012,310 1l6,'1I.212 141,015.119 ~2.21I,2l0 Sol',11l2,642 14',114,033 154.2GI,42' 154,982,ill5 154,"'.426 $54.:189,077

"""~Y<HKIora--.ttp VCC WA CC .S> 1«.001,719 119.217,10' 194.097.463 199.1l61,213 1102.310.'11 110I.!HU13 1113.3I3.46l 1120.448.230 1129.601.717 1116.000,1690,,,,.
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NOTE/CYPH£~/L£GEND

l.~. 2007-2008 - 2008 FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

I~. Fall 2008 - 2008 CaplQ/ I Equlpm.... Exp...dltures

- Nota CCBIa IMI fY fDOE Fan 80,* (XXXX Calf Ana!)'''' Roporls)

1.:'....-::.... lDIOCCB,S1... _wo ,.. "'" "" ,..
""" ". ,.,

""" "'" ~"(SlC~.r

~, Ptwr.w,OJIJqw SPC ".. "" 12.474.6&000 12.414.610 II.991.l90 13.SSUIS 11.292.S16 12.1S<!.7U 13.719.&02 1 U22.21S 11.442.008 U58.922 1627.104

OIIpokJ OJ/hp CC ,., COO 161,272 00 117l,422 US.272 151.SS6 IIIJ,3H $40.63S 1l5U41 11I9,'~0 UO.207 II0UJ4 176,37S

~ DtItZ Colli,. MDC '"' COO 14.GSI.009 00 17.1560909 S4.051.G09 15.651.010 14.731.008 17.400.UO 14.760.207 IU5UOl 15.135.234 16.659.011 13.!N2.l01

~Cf~Ida~ NWFSC ,.,
'" 1319,48000 1766,056 lSoIO.60U 1119,480 II.JS4,058 1!N6.26l 1497.3&7 13&0,613 1880.930 12'8,112 IHI,SI4

CoIJqw~""

~~OJ/Jqw DSC ... '" $471,09700 1I.1ll9,173 SlI2.992 1445:~8 1473,097 1412.232 1435.702 11.0U,l16 167t.735 1606.n6 1941.911

&hooo.!Url CbDt,. ESC ... SC 11.967.30700 $P08.9S<! 1526.020 1647.157 11.967.l07 11.3119.91 1 1671.9115 1636.380 IS17.604 159l.990 1364.675

a-.:rdColl4l" BC ... COO U.OSQ213 00 11,131.629 IUl9,901 13,J6U67 12.822,547 14,385,855 13,024.980 11.439,342 n,OSO,223 12,730.110 11.S69,303

~~OJ/lI1'f" "CJ ... SC 12,.991,64300 13."5,186 11.491.162 1l.955.365 14.001,517 IUSS,I06 12,024.79S IUB,396 IU93,641 II.76U12 S1.940.ISl-'"--- iRSC ... SC Sl&7.66600 11.6UIlS 11.119.4)) IU74.m 1491.489 1895.902 1668.4SS 1462,'~l U87.666 Im.J60 1111.666
"""~_....-

PBSC ... '" 12.196,75100 12,492,417 1605.270 U,722,745 12.349,177 n.OS1,112 U,399,470 12.811,480 12,196,751 SZ,126,22& 11.704,&27
"""~

Cb/lotl"tifC~ CCF ~" COO 1774.194 $8047.900 IlII.2J6 Ill7.666 11.207,951 1424,$64 S699.lSl I!N 1,2" I 194I,OS8 $47.l98 1774,194

"""'"WfC«r.lC~ OCCC ~" COO 1&oI2,1S7 17l7,1'71 1484,045 1221,725 1381,&06 11,144,324 1195,426 $21,996 1261.171 1115,773 1842,1S7
~-- Pese "" '" 1l.S74.940 1664,"00 1406.720 1417.062 1369,864 1486,691 1125.731 1454,317 "0,089 191.668 11.51",940
"""~

Po&.sJ.>IiIColl4l" POse ~" '" I Ill. 'lU7 1306.150 1150.461 14S8.877 1582,518 1666.502 1418.449 111}.618 12JS.U5 1105,513 Illl,7II7

SHoJi'll O>&l" SFC ~" "" IU30.H8 II.S6S.793 11.732.731 Sl.lSU69 12.069.491 12.015.073 11.715.306 11.230.541 IU17,SU 11.064.603 I U30.521

~.!UrI0JI1qw SSC "" '" 1799.611 ISoI4,881 Sl97,S20 1591.967 1&01,973 1623.479 1911.449 IS98,2'3 IS19.$61 SJ2l.S2& 1799,61 I

~J"'1R\cr SJRCC "" COO Sl24.927 1461.6$0 164.156 172.202 1116.112 1497,$44 S267.8l6 Il51.U5 1$26.640 SLR~50 Sl24.927
~OJ/,.".

~ Cbilq«ol SCI-"loIS "" '" 1494,725 UJ1,222 1901.44S 1738.ll'l7 1&09,246 U71.726 IJol2.194 In5,798 lJol6.111 19un 149",'725--SW""'_ BCC "'A cc .1\ 00 1\.525,010 11,619.501 Sl,I64.877 11.841,390 11,I8U97 ITn.212 1I.026,S52 U50,OJ' ''''5.591 1419,9])
"""~narlthbp FKCe "'A CC ·11.00 139.1'79 IIS.190 $21.800 132.711 1~1.611 1~7.00S 141,'191 1123,592 $47.661 191.966

"-"Col",,.
1'Ior1daa.-", FOC "'A CC ·11 00 11.011,141 1686.$61 SlI0.673 1140,114 1106.119 SZ4l.l17 1484,125 1295.4S0 1111.912 1152,016

"""~
Hlb~ HCC "'A cc ·11.00 1121,662 1121,S" 1194.410 171~,163 1222,434 1507.112 1716,OSI Sl62,97] 1621.509 Sl.J60.S22e-.wo- 0JI"'l"

"*- LSCC "'A CC ·1i.00 112.)69 I~o.m 1$4.0Jol 1164.461 IH1.lS2 1140.994 1221.100 1142.169 141.823 1$.0]9

-"""~...."""'" NFCC "'A CC ·1100 111S,697 170.412 1128.566 IlS4,"91 1211.l3S 191."95 191,'~0 11.290 l1J.920 USl,"16_Cd""-- Plice "'A cc ·1i,00 1493.915 IU3.261 150J.901 1321,390 1626.121 1418.'Ul 1795,011 1$22,618 1266.029 U97,587
e-..to'Col"'l".... ,..,.,

SFCC "'A cc ·11 00 1424.796 162,'141 1116.960 122,1S1 1105.308 1134,516 1411.467 1146.611 S23l,154 1112,010
e-q.OJ/"'l"

r.......c-oo TCC "'A cc ·11 00 11.160,117 1601.121 1775.411 In7,667 1l.472.188 IIOS.961 1I:101,'7S8 11.142.)76 1"4l.l92 1S1,610
"""~Y<HKIora--.ttp VCC "'A CC ·11.00 SJ.476.014 11.954.19~ 11.671.345 IU75.dlS 11.I7~.771 11.149.9119 11.6)1,168 13.097.164 12.164.159 S7.12].lJ80,,,,.
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

I.~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS BACCALAUREATE RELATED _ jo'INANCIAL CllARAcrERlSTICS

U. Fall 2008 - 2<1OS Bnnlaur••e Appruprlldono

- N"u CCBIa lbat n' fCCS finance Wel..lte(Lep....d.... &lotlnllVter XXXX)

1.:'.....-::.... lDIOCCB,5h..

-~"
,.. "'" "" ,..

""" ". ,.,
""" "'" ~"(SlC)._r

Sf. AlciN,OIIIqw SPC ,.,
"" 11.000.000 Sl.llOO.OOO 19l7.600 13.000.000 14.&01.294 14.902.166 S6.23S549 16.7I3.l0S U.7Il.305 SS.394.Sl2 IS.U4.412

OIIpokJ 0II1qw CC ,., CO. SO SO SO 1497.~0 IHU3l 1662.44Q 1662.440 1662.440 1662.440 1617.494 1607.374

_D<ldeColJrp MDC ..., ". SO lC SO 11.721,400 l:m.H4 11.3G1.4OO 172I,OS6 II.lll.SI2 11.244.3S1 11.IIS.772 Sl.144.0S2

~ut"""lda~ NWFSC ..., '" SO SO SO 1274.1'3 SO 126-4.'ll IHI.902 1445.0n 1972.901 1942.4JS 1452.l15
CoItqc~~

~.Sl*0II1. DSC .... " SO SO SO SO SO SO SO IlSO.712 SS22:no 1607.906 1597.716

&tsao SlilII a.Dorp ESC .... " IHl.Hl SO SO 1999.902 IlH.Hl IllS.016 SO IS6.ln 11l6.ISO IIIS.741 1175.621

~dCollcp BC .... "" SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SnOOD IlOO.2IO

Fk/rI4Q~ Q>llcp ~ FSe> .... " $16,4&4 SO SO SO SO SO SO 175.SlO 146.464 SS4,&42 11l3.l42./«Jtun,orllc
",..,_....

IRSC .... " 11.l116fl.'1 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO 11.lll.664 1427.2S2 1417.112"".p............ PBSC .... '" SO SO SO SO SO SO SO SO '" 114.400 141.410"".pQ>lkpofC_
CcF ~" ". SO '" '" SO SO '" '" '" '" '" '""""""""-",....., OCCC ~" ". '" '" '" '" '" '" SO '" '" '" '""""P_....
PeSC "" " SO SO '" SO SO '" '" SO '" '" SO"".p

Po/k;SZaooCol1<lp pose
~" " lIDO '" '" SO '" '" SO '" '" '" $100

SnaMlOlllcp SFC ~" "" 1100 '" '" '" '" '" SO '" '" '" 1100

SDfImch .slR 0II1qw SSC "" '" lIDO SO '" SO SO '" SO SO '" '" 1100

Sf. J,*,~ RMr SJRCC ~" CC8 '" '" '" '" '" '" SO '" '" '" '"e-o-Q>llct.'l
SklIc OII/cp 0/ SCFMS "" '" ".. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. "..--a.._da:--sto' BCC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."",,"p
"""Nbbp FKCC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."C-ooCoilct.'l

"""/doe.-. FOC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." .""".p
H'b~ HCC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."e-o-Q>llct.'l

"*- !.Sce "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."e-o-Collct.'l

-""""" NYCe "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." .s. .s. ." ." .s.
e-o-CoIlcl"-- Pllec "'A " ." .s. .s. ." ." .s. ." ." .s. ." .s.
e-o-Collcl"...""''''' SFCe "'A " ." ." ." ." ." .s. ." ." .s. ." ."C-o-OoIlcp

r......Mtc-OO Tee "'A " ." .s. .s. ." .s. .s. ." .s. .s. ." .s."".p,......",.....,
vee "'A " ." .s. .s. ." ." .s. ." ." .s. ." ."""..
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

I.~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS BACCALAUREATE RELATED _ jo'INANCIAL CllARAcrERlSTICS

U. Fall 2008 - 2<1OS Bacnla......leC.plta1 Expend'''''r...

- N"u CCBIa lbat n' FCCS flnanc~Wel>Jlt~ (XXXX·XXXX Ba..... Ia ....Nt~R'"P ...1and ProJ ....... Expendltur..)

1.:'.....-::.... lDIOCCB,5h..

-~"
,.. "'" "" ,..

""" ". ,.,
""" "'" ~"(SlC)._r

Sf. AlciN,OIIIqw SPC ,.,
"" 1169.WI S160.WI SI49.765 1478.907 H7UIS HIS.OOO 1171.846 SnO.009 146.197 S19.2lI9 S249.399

OIIpokJ 0II1qw CC ,., CO. SO SO SO 123U76 197.607 S4J.Q90 S44.UO 172.690 SJ6.l39 S4D.S29 160.000

_D<ldeColJrp MDC ..., ". SO lC SO I2S9.72S SOlO.6S4 SJU21 IUI7.IIS U.OIS.411 SI.719.771 11.267.1 S9 11.OlS.971

~ut"""lda~ NWFSC ..., '" SO SO SO SO 1S6.J02 "USI 1I12.9SJ 1221.99l n23.no sal.ll46 1l5.09S
CoItqc~~

~.Sl*0II1. DSC .... " SO SO SO SO SO SO t74.$OS SI24.500 SO SO 12.000

&tsao SlilII a.Dorp ESC .... " SO SO SO S42.6S7 SO sa.SSO Sll.17S SO 14.000 SI.7S2 SI84.392

~dCollcl" BC .... "" SI7.174 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO S17.l74 Sl.ln t71.500

Fk/rI4Q~ Q>llcp ~ FSe> .... " 14.000 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO 14.000 sa4.000 SlOO.OOO
J«/lun!rllc

",..,_....
IRSC .... " 1611.041 SO SO SO SO SO SO SO S611.041 .. SO"".p............ PBSC .... '" SO SO .. SO SO .. .. SO .. Il67.297 170.000"".p

Q>lkpofC_
CCF ~" ". SO .. .. SO SO .. .. .. .. .. ..

"""""""-",....., OCCC ~" ". .. .. .. .. .. .. SO .. .. .. .."""P_....
PeSC "" " SO SO .. SO SO .. .. SO .. .. SO"".p

Po/k;SZaoo ColHl" POse ~" " S45.000 .. .. SO .. .. SO .. .. .. 145.0UO

SnQMI OIIlcl" SFC ~" "" .. .. .. .. .. .. SO .. .. .. ..
SDfImch .slR 0II1qw SSC "" '" SO SO .. SO SO .. SO SO .. .. SO

Sf. J,*,~ RMr SJRCC ~" CC8 so so so 10 10 so 10 10 so .. ..
e-o-Q>llct.'l

SklIc 0II1cl" of SCFMS "" '" S7UOO 10 so 10 10 10 10 10 10 .. S71.600--a.. ....da:--sto' BCC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."",,"p
"""Nbbp FKCC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."C-ooCoilct.'l

"""Idaa.-. FOC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." .""".p
H'b~ HCC "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."e-o-o:ilcp

"*- !.Sce "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."e-o-Collct.'l

-""""" NYCe "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."e-o-CoIlcl"-- Pllec "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."e-o-Collcl"...""''''' SFCe "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."C-o-OoIlcp
r......Mtc-OO Tee "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." .""".p,......",.....,

vee "'A " ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."""..
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NOTE/CYPHE~/LEGEND

I.~. 2007_2008 - 2<1OS BACCALAUREATE RELATED _ jo'INANCIAL CllARAcrERlSTICS
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APPENDIX C 

Plots of the Annual Median Score for the Basic Factors  
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APPENDIX D 

Plots of the Annual Median Score for the Normalized Factors  
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APPENDIX E 

Expert Review Panel Invitation Correspondence 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 For clarity, these are not 130 different programs.  These programs have a 

number of overlaps over the 18 colleges conferring baccalaureate degrees. 

2 Recognizing that time is itself a finite resource, which is always an element in 

the resource allocation decision - though oftentimes not adequately considered. 

3 The current name of the colleges are used for continuity, but it should be noted 

that several of these colleges moved through two or three names during the community 

college baccalaureate transition. 

4 In 2002, the State Board of Education approved funding to support a joint 

agreement between, then, Edison Community College and Florida Gulf Coast University.  

The intent of the joint agreement was to offer a Bachelors of Science degree in Public 

Service Management.  This was successfully operational from 2002 to 2004, before both 

institutions reevaluated the partnership.  With both institutions in agreement, the newly 

named Edison College sought to offer their own BAS in Public Safety management, 

which it was approved to do in 2004. 

5 For clarity and understanding, all of the results of the factors reported in the 

quantitative analysis are annual median scores of the data set unless expressly stated 

otherwise. 
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